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Molecular phylogenetics is the study of phylogenies and processes of evo-
lution by the analyses of DNA or amino acid sequence data. In this thesis
we describe a computationally efficient Bayesian methodology for infer-
ring species trees and demographics from unlinked binary markers. The
new diffusion approach coupled with state-of-the-art numerical algorithms
allow for analyses of datasets containing hundreds or even thousands of in-
dividuals. We demonstrate the scale of analyses possible using a SNP data
sampled from 399 fresh water turtles in 41 populations. The method, which
we call Snapper, is the successor of the coalescent based method Snapp.
A reanalysis of soybean SNP data demonstrates that the two methods are
hard to distinguish in practise. We also describe a Bayesian methodology
for inferring niches of present and ancestral species of plants from environ-
mental measurements and estimated phylogenies. Fitting the phylogenetic
niche model to three conifer species endemic to New Zealand confirms that
viable ancestral niches can be inferred. Lastly, in anticipation of even larger
genomic datasets we look into graphical processing units as computational
tools for efficient model fitting. We introduce a new graphical processing
unit based algorithm designed to fit long chain Hidden Markov models, ap-
plying this approach to an Hidden Markov model for nonvolcanic tremor
events. Our implementation resulted in a 1000-fold increase in speed over
ii
the standard single processing algorithm, allowing for a full Bayesian infer-
ence of model parameters.
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Chapter 1
Basic models and key concepts
1.1 Thesis blueprint
The work in this thesis consists of three distinct but similar parts, namely: Chapter
2 and Chapter 3; Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. (Note that Chapter 1 is excluded since
it serves as a review for key concepts that we encounter throughout the rest of the
thesis). Each part consists of the same four key components:
• A mathematical model.
• A concrete dataset for fitting the mathematical model.
• A Bayesian inference framework for quantifying uncertainty around model pa-
rameters.
• Numerical and computational methods for calculating model likelihoods of model
parameters given the data.
However, the core of the thesis is Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The remaining two chapters
two chapters, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, either extend or feed into one of the above
mentioned components of the thesis core. We give more details below.
In the core chapters we study the application of mathematical models to infer
species trees and related evolutionary processes given unlinked binary markers. We
explore the interplay between models and establish a solid theoretical underpinning
for diffusion models in particular. We present a linearithmic time algorithm to solve
diffusions on species trees. This algorithm forms the core of a new Bayesian software
package for phylogenetic analysis. We test the software extensively and showcase its
capability. The approximation framework for diffusion models is introduced and we
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carefully derive the numerical results. Our approach relieves some of the computational
strain that available methods are experiencing in the advent of large genomic datasets.
In Chapter 4 we extend statistical inference of the core chapters in some sense.
More specifically, we introduce phylogenies (possibly inferred using methods developed
in the core chapters) to well-established niche models for plants. In doing so we allow
for joint inference of not only present-day species niches but also niches of common
ancestral populations. We test the robustness of the model and give proof-of-concept
results.
There exist opportunity to exploit parallel data structures associated with models in
phylogenetics. However numerical algorithms developed in this thesis can be tricky to
implement directly on specialised computational hardware such as GPUs without any
prior experience. Therefore in Chapter 5 we use a concrete example (with application
in seismology) to develop a better understanding of the underlying design principles
for implementing numerical algorithms on the computing architecture of GPUs. In
the process we implemented a parallel algorithm for computing likelihoods of hidden
Markov models. Our implementation resulted in a 1000-fold increase in speed over the
standard single processor algorithm. It forms part of a Bayesian software package for
seismological analysis.
1.2 Discrete models for gene frequencies
1.2.1 The Wright-Fisher model
The Wright-Fisher model (Fisher, 1930; Wright, 1931) is one of the cornerstones of the-
oretical population genetics. In its simplest form the model describes the transmission
of genes in a population along generations using a random reproduction mechanism. It
has many variations and extensions, and has had a massive impact across population
genetics as well as phylogenetics (Ewens, 2004; Felsenstein, 2004). For this work our
starting point is the Wright-Fisher discrete model of drift and mutation. The model
makes the following explicit assumptions (Hein et al., 2004):
• Generations are discrete and non-overlapping;
• Individuals are assumed to be haploid (the population size is doubled in case it
is a diploid population);
• There is no differences in selective advantage between allele types;
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• There is no geographical or social structure in the population;
• No recombination takes place within the gene sequences.
We will assume two alleles types, which we denote ‘red’ and ‘green’. Given these
assumptions we model the number of red alleles observed at a locus for a population
of size 2N as a Markov chain
X2Nt for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,





: i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N
}
.
Transition probabilities are given by the binomial distribution
Pr
[







pji (1− pi)2N−j, (1.1)
where









describes the probability of drawing a red allele in generation t = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The
mutation rate from red alleles to green alleles (forward mutation) is u and the mutation
rate from green alleles to red alleles (backward mutation) is v. We assume neutral
mutations. In Figure 1.1 we illustrate a random sample path of X5t for generations t =
0, 1, 2, 3. Each generation is made up of individuals randomly drawn with replacement
from the previous generation with a chance of mutating.
1.2.2 The Moran model
The Wright-Fisher model can be tough to work with due to the complicated nature
of the transition probabilities. The Moran model (Moran, 1958) has a much simpler
reproduction scheme. It can be informally described as follows: For every step draw
two individuals with replacement from a population of size 2N , randomly choose one
individual to reproduce an offspring and one individual that dies off. Replace the
individual that died with the offspring of the individual that reproduced. The offspring
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Figure 1.1: The discrete Wright-Fisher model illustrated for 4 generations (t) of a haploid
population of 5 individuals, starting with the initial population at the top. Each consecutive
generation (k = 1, 2, 3) is made up of individuals randomly drawn with replacement from the
previous generation with a chance of mutating.
in the replacement step has a probability of mutating. Note that under this model,
generations are overlapping; not every step corresponds to a distinct generation.
The red alleles observed in a population can be described as a Markov chain
X2Nt for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,





: i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2N
}
and transition probabilities
Pr [Xt+1 = i− 1|Xt = i] =
(i)(2N − i)(1− v) + ui2
2N2
(1.3)
Pr [Xt+1 = i+ 1|Xt = i] =
(i)(2N − i)(1− u) + v(2N − i)2
2N2
(1.4)
Pr [Xt+1 = i|Xt = i] = 1−
∑
j=i,i+1
Pr [Xt+1 = j|Xt = i] . (1.5)
In Figure 1.2 we illustrate a random sample path of X5t for timesteps t = 0, 1, 2, 3.
Here 2N timesteps are considered to be one generation unlike the Wright-Fisher model
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where one timestep equals one generation.
Figure 1.2: The Moran model illustrated for 4 timesteps (not generations) of a haploid
population of 5 individuals, starting with the initial population at the top. Each timestep (t =
1, 2, 3) consists of randomly selecting one individual to produce (with a chance of mutating)
an offspring and one individual to be replaced by the offspring.
1.3 Diffusion models
1.3.1 Approximating discrete random walks
Diffusion models make it viable to model allele frequencies efficiently. The idea behind
diffusion models is to approximate the normalized discrete random walk ( 1
2N
X2Nt ) by
a continuous random walk (Xt) with state space [0, 1] that is easier to work with
analytically. Instead of considering discrete generations, we construct a random walk
which is continuous in time. We set up the approximation so that the larger N gets,
the better the approximation fits.
Modelling gene frequencies this way involves a rescaling of time. There are simple,
practical, reasons for this. As the population size N gets larger, the rate of genetic drift
decreases, ultimately approaching zero drift in the limit. However the effect of drift is
something that we would like to model. For this reason we change the units of time
so that the rate of drift remains approximately the same as N increases, eventually
converging to some non-zero amount. The convention for diploid populations is to use
a scale where 1 unit of time corresponds to 2N generations (one coalescent unit).
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If we are to change the units of time, we need to adjust the rate of mutation
accordingly. Therefore the overall rate of change due to mutations from green alleles
to red alleles becomes 2Nu and the overall rate of change due to mutation from red
alleles to green alleles becomes 2Nv. We adopt the standard notation and define
β1 = 2Nu and β2 = 2Nv.
It is not trivial to show that the discrete random walkX2Nt converges to a continuous
random walk Xt when N becomes large. Deep theory and intricate mathematical
constructs help deal with the issue of establishing convergence of a discrete random
walk. See Ethier and Kurtz (1986).
There is a set of conditions (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, Theorem 2.11, p. 172) that,
if satisfied, guarantees convergence for a discrete random walk. These conditions are
related to how much the discrete random walk (in our case allele frequency) can change
per timestep (generation). In practise if we can show that this change is well-behaved
then we have convergence. In fact if we can derive this change explicitly we can also
uniquely define the continuous random walk Xt. Two quite different discrete processes
can converge to the same continuous process. For example, the discrete random walk
under the Moran model and the discrete random walk under the Wright-Fisher model
are seemingly very different and yet they converge to the exact same continuous random
walk Xt (the only difference is the timescale). These derivations for the Moran model
and Wright-Fisher model are standard and we refer to Etheridge (2011) for details.
The continuous random walk Xt is an example of a diffusion process and is most
easiest defined in terms of partial differential equations (PDEs) describing the relation-
ship between a multivariate function and its derivatives. The specific class of time-
dependent PDEs we will use are called parabolic partial differential equations. Below
we discuss two important related parabolic PDEs that uniquely define the diffusion
process Xt that approximates the discrete random walk under the Moran model as
well as the discrete random walk under the Wright-Fisher model.
1.3.2 The forward diffusion
Firstly, for each value t > 0 of the diffusion process Xt we let f(x, t) denote the
density of the allele frequency x at time t, where x is defined on the state space [0, 1].
Surprisingly, there is very little choice over what the function f(x, t) might be, after
a few basic assumptions are made. (Though see McKane and Waxman (2007) for a
discussion about how we need to augment f(x, t) with point masses at 0 and 1.)
As is often the case in mathematical modelling (and as mentioned above), we work
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with the function f indirectly using a partial differential equation (PDE). Stochastic











x(1− x)f(x, t). (1.6)
The PDE (1.6) is an example of a Kolmogorov Forward equation or Focker-Planck
equation. We refer to the PDE (1.6) simply as the forward diffusion.
The forward diffusion by itself is not enough to uniquely determine f . We also need
to specify what f looks like at the boundaries. To specify that the distribution of the
initial state is given by some density π we add the initial condition
f(x, 0) = π(x) for x ∈ [0, 1]. (1.7)
Note that to fix the initial state at a specific value x0, we need π to be a Dirac-
delta function π(x) = δ(x− x0) which is essentially a infinitely thin spike at x0. Even
with these initial conditions, the PDE (1.6) does not uniquely determine the function
f . We also need to add boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1 to guarantee that
the probability of going outside the interval [0, 1] is always zero. In the appendix we
show that specifying a condition on the integral of f and then plugging in the forward
diffusion, eventually leads to what in physics is known as a zero-flux condition





x(1− x)f(x, t) = 0, (1.8)
when x = 0 or x = 1 (see also McKane and Waxman (2007)).
The diffusion approximation works well only if mutations rates are assumed small.
As shown in Ethier and Norman (1977) we have convergence in expectation with an
error bound on the diffusion approximation behaving like O(u + v + 1/N). If u or v
are large (compared to, say, 1
N
) then the diffusion approximation will fail miserably.
Nevertheless, in a recent simulation study, Tataru et al. (2017) used simulations to
quantify the error from the diffusion approximation in small populations, and found
that diffusion models gave reasonable approximations even when the population has
fewer than 100 individuals.
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1.3.3 The backward diffusion
It is not just the density f of the diffusion process Xt that can be expressed in terms
of a PDE. We can also express the expected value of allele frequency in the past
conditioned on allele frequency in the present. More specifically, let XT denote the
allele frequency in the present and suppose h is an integrable function. Let g(x, t)
denote the expectation of h(XT ) conditioned on allele frequency x at time T − t, where
0 < t < T
g(x, t) = E(h(XT )|XT−t = x).
Then according to Øksendal (2003, chap. 8, pg. 133) the function g satisfies
∂g(x, t)
∂t











The PDE (1.9) is sometimes known as the Kolmogorov Backward equation, we
will refer to it as the backward diffusion. In Chapter 2 we specify smooth (infinitely
differentiable) functions π∗ appearing in likelihood calculations we use as the function
h.
There is an interplay between the differential operators (i.e the right hand side of
a PDE) of the forward diffusion and backward diffusion. In mathematical terms they
are called adjoint operators of one another. Deriving the backward diffusion from the
forward diffusion (with zero-flux boundary condition) using the fact that we want the
differential operators to be adjoint we find that in addition to (1.9),
x(1− x) ∂
∂x
g(x, t) = 0
must be satisfied at the boundary x = 0 and x = 1 for all t > 0.





g(x, t) = 0
at x = 0 and x = 1. Both these conditions are automatically satisfied when g(x, t)
is smooth. It follows from the result in Epstein and Mazzeo (2010, pg. 595) that the





The n-coalescent (Kingman, 1982b) is a model for the distribution of gene trees for a
sample from a single population. Coalescent theory, which is built on the n-coalescent,
provides a powerful framework for inference of evolutionary processes using these gene
trees (we discuss the most widely used extension of the coalescent below). Kingman
(2000) points out the three insights that make up the core of the coalescent. The
first insight is the idea of tracing the ancestry (lineage) of a gene backward in time and
building up the gene tree (at a particular locus) in a population sample back to the point
at which the sample individuals share a most recent common ancestor (MRCA). This
is a generalization of ‘identity by descent’ (Nagylaki, 1989) to more than two genes.
It becomes even more powerful because of the second insight, that for a large class
of demographic models, characterized by selective neutrality and constant population
size, the stochastic structure of the genealogy does not depend on the detail of the
reproductive scheme. The third insight is that the mutation process is statistically
independent of demographics when conditioned on the genealogy.
The discrete-time n-coalescent is the Markov chain
A2Nt for t = 0, 1, 2, . . .
that describes the number of distinct ancestors (lineages) of n individuals in the present
from a population of size 2N . It has state space
In = {i : i = 1, 2, . . . , n}.
Kingman (1982b) derived a useful approximation of this process under a general
reproduction scheme (which includes the Wright-Fisher model and Moran model) for
large populations by reducing the transition matrix of the Markov chain, writing it in
terms of the probability that one coalescent event occurs in a generation
Pr
[









and the probability that no coalescent event occurs in a generation
Pr
[








The probability of more than one coalescent event in a generation is shown to be
O(N−2) and hence negligible for large N .
Rescaling time such that one unit of time corresponds to 2N generations, we ap-
proximate the waiting time until a coalescent event for a sample of lineages i = 1, . . . , n




. This implies (Kingman, 1982b) that as N become large A2N[2Nt] converges to a
continuous-time Markov chain
At for t ≥ 0













for i = 1, . . . , n; j = i− 1
0 otherwise.
This death process, starting at n and ending at 1, is what Kingman called the n-
coalescent. A good overview of coalescent theory is given in Hein et al. (2004). We
illustrate the discrete coalescent by tracing the lineage of a sample of three individuals
given a general reproduction mechanism in Figure 1.3.
1.4.2 Model with mutation
One of the key advantages of the coalescent is that, for neutral mutations, the gene tree
can be decoupled from the mutation process, a feature which forms the basis of many
implementations. Briefly, we can model mutation events forward in time on top of the
genealogy after the genealogy has been sampled. We start at the most recent common
ancestor (MRCA) and evolve its state along the gene tree using a continuous Markov
chain with state space (“red”, “green”) and a 2× 2 rate matrix defined in terms of the
forward and backward mutation rates. The number of mutation events on a branch
are determined by standard pyhlogenetic models (Felsenstein, 2004). The n-coalescent
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Figure 1.3: The genealogy of three randomly sampled sequences (i.e 1,2,3) in the present.
The ancestry of the sequences are marked by bold lines four generations back in time until
the most recent common ancestor is found (MRCA).
with forward and backward mutation can be used to derive a O(1/N) approximation
for red allele densities that satisfies the backward diffusion (1.6), see Griffiths and
Spano‘ (2010) for details and see Hein et al. (2004, Chapter 3) for variations on the
basic coalescent that include population structure and selection.
1.4.3 The multispecies model
The multispecies coalescent is a model of the distribution of gene trees for gene samples
from multiple species or populations. The idea is to restrict lineages so that they can
only coalesce at some time if they are in the same ancestral population at that time.
Note that a speciation event is an assumed point back in time when two populations
are considered to have diverged.
The multispecies coalescent is currently the most widely used model in the system-
atics community for taking account of population dynamics when inferring species trees
and other phylogenetic processes (e.g. Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009; Song, Liu, Ed-
wards, and Wu, 2012; Bryant, Bouckaert, Felsenstein, Rosenberg, and RoyChoudhury,
2012; Rannala and Yang, 2017). For a general introduction to the multispecies coales-
cent see Felsenstein (2004). In Figure 1.4 we demonstrate the multispecies coalescent
.
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Figure 1.4: A simulated multispecies coalescent with three populations in the present (A,B,C).
Speciation events in the past are indicated by t1 and t2. Note that here we assume the present
to be at t = 0 with 0 < t1 < t2 representing the amount of time that an event took place





There are two important schools of statistical inference, Bayesian inference and fre-
quentist inference. These two schools differ in the fundamental way in which they
conceive uncertainty. In practise it seems that both approaches can contribute to sta-
tistical inference in some way (Bayarri and Berger, 2004; Raue et al., 2013; Huelsenbeck
and Rannala, 2004), however there are not so subtle differences in how inference results
are presented and interpreted. This stems from how probability is defined differently
in the frameworks of Bayesian- and frequentist inference. We refer to Press (2005) for
a more in-depth discussion on this.
Typically, from a Bayesian point of view, probabilities are related to the knowledge
of an event. The measured data is fixed and parameters are considered random quanti-
ties defined in terms of probability distributions and no true process or point measures
exist.
In this thesis we use a Bayesian framework to quantify uncertainty around model
parameters but we also compare fitted models using frequentist point estimates. Below
we discuss some underlying theory of Bayesian inference and key methods for inferring
and fitting models. We will use these methods throughout the model fitting sections
in the chapters that follow.
1.5.2 Bayes’ rule
Bayesian methods are based on a property of conditional probability known as Bayes’
rule. Suppose θ is a set of parameters for a model of some process we are interested in.
Furthermore suppose we are given data that represents measurements of the process
and that we are interested in the distribution of parameters θ conditional on observing
the given data, that is π(θ|data) the posterior distribution. We specify a distribution
π(θ) that codifies our knowledge and uncertainty about the parameters θ, independent
of the data. We call π(θ) the prior distribution. Then we can adjust this hypothesis to
better describe the data, by computing how likely observed data was generated by a
given set of parameters θ. To do this we compute the likelihood function π(data|θ) and






In practice the normalization constant π(data) is difficult to compute due to the in-




Therefore computing the posterior distribution directly is intractable in most cases.
Methods such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) allow us to generate samples
from the posterior distribution and yet only require ratios of priors and likelihood
functions, avoiding the need to determine π(data) explicitly.
1.5.3 Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is a way to propose states asymmetrically when
simulating an MCMC. The basic concept behind MCMC (e.g. Gelfand and Smith,
1990) is that a Markov chain can be constructed with a stationary distribution, equal
to the target posterior distribution π(θ|data). See Algorithm 1 for details.
It follows from Chib and Greenberg (1995) that the Markov chain {θ0, . . . , θN} (sim-
ulated using Algorithm 1) eventually converges to the right density (target posterior
distribution; provided the conditions are right). In practise when assessing convergence
of a Markov chain {θ0, . . . , θN} we want to diminish the effect of the starting distribu-
tion. Therefore early samples of the chain will be discarded, this is called burn-in.
The fraction of burn-in and length of the chain (N) are dependent on the efficiency
of the MCMC algorithm (rate of convergence to target posterior distribution; number
of independent samples) which in turn is critically reliant on the choice of proposal
distribution q. A good deal of experimentation can be required in order to get a
reasonably efficient MCMC.
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Algorithm 1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulation
1: procedure MCMC(π(.),π(.|data), θ0, q)
2: Draw θ0 from the prior distribution π(θ)
3: for each step t = 1, . . . , N do
4: Sample θ∗ from proposal distribution q(θ|θt−1)
5: Compute










θ∗ with probability α(θ∗, θt−1)θt−1 with probability 1− α(θ∗, θt−1)
7: end for
return {θ0, . . . , θN}
8: end procedure
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Gelman et al., 2013, chap 11, pg.289, see Algorithm 1) re-
quires a proposal distribution q(·|θ) for each θ which we can sample from, and for which
we can compute the ratios. The initial parameters θ0 are typically drawn from the prior
distribution π(θ). Using Bayes’ rule
π(θ|data) = π(data|θ)π(θ)
π(data)
we can conveniently dispose of the normalization constant π(data) in the acceptance ratio










This trick allows us to simulate from an intractable target posterior distribution using
only the likelihood and the prior.
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Chapter 2
Diffusion models on species trees
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe a new and computationally efficient Bayesian methodology
for inferring species trees and demographics from unlinked binary markers. Likelihood
calculations are carried out using diffusion models of allele frequency dynamics (which
we discuss in Chapter 1) combined with a new algorithm for numerically computing
continuous likelihoods. The diffusion approach allows for analysis of datasets contain-
ing hundreds or thousands of individuals. The method, which we call Snapper, has
been implemented as part of the Beast2 package. We introduce the models, the efficient
algorithm, and report performance of Snapper on simulated data sets and on SNP
data from rattlesnakes and freshwater turtles. We give the details of the numerics in
the next chapter.
Recent years have witnessed a proliferation in the number of methods for inferring
species trees from whole genomes (Bryant and Hahn, 2020). Some have gone so far
as to describe this as a paradigm shift in phylogenetics (Edwards, 2009). It is now
widely accepted that (i) phylogenetic analysis needs to take account of the varying
evolutionary histories of different parts of the genome, and (ii) estimation of evolution-
ary relationships between populations (or species) should take account of evolutionary
dynamics within populations (or species).
In the systematics community, taking account of population dynamics in a phyloge-
netic context has meant implementing some version of the multispecies coalescent (e.g.
Liu et al., 2008, 2010; Song et al., 2012; Bryant et al., 2012; Rannala and Yang, 2017).
As discussed in Chapter 1, the coalescent models the distribution of gene trees within a
population; the multispecies coalescent is its natural extension to multiple populations
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or species. One of the key advantages of both the coalescent and multispecies coales-
cent is that, for neutral mutations, the gene tree can be decoupled from the mutation
process, a feature which forms the basis of many implementations of the model.
Nevertheless, the coalescent has its limitations. It is difficult to incorporate selec-
tion, for example. Also, the running time of coalescent based methods (e.g. BEAST,
*BEAST, etc.) depends critically on the number of individuals being sampled. In
*BEAST a gene tree is sampled for each locus, with the number of leaves in the gene
tree given by the number of individuals sampled from all populations.
Bryant et al. (2012) showed that explicit sampling of gene trees for each locus
could be avoided in the case of unlinked binary markers. This is appropriate for the
estimation of species trees from unlinked single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).
Their algorithm was implemented in Snapp, and can analyse data sets with hundreds
of thousands of loci and up to 200 individuals (depending on computing resources
and sampling difficulties). The running time of Snapp is O(sn2 log n) with s species
(populations) and n individuals. We note that the running time of Snapp does not
scale well as the number of individuals increase.
Rather than tinker with the Snapp algorithm, we have taken a completely new
approach with a different kind of model. Like Gutenkunst et al. (2010), Sirén et al.
(2010) and Lukic and Hey (2012) we use diffusion models, though we apply them in
a new way. The end result is that we can carry out Snapp-type analyses but with
essentially no limits on the number of individuals being sampled.
Diffusion models, like the coalescent, are a convenient approximation of the stan-
dard Wright-Fisher discrete models. In fact, diffusion models pre-date coalescent mod-
els by a good fifty years (Wright, 1931; Kingman, 1982a). Whereas coalescent models
describe the distribution of the genealogy or gene tree for a sample of individuals, dif-
fusion models describe the frequency of an allele in the population as a whole. There
are straightforward extensions incorporating selection.
There are three challenges to overcome working with a model of allele frequencies.
First, we do not actually observe the population frequencies, we just observe a sam-
ple drawn from that population. This problem is easily solved by incorporating the
sampling step explicitly into our likelihood.
Second, gene frequencies are continuous traits, so it is not possible to sum over
ancestral trait values as in Felsenstein’s pruning algorithm (Felsenstein, 1981). For
this, we follow a numerical approach developed in Hiscott et al. (2016), though with
some new twists to improve efficiency and accuracy.
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Third, diffusion models do not give explicit transition probabilities or densities:
these are only available via partial differential equations (PDEs). We solve these dif-
ferential equations numerically, extending a standard spectral approach from a single
population to the entire species tree. We note that there is significant potential for
adapting our methods to other diffusion-based models.
2.2 Modelling allele frequencies on a species tree
The diffusion model describes how allele frequencies change over time in a single pop-
ulation. The model extends directly to multiple populations in a species tree (Sirén
et al., 2010). As in Bryant et al. (2012) we think of the root of the species tree to be
at the top of the tree and the leaves at the bottom. The model describes evolution of
the allele frequencies from the top of the tree to the bottom.
The allele frequency at the root has a distribution given by the stationary density
of the diffusion model (in this case, a beta distribution). The allele frequency at the
bottom of a branch has a distribution given by the diffusion model with an initial value
equal to the allele frequency at the top of the branch. At a speciation, the two daughter
populations have the same allele frequency as the parent population.
We now formalise these ideas. Suppose that the branches in the species tree are
numbered i = 1, 2, . . . , 2s − 2 where, for convenience, the branches adjacent to the
leaves are numbered 1, 2, . . . , s. Let XTi denote the allele frequency immediately below
the top of branch i. Let XBi denote the allele frequency immediately above the bottom
of branch i. Let Xρ = X
B
ρ denote the allele frequency at the root.
At the root, ρ, the proportion of red alleles in the ancestral population is distributed
according to the stationary distribution of the diffusion model. The stationary distri-




x2β2−1(1− x)2β1−1, 0 < x < 1. (2.1)
Along any branch in the species tree, the changes in allele frequencies are modelled
using the diffusion process. The allele frequency at the start of the branch gives the
initial density, f(x, 0), for x ∈ [0, 1]. The distribution of the allele frequency y at the
end of the branch is then given by f(y, t), where t is the length of the branch in units
of 2N generations and y ∈ [0, 1].
At a speciation, we make the assumption that there is no correlation between allele
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Algorithm 2 An algorithm to simulate allele counts.
1: procedure AlleleSim(S)
2: Generate XBρ from density π(x|β1, β2) given in (2.1)
3: for all nodes i except the root in a pre-order traversal do
4: Set allele count XTi to X
B
j , where j denotes the parent node of i.
5: Use diffusion to simulate XBi given initial value X
T
i
6: if node i is a leaf then






Simulation algorithm for allele counts under the diffusion model. Suppose S contains all
parameters related to a specific species tree. Branches are numbered i = 1, 2, . . . , 2s − 2
where, for convenience, the branches adjacent to the leaves are numbered 1, 2, . . . , s. The
root branch is denoted by ρ. Let XTi denote the allele frequency immediately below the top
of branch i; XBi denote the allele frequency immediately above the bottom of branch i; X
B
ρ
denotes the allele frequency at the root. The values r1, r2, . . . , rs are the simulated red allele
counts for each species. Note that in a pre-order traversal we visit every node in order so
that the children of a node are always visited after the node itself.
type and speciation. Hence the two descendant species are assumed to have identical
allele frequencies to the parent node.
We have, therefore, a model for allele frequencies over the whole tree. However
allele frequencies at the leaves are not directly observed. Instead we have a sample of
ni individuals, giving 2ni allele copies taken from each species i. If xi is the red allele
frequency for the population then the observed number ri of red alleles in the sample
for this gene has binomial distribution with parameters 2ni and xi, so that






see Sirén et al. (2010).
Algorithm 2 simulates allele counts on a species tree under this model. Also, in
Figure 2.1 we illustrate Algorithm 2 on a three taxa species tree.
We use the algorithm of Jenkins et al. (2017) to simulate diffusions along each
branch. We give the details of the algorithm in Section 2.8.
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Figure 2.1: A sample path (in red) of allele frequencies along a three taxa species tree.
Starting at the top of the tree we draw Xρ from the stationary distribution (2.1) and simulate
allele frequencies according to the Wright-Fisher dynamics until the leafs of a tree is reached.






2.3 Analytical formula for partial likelihoods
2.3.1 Definitions
We now describe the likelihood functions analytically. For each node i and each an-
cestral state x ∈ [0, 1], which is our case is an allele frequency, we define two partial
likelihoods, `Bi (x) and `
T
i (x). The first is the probability of observing all allele counts
for taxa in the subtree rooted at i, conditional on the state XBi at the bottom of branch
i being equal to x. The second is defined in the same way, but is instead conditioned
on the state XTi at the top of the branch. A similar approach was used in Bryant et al.
(2012).
Next we define these partial likelihoods recursively for an individual site m.
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the partial likelihoods on a species trees. We show the partial
likelihood `Bj (x) at the bottom of a leaf branch j. Moving along the branch we also show
the partial partial likelihood `Tj , `
T
k (x) at the top of the leaf branches j and k as well as the




k (x) after a speciation at the bottom of the parent branch
i.
2.3.2 Partial likelihoods at the leaves
Suppose that node i is a leaf and that we have sampled ni diploid individuals from this
population. Let ri denote the number of observed gene copies carrying the red allele
for site m. If x is the proportion of red alleles in the population then ri has a binomial







xri(1− x)2ni−ri . (2.2)
See Figure 2.2 for depiction of partial likelihoods at the leaves.
2.3.3 Partial likelihoods at a speciation
Let j and k be the children of node i. We assume that the allele frequencies for
daughter populations after a speciation are exactly those of the parent population
before speciation. The partial likelihoods at the bottom of the branch above i are then
the product of partial likelihoods at the tops of the branches immediately below i, so





for all x ∈ [0, 1]. See Figure 2.2 for depiction of partial likelihoods at a speciation.
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2.3.4 Partial likelihoods along a branch
Let Ni be the effective population size for the branch directly above node i, and let




equals the length of the branch in coalescent units. Suppose that we
already know the partial likelihood values at the bottom of the branch. That is, for
each value of y ∈ [0, 1] the value `Bi (y) equals the probability of observing everything
below branch i, given that the allele frequency at the bottom of branch i equals y. We
would like to determine the corresponding partial likelihood at the top of the branch.
Suppose that the allele frequency at the top of the branch is x. The allele frequency
changes randomly along the branch. The branch has length ti, so we use fx(y, ti) to
denote the density of the allele frequency at the bottom of the branch, given that
the allele frequency at the top is x. The function fx(y, ti) is a density in y (possibly
with point masses at 0 and 1) for each value of ti. The partial likelihood `
T
i (x) is the
probability of observing everything below branch i conditional on the state at the top
of branch i. The joint probability (density) of the allele frequency changing to y along

















i (y)dy, for 0 ≤ t ≤ ti. (2.5)
Then g(x, t) is equal to `Bi (x) when t = 0:
g(x, 0) = `Bi (x), for x ∈ [0, 1]. (2.6)
and g(x, t) is equal to `Ti (x) when t = ti:
`Ti (x) = g(x, ti), for x ∈ [0, 1]. (2.7)
Furthermore, by differentiating both sides of (2.5) with respect to t, substituting the
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formula (1.6) for the forward diffusion determining f = fx and applying integration by
parts (see Appendix B for details) we obtain the PDE
∂g(x, t)
∂t










for the function g. Solving this PDE with the initial conditions (2.6) and evaluating
the solution at t = ti gives the partial likelihood `
T
i at the top of the branch. We will
solve this PDE numerically, as detailed in the next chapter.
Note that the PDE (1.9) is in fact just the backward diffusion with a sign change.
We remind ourselves that we have already observed in the previous chapter that solu-
tions g(x, t) of the backward diffusion (assuming zero-flux boundary conditions on the
forward diffusion) is unique and smooth if a smooth initial condition is specified. We
have also shown that boundary conditions for the forward diffusion is implicitly satis-
fied given g(x, t) is smooth. Since we only work with initial conditions of the form (2.2)
the uniqueness and smoothness of g(x, t) is guaranteed and the boundary conditions
satisfied.
2.3.5 Likelihood at the root of a tree
Equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) can be applied to the entire tree, starting with the
leaves and moving upwards towards the root. They define the root likelihood `Bρ (x),
which is the probability of observing all allele counts for all populations, conditioning
on the allele frequency Xρ = X
B
ρ being equal to x.
To define the likelihood of the tree we now integrate over the allele frequency x at




π(x|β1, β2)`Bρ (x)dx. (2.9)
This is the probability for a single site m. The likelihood from all markers is found






In the case of SNP data we need to compute the conditional likelihood, Lm/(1−L0),
where L0 is the probability of observing a constant site (See Bryant et al. (2012) and
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Algorithm 3 Computes tree log-likelihoods
1: procedure log-likelihood(X, S)
2: for each locus do
3: for each leaf node do
4: Fit `Bi (x) using SNP data for the site
5: Solve `Ti (x) using backward diffusion with `
B
i (x) as intitial condition
6: end for
7: for post-order traversal over internal nodes (incl. root node) do
8: Compute `Bi (x) using `
T
j (x) and `
T
k (x)
9: if at internal node then
10: Solve `Ti (x) using backward diffusion with `
B
i (x) as intitial condition
11: end if
12: if at the root branch then








Algorithm for computing the tree log-likelihoods under the diffusion model. Suppose X
represent the SNP data as input for the algorithm and let S be all the tree parameters as
input for the algorithm. Branches are numbered i = 1, 2, . . . , 2s − 2 where, for convenience,
the branches adjacent to the leaves are numbered 1, 2, . . . , s. The root branch is denoted by
ρ. Note that in a post-order traversal we visit every node in order so that the children of a
node are always visited before the node itself.
Felsenstein (1992)).
We give a high level description of how to compute the log-likelihood for a species
tree in Algorithm 3.
2.4 Translation of parameters
One of the more confusing aspects of working across population genetics and phyloge-
netics is the different ways that different communities parameterize different variables.
In this section we summarise the parameters and outputs for our model, and show how
they might be converted into other formulations.
There are four groups of input variables in our model. These are the variables that
could conceivably be inferred from data using the likelihood function:
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1. The species tree.
2. The branch lengths in the species tree. In our model, we measure the length of a
branch in number of generations. Let τi denote the length of the branch i, which
is the branch immediately above node i.
3. The mutation rates u and v giving the probabilities of mutating from a red to a
green allele or a green to a red allele, each generation.
4. The effective population size Ni for each branch i (that is, the branch above node
i).
Different methods for inferring species trees describe these parameters in different
ways. The convention in phylogenetics is to express branch lengths in terms of expected
substitutions per site. For neutral mutations, the rate of substitutions equals the rate
of mutations. Under our model, the rate of mutations per generation is








so a branch of length τi generations corresponds to a branch length of µτi expected
mutations per site.
Methods which ignore the branch lengths in gene trees are not able to infer both
population sizes and branch lengths, and instead use a single parameter per branch,
typically measured in coalescent units (e.g. Vachaspati and Warnow, 2015; Liu, Yu,
and Edwards, 2010). If τi is the length of a branch in numbers of generations, the




In our model, we parameterize effective population size for branch i directly as
Ni. Snapp (Bryant et al., 2012), Best (Liu, 2008) and BPP (Yang, 2015) instead use
θi = 4Niµ as the parameter for effective population size. Under an infinite sites model,
θi equals the expected proportion of sequence differences between two individuals from
the same population. In a finite sites model, 4Niµ is an overestimate of this expectation,
due to backward mutations.
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2.5 Dealing with confounded rates and rate matri-
ces
An important issue with the diffusion model as we have described it, and indeed with
many multispecies coalescent models, is that there is an identifiability problem with
rates. If the mutation rates are multiplied by some constant c and at the same time
branch lengths and population sizes are multiplied by 1
c
, the probability of the data
remains the same.
One solution is to estimate the mutation rate µ beforehand and use this value, or
a prior distribution around that value, to include µ as part of our model. The prior
distribution for u and v is then reformulated so that (2.12) is satisfied. This strategy
is used by *BEAST, where the average substitution (mutation) rate rµ is fixed ahead
of time.
An alternative strategy is to express branch lengths in terms of expected sub-
stitutions (mutations) per site and population sizes in terms of the θ parameter, as
both of these are invariant to a choice of µ (Yang, 2015; Bryant et al., 2012). As a
consequence, the effective population sizes Ni cannot be inferred without additional
information. This approach adapts well to phylogenetics, where it is customary to de-
scribe mutation rates using a normalised rate matrix, such as the Jukes-Cantor matrix
(below matrix on the left) and HKY85 matrix (below matrix on the right), which read
Q =

− 1/3 1/3 1/3
1/3 − 1/3 1/3
1/3 1/3 − 1/3
1/3 1/3 1/3 −




− πC κπG πT
πA − πG κπT
κπA πC − πT
πA κπC πG −
 ,
respectively. In this matrix, the stationary probabilities for the nucleotides are πA, πC , πG, πT ,
the parameter κ controls the ratio of transitions to transversions, and the diagonal el-
ements are chosen to make rows sum to zero. The Jukes-Cantor matrix on the left is
already normalised, while in the HKY85 model r would be chosen to make the overall
substitution rate equal to 1.
These matrices can be incorporated directly into Snapper, either using prior infor-
mation for µ, or when using the same branch length and population parameter scheme
as BPP. For any site, if X and Y are the two nucleotides present and we (arbitrarily)
assign red to X and green to Y then the appropriate choices for u and v are simply
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QXY and QY X . For example, under the HKY85 model, if the red allele is nucleotide A
and green allele is nucleotide C then the corresponding rates are u = µQAC = πC and
v = QCAπA. We are approximating a four-state model with a two-state model, but
the error introduced should be minimal in the absence of highly divergent sequences
or rapidly evolving sites.
2.6 Comparison with allele frequency spectrum meth-
ods
We note that diffusion models are already used in population genetics to approximate
changes in the allele frequency spectrum (AFS) (Gutenkunst et al., 2009; Lukic and
Hey, 2012; Racimo et al., 2016). For each value of x between 0 and 1, the AFS gives
the proportion of sites for which the derived allele appears in the proportion x of the
sample. For example, we might consider all sites where the derived allele appears in 30
of the 100 sampled genomes. If 5% of all sites fall into this category then the observed
AFS value for 0.3 will be 5%.
Methods based on the AFS to infer genetic parameters for a single population are
widespread in the literature (Boitard et al., 2016; Lapierre et al., 2017; Nielsen, 2000).
In all of these analyses, it is assumed that the population dynamics have achieved
stationarity when the AFS predicted by the model is used.
The joint-AFS is the extension of the AFS to multiple populations. Suppose that
there are s species. For every vector (x1, x2, . . . , xs) of numbers between 0 and 1, the
joint-AFS gives the proportion of sites where the derived allele appears in a proportion
x1 of the individuals in the first population, x2 of the individuals in the second popu-
lation, and so on. While the AFS for each population by itself will be the stationary
AFS, the joint-AFS for multiple populations depends on the time since separation.
Fortunately the PDE determining the predicted joint-AFS is a straight-forward exten-
sion of the PDE for a single population (Gutenkunst et al., 2009; Lukic and Hey, 2012;
Racimo et al., 2016).
There are two main advantages of an approach based on the joint-AFS when com-
pared to the method we describe here. First, the PDE for the joint-AFS only needs
to be solved once for all sites, whereas in our approach we end up solving the PDEs
once for each (distinct) site. Second, migration between populations can be incorpo-
rated quite simply into AFS calculation, whereas it would break down the dynamic
programming strategy that we use.
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The main disadvantage of the joint-AFS strategy is that the PDE has as many
dimensions as the number of species, and suffers from the curse of dimensionality
(Gutenkunst et al., 2009), leading to an exponential growth in the size of grid used by
standard numerical methods. This factor severely limits the number of species which
can be considered concurrently, whereas in our approach the algorithm scales linearly
with the number of species.
2.7 Snapper
“No more buddy-buddy, no more messing around.” (Gutteridge et al., 1988)
2.7.1 Overview of numerical implementation
So far, we have only discussed how the model and likelihood are defined analytically, not
how they are computed. Making the algorithm efficient for large-scale analysis required
development of a large suite of numerical algorithms, many of which are novel. Details
of these methods are given in the next chapter; here we outline the major features.
Since we cannot store the partial likelihood functions `Bi and `
T
i in their entirety,
we instead approximate them using a finite number, K, of basis functions, in our
case the shifted Chebyshev functions (details in the next chapter). These are simple
functions, defined in advance, and we approximate the partial likelihood functions using
a weighted sum of the basis functions, the weights being determined as we move up
the tree. As the number K of basis functions increases, the accuracy increases, though
so does the computation time. The approach using basis functions differs from that of
Hiscott et al. (2016), where values of the functions at a mesh were used instead. The
new approach is more flexible and has greatly improved accuracy, as we demonstrate
below. In fact it is possible to bound the error introduced in approximation and show
that this error decreases extremely rapidly as the number K of basis functions increases.
To compute the approximations of the likelihood and partial likelihood functions
we substitute the approximation formulas into equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), detailed
in the next chapter. In practice, a lot more algorithmic development was required to
obtain sufficient accuracy in speed. This included:
• Special recurrence formulas for stable evaluation of partial likelihoods at the
tips (2.2).
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• An efficient algorithm for computing the product of two approximations, based
on fast Fourier transforms.
• Efficient algorithms which take advantage of structure in the PDE in equation to
find rapid and accurate numerical solutions.
• Dynamic caching algorithms to share partial likelihood calculations between sites.
See the next chapter for details.
With all of the efficiency gains, the Snapper algorithm takes only O(sK log(K))
time per site where s is the number of species, K the number of Chebyshev basis
functions. We assume that the data is pre-processed so that for each site we have the
frequencies of individuals with each type of allele. This pre-processing takes O(n+ s)
time, where n is the number of individuals, and only needs to be carried out once per
data set. In comparison, Snapp takes O(sn2 log n) time per site with same amount
of pre-processing. The algorithms scale differently but more importantly the running
time of Snapper depends on the number of basis functions K, not on the number of
individuals.
The likelihood algorithm forms the core of a Bayesian inference software package,
Snapper. The software is open-source and available for download at https://github.
com/rbouckaert/snapper. Like Snapp, it takes biallelic data at multiple loci for
multiple individuals in a set of species and returns samples from the joint posterior
distribution of (i) species phylogenies, (ii) species divergence times and (iii) effective
population sizes. As in Snapp we implemented multithreading to take advantage of
parallel computation on multiple core machines or graphics processing units. The range
of prior distributions, and flexible prior specification, remains essentially unchanged (we
discuss some unusual priors in the next section).
The MCMC proposal function implemented is almost the same subset of BEAST2
(Bouckaert et al., 2019) move proposals as that implemented for Snapp. We add one
new proposal that selects a subtree of the species tree and scales all population sizes
within that subtree simultaneously, a refinement of an existing proposal.
The user can specify the number K of basis functions. Some recommendations are
made in the Snapper manual regarding the number of basis functions to use given the
size of a dataset. Also contained in the software package are simulators and python
scripts to integrate Snapper with the iPyRad (Eaton and Overcast, 2016) data pipeline
to assist with streamlining data analysis.
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2.7.2 Special priors
Yule prior on species trees
The Yule branching process (Yule, 1925) is a pure birth process where each branch is
fitted with the bifurcation rate λ. The exponentially distributed waiting times between
splits define the prior distributions for the branch lengths of the species tree.
Suppose that t2, . . . , ts are the times between between splits for a species tree with
s number of taxa and 2s− 2 number of branches. We start at the two child branches
of the root with two independent birth processes with constant rate λ. This gives a
waiting time distribution until first split (speciation) as an exponential distribution
with rate 2λ. Similarly, waiting time ti until the i-th split for i = 2, . . . , s − 1 is
distributed as an exponential distribution with rate iλ. The waiting time interval ts
is defined in terms of a Poisson distribution with rate s of observing no events. The
prior distribution on the species tree is then defined in terms of tree length (sum of all
branches) given number of species s,





Cox-Ingersoll-Ross prior on population size
The Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) process is widely used in finance to model interest rate
fluctuations (Cox et al., 2005). Lepage et al. (2006) use the process to model fluctua-
tions of evolutionary rate along a tree. The CIR process is one of the few mathemati-
cally tractable random processes which are continuous, positive, and have a stationary
(long term) distribution. At any point in time, the process has a gamma distribution.
If we condition on current value then the distribution at some time t in the future is
non-central Chi-squared. The equations are quite messy - see Lepage et al. (2006) for
further details.
We use the process to model the prior distribution of population parameters θ over
the tree. The value of θ in the root population is assumed to have a gamma distribution
(as in BPP (Yang, 2015)). We then assume that the θ values evolve down each branch
following the CIR process. However rather than integrate out the variation along each
branch we just sample the values at the nodes themselves.
We therefore have a prior model with three parameters. Two are the standard
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parameters α, β for the gamma distribution, and the third, κ controls the rate at
which correlation between θ values disappears over time. The correlation between the
values at either end of a branch of length t is given by e−κt. If κ is zero then all branches
will have the same θ value; if κ is infinite then all branches will all have independent θ
values.
2.8 Simulation experiments
2.8.1 Simulating allele frequencies under the Wright-Fisher
model
Here we examine the problem of simulating allele frequencies under the diffusion model.
Standard methods for simulating allele frequencies under the diffusion model fail due
to asymptotics at the boundary. Reasonably accurate methods for simulating allele
frequencies from the forward diffusions include truncating a spectral expansion of the
transition function (Song and Steinrücken, 2012; Steinrücken et al., 2014) or numerical
solutions of the Kolmogorov equations (Williamson et al., 2005; Bollback et al., 2008;
Gutenkunst et al., 2009). Care needs to be taken when implementing these methods
since approximation errors close to the boundary can become large, a problem that
Jenkins et al. (2017) explicitly avoid.
In Algorithm 4 we give the steps of the underlying methods developed by Jenkins
et al. (2017) to simulate allele frequencies on a branch exactly. Refer to Jenkins et al.
(2017) for more detail on how it works. Briefly, the method exploits an eigenfunction
expansion to represent the density function (Griffiths and Spano‘, 2010). The expansion
admits a probabilistic interpretation and therefore lends itself to simulation techniques,
but it is not straight-forward to implement because the distribution involved is only
known as an infinite series. Despite this hurdle, (Jenkins et al., 2017) show that it is
in fact possible to simulate allele frequencies without error. Note that the algorithm
given here is the implementation for step 5 in Algorithm 2.
We give the formulas for functions in Algorithm 4:
aβ1+β2km =
(β1 + β2 + 2k − 1)Γ(β1 + β2 +m+ k − 1)









Algorithm 4 Exact simulator for forward diffusion along a branch
1: procedure C(t, β1, β2,m)
2: Set i← 0
3: while b
(t,β1+β2)
i+m+1 (m) < b
(t,β1+β2)
i+m (m) do




7: procedure A(t, β1, β2)
8: Set m← 0, km ← 0, flag ← false
9: U ∼ Draw from Uniform[0,1] distribution
10: while flag is false do
11: Set km → C(t, β1, β2,m)/2




13: Set km ← km + 1
14: end while
15: if S+km(m) < U then
16: Set m← m+ 1





21: procedure Simulate(t,β1, β2,x0)
22: m ∼Simulate A(t, β1, β2)
23: l ∼ Draw from Binomial(m,x) distribution
24: y ∼ Draw from Beta((β1 + β2)/2 + l, (β1 + β2)/2 +m− l) distribution
25: return xt
26: end procedure
We simulate allele frequencies along a branch using methods in (Jenkins et al., 2017). The
procedure SIMULATE takes branch length (t), forward mutation rate (β1),backward muta-
tion rate (β2) and initial allele frequency at top of the branch (x0) as input and return allele















We conducted a number of simulation experiments to assess the performance of the
algorithms and their equivalence with approaches based on the coalescent.
The first experiment addresses the extent of numerical error. The accuracy and
running time of Snapper both depend heavily on the number of Chebyshev basis
functions (K) used in approximations. An important question is how large the number
of basis functions needs to be and the rate at which the numerical approximation
converges to the true values.
We selected ten 4-taxa species trees with a caterpillar topology and ten 4-taxa
species tree with a balanced topology. Half of each group of trees were scaled to have
very short branches (average of 0.005 coalescent units). The other half of each group
was fixed with very long branches (average of 0.5 coalescent units). We followed the
same procedure for ten 16-taxa species trees with a caterpillar topology and ten 16-
taxa species tree with a balanced topology. Population size (θ) parameters for each
tree were generated from a Gamma distribution with mean 0.1 and variance 0.0001.
For each tree we simulated data under the diffusion model for a single site drawing
the total number of individuals at each tip from a uniform distribution between 5
and 30. We then computed the log-likelihood for different numbers of basis function,
K = 5, . . . , 50. Note that for this experiment we do not limit number of Chebyshev
basis functions (K) to values of the form 2m+1. Since there is no analytical expression
for the likelihood we assess convergence by comparing values calculated to those with
a large (K = 200) number of Chebyshev basis functions.
The second experiment examines the differences between the coalescent model and
the diffusion model. For this experiment we simulated data according to the multi-
species coalescent but analysed them using Snapper and a diffusion model. Theory
suggests that the coalescent and diffusion models are approximations of each other
(and of the underlying Wright-Fisher model).
We generated 300 species trees using the Yule distribution with speciation rate of
10. For one third of those species trees we generated population size (θ) parameters
from a Gamma distribution with mean 0.01 and variance 0.0001; for another third we
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generated population size (θ) parameters from a Gamma distribution with mean 0.01
and variance 0.00001; for another third we generated population size (θ) parameters
from a Gamma distribution with mean 0.01 and variance 0.000001. We then simulated
1000 SNPs for each tree (with 32 individuals) under the coalescent model using the
program simSnapp (freely available at https://www.beast2.org/snapp/). For each
simulated SNP dataset we ran two MCMC chains for 100,000 iterations each using
Snapper. One of the chains were specified with correct priors, i.e distributions used
to simulate the SNPs. For the other chain we specified incorrect priors. The incorrect
prior for the tree was a Yule distribution with speciation rate of 1. The incorrect prior
specified on the population size (θ) parameters was a Gamma distribution with mean
0.1 and variance 0.0001.
In the third experiment we looked at how computational time for Snapp and
Snapper scaled in terms of number of individuals. We simulated data according
to the multi-species coalescent and compared computational time of the log-likelihood
between Snapp and Snapper. The Snapper algorithm takes O(sK log(K)) time per
site with O(ns) pre-processing, where s is the number of species, K the number of
Chebyshev basis functions and n is the number of individuals at a site. Snapp takes
O(sn2 log n) time with same amount of pre-processing. The algorithms scale differently
but more importantly the running time of Snapper does not increase with the number
of individuals. Rather it depends on the number of Chebyshev basis functions (K).
We generated six 4-taxa species trees from a Yule distribution with speciation rate
10. We started with 10 individuals for the first tree and incrementally increased the
number by 5 up to a total number of 35 individuals. For each tree we simulated a 1000
SNPs under the coalescent model. We follow the same procedure for six 8-taxa species
trees. The number of Chebyshev basis functions (K) for Snapper was fixed at 33. In
both cases the log-likelihood computation was done without caching.
All simulations and inference were run on a laptop with an Intel i7-8565U CPU.
2.8.3 Results
We summarize the convergence results of the first experiment in Figure 2.3 (4 species
trees) and in Figure 2.4 (16 species trees). We see that for all trees the error of the
log-likelihood decreases exponentially with number of Chebyshev basis functions (K),
that is, it decreases like αK for some α < 1. Error is smaller for long branch lengths
since approximate solutions are typically lower degree polynomials. However when the
branch lengths are very short the error is greater. There are good reasons for this.
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Firstly, when the partial likelihood function is spiked, the approximate solutions are
high degree polynomials requiring more basis functions. Secondly, population sizes for
short branches are intrinsically more difficulty to estimate, no matter which model or
method is used. The only information we have about population sizes comes from the
distribution of coalescent events, and on short branches there are simply insufficient
coalescent events to make sound inference. Later, we address this by adopting a prior
distribution on population sizes which introduces correlation between neighbouring
branches. Apart from branch length distribution, tree shape does not seem to have a
noticeable effect on the error convergence.




























Figure 2.3: Log scale plot of relative error for basis functions K = 5, 6, . . . , 50 of 4-taxa
trees: (a) balanced short; (b) caterpillar short; (c) balanced tall; (d) caterpillar tall. The
sub-linear decrease in log-error corresponds to an exponential decrease in error, until the limit
of machine precision is reached and no further improvements in error are possible.
For the second experiment we report the frequencies for which the 95% highest
posterior density of the MCMC chains generated under the diffusion model were able
to recover the known parameters, see Table 2.1. We note that in both cases of correct
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Figure 2.4: Log scale plot of relative error for basis functions K = 5, 6, . . . , 50 of 16-taxa
trees: (a) balanced short; (b) caterpillar short; (c) balanced tall; (d) caterpillar tall. The
sub-linear decrease in log-error corresponds to an exponential decrease in error, until the limit
of machine precision is reached and no further improvements in error are possible.
and incorrect priors tree height, tree length and topology is easily recovered. However
we see that the SNP data generated from Gamma distributions with high variance made
it harder to recover population size (θ) parameters. We can also see a slight influence of
the priors specified when looking at populations size (θ) parameter recovery rates. Most
notably when incorrect priors are used recovery rates for population sizes on branches
near the root decrease. It is not surprising that recovery rates of populations sizes
(θ) parameters are low close to the root. This is not due to the different models that
were used for simulating data (coalescent model) and inferring parameters (diffusion
model). Rather it is because posterior variance on population size rapidly increase as
we move along branches up the tree. Equivalently we can say that there is very little
information in the SNP data for population sizes close to the root. In contrast we see
that SNP data contains a lot of information about the height, tree length and topology
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Sim Priors θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4 θ5 θ6 θρ height length top.
Γ(2,200) C 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.97 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00
Γ(2,200) I 0.84 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.75 0.71 0.06 0.99 0.99 1.00
Γ(4,400) C 0.93 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.9 0.98 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00
Γ(4,400) I 0.91 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.78 0.68 0.32 0.99 0.99 1.00
Γ(80,8000) C 0.98 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00
Γ(80,8000) I 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.84 0.83 0.51 1.00 1.00 1.00
Table 2.1: We summarize the frequency that parameters fall within the 95% highest posterior
density for simulations from the second experiment. In the “Sim” column we indicate the
Gamma distributions used for simulating SNP data. In the “Prior” column “C” indicates
correct priors used simulating MCMCs and “I” indicate incorrect priors used for MCMC
simulation. Height is the height of the tree; length is the total sum of the branch lengths;
top. is the topology of the tree.
since recovery rates are unaffected by priors. The MCMC chains took on average ∼200
seconds to run.
We give computational times of Snapp and Snapper from the third experiment in
Figure 2.5. We see that Snapp scales roughly O(sn2 log n) as the number of individuals
(n) increase. This was the biggest drawback of Snapp. We see that Snapper no longer
suffers from this issue since computation time is not affected at all by the number of
individuals (n). As we have shown in the previous experiment convergence took slightly
longer when the number of individuals increased. Therefore we would recommend that
the number of basis functions is set to the maximum (i.e K = 33) when large number
of individuals are used in an analysis where very short trees are expected.
















Figure 2.5: Average times (in seconds) to compute the likelihood of a 1000 sites on 4- and
8-taxa trees, for Snapp and Snapper with s = 4, 8 (number of taxa) and n = 10, 15, . . . , 35
(number of individuals).
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2.9 Analysis of wild and cultivated soybeans
2.9.1 Description of soybean dataset
Our simulation experiments confirm that the multispecies coalescent model underlying
Snapp and the diffusion model behind Snapper are approximations of one another
(Griffiths and Spano‘, 2010), with differences decreasing as effective population size
increases. To demonstrate this in practice we analyzed the soybean dataset in Chifman
and Kubatko (2014). The data consists of 1,027,026 SNPs from a total of 20 individuals
in 10 populations.
In Chifman and Kubatko (2014) it was reported that Snapp was not sampling from
the posterior distribution efficiently enough. It quickly became apparent that the main
cause of difficulty was the inference of population sizes on branches with close to zero
length. We selected the CIR prior in Snapp and in Snapper, which implements a
model with correlated population sizes on nearby branches. We also implemented a
proposal which scales all population sizes within a randomly selected subtree.
Priors for the analysis were specified as follows. We assumed a prior Yule distri-
bution on the species tree with rate 3.85794 and average tree height of 0.5 coalescent
unit. We used a correlated CIR prior for population sizes with hyperparameters α = 2,
β = 200 and κ = 10.
We then ran 10 MCMC chains for 1,000,000 iterations each for both Snapp and
Snapper.
2.9.2 Results
It took Snapp approximately ∼ 161 hours running on 32 threads to complete a chain
simulation. It took Snapper approximately ∼ 152 hours using 32 threads to run. Note
that due to small number of individuals per population Snapper has little advantage
over Snapp in terms of runtime for this particular dataset. Tracer (Rambaut et al.,
2018) was used to assess convergence by looking at trace plots and effective sample size
for each parameter. We give the summary statistics in the appendix (A.3).
Figure 2.6 (Snapper analysis) and Figure 2.7 (Snapp analysis) summarize the
posterior distribution of the species tree using Densitree (Bouckaert, 2010). We print
the posterior mean of effective population size above each branch. In both cases we see
that there is only one topology in the 95% highest posterior density. Posterior distribu-
tions of branch lengths are mostly indistinguishable. There are some small differences
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in posterior distributions of populations sizes. However in all cases population sizes
follow the same apparent distributions.
2.10 Analysis of freshwater turtle; Emydura mac-
quarii
2.10.1 Description of freshwater turtle dataset
To illustrate the application of Snapper to large datasets we reanalyse unlinked SNP
data of Georges et al. (2018) from a group of freshwater turtles known collectively
as Emydura. The range of Emydura extends almost the full length of the Australian
continent from north to south. The group is currently recognized as a complex of
closely related and morphologically distinct allopatric forms, variously regarded as
species, subspecies or distinct morphological lineages (Georges et al., 2018).
The dataset consists of samples from 399 individuals divided into 41 populations
and sampled from 57 distinct water bodies. The sampling covers the coastal drainages
of eastern Australia, from the Hunter River in the south (New South Wales) to the
Normanby River (Queensland) in the north; the rivers of the Murray-Darling Basin
(MDB), including the Paroo drainage, and the Lake Eyre Basin (LEB), and the in-
tervening Bulloo Basin (Georges et al., 2018). The analyzed dataset contains 5,186
unlinked SNPs after sites with missing data was removed.
Priors for the analysis were specified as follow: We assumed a prior Yule distribution
on the species tree with rate 3.30293 and average tree height of 1 coalescent units. We
used a correlated CIR prior for population sizes with hyperparameters α = 2, β = 200
and r = 10.
We ran the Snapper sampler for 2,000,000 iterations with convergence assessed in
Tracer (Rambaut et al., 2018).
2.10.2 Results
It took a total of ∼ 500 hours for the sampler to run on a computer with an Intel i3-7100
CPU. We provide a complete list of summary statistics in the appendix (A.3). The
shape of the densitree in Figure 2.8 agrees with the genetic distances and SVDquartets
trees computed in Georges et al. (2018). We extend the anaylsis in Georges et al.












Figure 2.6: A Snapper inference of soybean species trees displayed using Densitree (Bouck-
aert, 2010). Branch thickness is related to relative population sizes, tree height is reported













Figure 2.7: A Snapp inference of soybean species trees displayed using Densitree (Bouckaert,
2010). Branch thickness is related to relative population sizes, tree height is reported in
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Figure 2.8: 41 population densitree of freshwater turtle E. macquarii. On the x-axis, variation
in the tree represents uncertainty of branch lengths. Thickness of the branches represent
posterior mean of population sizes. Timescale grid at the top is given in expected number of
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Figure 2.9: 11 population densitree of freshwater turtle E. macquarii restricted to MDB clade
to provide better resolution of branch lenghts and topology. We show the fraction of trees in
the tree set that contain a clade as text on the graph. We also display the mean of a node as
a marker on the tree. Timescale grid is given in expected number of mutations per lineage
per site.
tion size (θ) parameters. In Figure 2.8 we see some uncertainty surrounding topology
in the Fitzroy clade (samples 38 - 43). The Cooper Creek clade (samples 96 - 102) is
sister to the North-east Coast clade (samples 10 - 19) in all three analyses, as is the
sister relationship between the Hunter R (sample 92) and the Murray-Darling Basin
(samples 96 - 115) populations. The East Coast (samples 29 - 60) and South-east
Coast (samples 11 - 20) clade is sister to the Hunter-MDB clade (samples 20 - 31)
in the Snapper tree, in agreement with the Fitch-Margoliash distance tree. Sensibly,
the Kolan-Burnett-Mary (samples 48 - 58) clade is sister to the Fitzroy clade in the
Snapper tree. The Snapper analysis supports relationships within the NE Coast
clade that reflect drainage proximity better than the SVDquartets analysis.
Also, we note that E. subglobosa and E. victoriae populations are considered out-
groups. Therefore we expect to see the divergence time from the rest of the populations
to be much earlier. The early divergence time for the two outgroups leads to poor res-
olution for the MDB clade (samples 112 - 131). Thus we present the MDB clade in
Figure 2.9. The figure also depicts the extent of uncertainty surrounding the tree due
to short branch lengths. As we discuss above, population size estimates here will be
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mostly dependent on the prior due to little information available on such short branch
lengths.
2.11 Discussion
In this chapter we present Snapper, a computationally more efficient method to super-
sede Snapp. Like Snapp the method takes biallelic markers sampled from individuals
in multiple populations and computes the likelihood of the species tree topology to-
gether with branch lengths and population sizes. We achieved this computational
efficiency by computing the likelihood using diffusion models rather than the multi-
species coalescent. The Wright-Fisher diffusion and Coalescent are dual processes and
it is therefore not surprising that the same inference can be made under these distinct
but related model frameworks.
We utilize observed allele frequencies in the sample as initial conditions for the
backwards diffusion. The advantages of using the backward diffusion are two-fold.
Firstly the numerical solutions are stable and bounded. Secondly, it is clear how to
define the boundary conditions.
The Snapper sampler is based on the Snapp sampler and uses the same move
proposals, which are standard in the Beast2 software package. However to improve
sampling efficiency for large trees we implemented an additional move to scale popu-
lation sizes on subtrees.
We have reported some of the analyses performed in order to validate and more
importantly convince the reader of the ability of Snapper to infer population genetic
parameters.
Finally, we note that the general framework for defining likelihoods in terms of
backward diffusions can be extended to other diffusion models. These models can






In the previous chapter, we showed how the recursions for the partial likelihoods can
be derived analytically. We have also shown the capability of diffusion models and how
it scales efficiently for SNP data sets with large number of taxa. However we did not
show how to actually compute those diffusion model likelihoods. Indeed, computing
the likelihoods amounts to an extremely high dimensional integration problem. Our
approach is to use numerical techniques combined with dynamic programming. While
the likelihoods we compute are approximate, we can still bound the error.
The approximation method we use for the backward diffusion is part of a larger class
of PDE approximation methods known as spectral methods. See Trefethen (2000) for a
general introduction to spectral methods. Roughly speaking the idea behind spectral
methods is that PDEs can be reduced to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by
expressing the approximate solution as a combination of smooth functions called basis
functions.
In this chapter we take a look under the hood of Snapper. We spend time to
discuss the detail behind the efficient likelihood computations. We begin by describing
a class of basis functions known as shifted Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. The
properties of shifted Chebyshev polynomials are key to the numerical algorithm. We
derive approximate ODE solutions of the backward diffusion in terms of shifted Cheby-
shev polynomials. Our derivation is less general than typical Galerkin approximations
(Douglas and Dupont, 1970). Furthermore we derive explicit formulas for the ODE
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systems. We outline some neat mathematics for approximating matrix exponentials.
We also use properties of shifted Chebyshev polynomials to set up efficient integration
methods at the root of a species tree, which was challenging due to singularities of
the stationary distribution (2.1). Lastly, we package all of the accumulated numerical
results and computational tricks into an algorithm to solve diffusions on species trees
which runs linear in the number of species, linear in the number of sites and linearith-
mic (K logK) in the number of basis functions. This algorithm underlies the Bayesian
software package Snapper.
3.2 Shifted Chebyshev polynomials
3.2.1 Definitions and properties
Hiscott et al. (2016) describe a general strategy for computing likelihoods numerically
whereby partial likelihoods are evaluated on a mesh of values at each node and accurate
quadrature methods used to carry out the actual computation. We will extend the same
strategy by using shifted Chebyshev polynomials as a set of basis functions to express
approximate partial likelihoods instead of a mesh of values. The basis functions are
chosen to help solve the backward diffusion (1.9) efficiently and accurately.
We denote shifted Chebyshev polynomials as




2 (x), . . . .
Shifted Chebyshev polynomials are defined on [0, 1] and have particularly useful prop-
erties some of which we discuss below (Fox and Parker, 1968). They also have a lot of
equivalent definitions, but the simplest uses the Cosine function
T ∗k (x) = cos k(2x− 1).
They also satisfy the recursion
T ∗0 (x) = 1, (3.1)
T ∗1 (x) = 2x− 1, (3.2)
T ∗k (x) = 2(2x− 1)T ∗k−1(x)− T ∗k−2(x), k = 2, 3, . . . . (3.3)
The shifted Chebyshev polynomials are related to the better-known Chebyshev
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polynomials T0, T1, T2, . . . by the identity: T
∗
k (x) = Tk(2x − 1). That is, they are
obtained by shifting and scaling the Chebyshev polynomials to have domain [0, 1], see












Figure 3.1: A plot of the first few shifted Chebyshev polynomials T ∗0 (x), . . . , T
∗
4 (x).
Most sets of basis functions are orthogonal for some inner product. Shifted Cheby-





with weight function w(x) = 1√
x−x2 . We have





k (x)w(x)dx = π, (3.4)














l (x)w(x)dx = 0, for k 6= l. (3.6)
See Mason and Handscomb (2002, pg.84) for details.
In order to express the backward diffusion in terms of shifted Chebyshev polyno-
mials we use the relation between a first order monomial and a shifted Chebyshev
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polynomial
xT ∗k (x) =
1
4
(T ∗|k−1|(x) + T
∗
k+1(x)), (3.7)









T ∗r (x) + 2kT
∗





T ∗r (x), if n is even.
(3.8)
Furthermore, the indefinite integral formula given by
∫




T ∗1 (x) + C, for k = 0,
1
8











+ C, for k > 1.
(3.9)
See Mason and Handscomb (2002, pg.101) for derivations.
The expression for a Chebyshev polynomial as a monomial expansion is given by















We obtain an expression for the shifted Chebyshev polynomials by applying the
Binomial theorem and the fact that T ∗k (x) = Tk(2x− 1). This leads to












However in practice we use a recursion formula to determine the monomial coefficients.
It follows from the recursion formula (3.3) that T ∗k has degree k, so can be expressed
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in terms of monomials
x0, x1 . . . , xk.
Denote the associated monomial coefficients
ak,0, ak,1, . . . , ak,k,
so





Now in order to derive the recursion formula for monomial coefficients we use the






























Writing coefficients on the LHS in terms of coefficients on the RHS we get recursion
formulas for the monomial coefficients as
ak+1,0 = −2ak,0 − ak−1,0, (3.11)
ak+1,i = 4ak,i−1 − 2ak,i − ak−1,i, i = 1, . . . , k, (3.12)
ak+1,k+1 = 4ak,k, (3.13)
with a0,0 = 1, a1,0 = −1 and a1,1 = 2.
3.2.2 Expressing approximate partial likelihoods
There are two main ways of using shifted Chebyshev polynomials to approximate `Bi
and `Ti as functions of x. The first is to approximate the function directly as a linear


























It can be shown that the error in this approximation drops exponentially quickly as
the number K of basis functions increases given that `Bi (x) and `
T
i (x) is smooth, see
Trefethen (2000, thm 1, pg. 30). We therefore only need to store a few coefficients in
order to evaluate the partial likelihood function at any x, with small error.
The second way of obtaining an approximation is by determining the values `Bi (x)
and `Ti (x) at a pre-specified set of points x0, x1, . . . , xK and then finding the unique







k (xj) = `
B
i (xj)
for all j = 0, 1, . . . , K. This is called polynomial interpolation. As it happens, there is a
particular choice of points x0, . . . , xK for which we can switch back and forth between
function values




λBi,0, . . . , λ
B
i,K
with little numerical error and in O(K logK) time (Waldvogel, 2006; Trefethen, 2013).









2, for j = 0, . . . , K.
These points are all in the interval [0, 1] with a denser packing of points nearer 0 and
1. More specifically, they are the projection of points spaced regularly around a unit
semi-circle onto the interval [0, 1], see Figure 3.2.
In fact the Chebyshev-Lobatto points are the connection between Chebyshev poly-
nomials and complex analysis (Trefethen, 2013). The choice of points allows the use
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Figure 3.2: In order to get a Chebyshev-Lobatto grid we map equidistant points on a unit
semi-circle onto the real line
of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to easily find the interpolation coefficients
given the function values and vice versa. The DFT accepts K + 1 equispaced points
of a sampled function on a periodic grid, [0, 2π] (in our case the function is sampled
on the interval [0, 1] and mapped to a periodic grid i.e semi-unit circle). It returns
K + 1 complex numbers which represents the amplitude and phase of a complex ba-
sis function. The amplitude is the coefficients of the shifted Chebyshev polynomials.
See (Trefethen, 2013) for more detail. The same idea applies for the inverse DFT. In
this case the inverse DFT takes interpolation coefficients as input and return function
values evaluated at Chebyshev-Lobatto points. We use the fast Fourier transform al-
gorithm (FFT) (Cooley and Tukey, 1965) to perform the calculation of the DFT and
its inverse in O(K logK) time. Note that both coefficient values λBi,k, λTi,k and function
values `Bi (xj), `
T





3.2.3 Clenshaw-Curtis type quadrature
When k is even, shifted Chebyshev polynomial T ∗k has the property that the definite
integral on the interval [0, 1] equals zero. When k is odd we have (Trefethen, 2013, pg.
192) ∫ 1
0
T ∗k (x)dx =
1




















1− k2 . (3.15)
This is called Clenshaw-Curtis type quadrature.
3.3 Approximate partial likelihood at a leaf







xrij (1− xj)2ni−ri for j = 0, 1 . . . , K (3.16)
at the Chebyshev-Lobatto points. We then compute corresponding coefficients
λBi,0, λ
B
i,1, . . . , λ
B
i,K
using the FFT algorithm described above.
3.4 Approximating the partial likelihood along a
branch
Shifted Chebyshev polynomials provide the foundation for the numerical methods we
use to solve the backward diffusion (1.9). Note that, unlike the forward diffusion (1.6),
solutions to the backward diffusion with the right initial condition are smooth (infinitely
differentiable) functions (see appendix for more on this), meaning that we can avoid
some of the numerical headaches (such as solutions that tend toward infinite spikes)
encountered by those using the forward diffusion directly (Lukic and Hey, 2012).




































Let λ(t) denote the vector of values λ0(t), . . . , λK(t).
Formulas for the derivative of shifted Chebyshev polynomials (3.8) lead eventually
to a (K + 1)× (K + 1) matrix
D =


































Also, formulas for the product of a monomial and a shifted Chebyshev polynomial
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for all x ∈ [0, 1] with



















with initial condition λ(0) given as the Chebyshev coefficients of g(x, 0).
Like Bryant et al. (2012) we use rational approximations to exp(Qt)λ(0) using
a Caratheodory-Fejer approximation (more detail below). Additionally, we use tech-
niques adapted from Fox and Parker (1968) (discussed in detail below) to take advan-
tage of structure in the matrix Q, allowing an implementation of the Caratheodory-
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Fejer approximation which runs in O(K) time.
To summarise, consider a node i and let ti denote the length (in coalescent units)
of the branch connecting i to its parent. Suppose `Bi with corresponding coefficients
λBi,0, . . . , λ
B
i,K is already computed at the bottom of the branch. We then compute partial
likelihood `Ti with corresponding coefficients λ
T
i,0, . . . , λ
T
i,K at the top of the branch by:
1. Setting λ(0) = λBi,0, . . . , λ
B
i,K .
2. Computing a numerical approximation for exp(Qti)λ(0).
3. Setting λTi,0, . . . , λ
T
i,K = λ(ti)0, . . . , λ(ti)K .
3.5 Linear time methods for solving diffusions ap-
proximately
3.5.1 Brief overview
Next we discuss how to set up a sparse matrix equivalent to Q which in turn will allow
us to approximate exp Qt in O(K) time!






















The bottleneck in the numerical method we use is the repeated solution of linear
systems that look like
(Q− zI)x = v
for complex values z and vectors v. Using a direct method, these take O(K2) time
each as Q is upper triangular. However we can do better, using a trick described in
Fox and Parker (1968). Here we give a very high level description of the approach and
flesh out the detail in sections that follow.
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The key idea is to apply integration twice to the LHS of (3.24). Using integration



























x(1− x)g(x, t) + (1
2
− β1)xg(0, t). (3.25)
We introduce two new matrices X and Y. The matrix X is derived from properties











The matrix Y comes from (3.25) and has the property that if g is expanded as in (3.23)








The usefulness of this follows from that fact that, with the exception of two rows, all
the non-zero entries in X and Y are on or near the diagonal: both matrices are almost
banded. To solve (Q− zI)x = v we can multiply both sides by X and solve the sparse
system that results. In practise however to maintain the sparse structure of the system
we solve a slightly different but still equivalent system. Overall, this now takes O(K)
time.
3.5.2 An explicit sparse expression for Y
The integration by parts (discussed above) show that there exists an equivalent LHS of
(3.24) defined in terms of just g(x, t) and not the derivatives of g(x, t). The derivatives
of a(x) = β2(1− x)− β1x and b(x) = 12x(1− x) are used instead.
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To find the matrix Y we use formulas for the indefinite integral (3.9) to first set-up
a (K + 1)× (K + 1) matrix
S =













Then the associated matrix Y is computed by simply applying S twice, that is
S2Q ≈ Y. As long as we can express a(x) and b(x) and derivatives sparsely the
resulting matrix will be sparse. Therefore we introduce the matrix X = S2 that will
help solve the backward diffusion efficiently. However to find Y this way takes O(K3)
time. There are faster ways to do this in O(K2) time using recursions, see Trefethen
(2000, pg. 61). This is still not good enough.
We therefore use the shifted Chebyshev identities (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) to derive
most of the explicit expressions required to set up Y .
Some really really tedious algebraic manipulations and derivations was used to show
(as expected) that the identities (3.8) and (3.9) cancel out when both are applied to
T ∗k (see Appendix C for details). We then used this result throughout the rest of the
derivations to build an ensemble of expressions (Lemma 3.27). These expressions are
strung together in Theorem 3.29 to find the explicit expression for Y . All the deriva-
tions follow the same recipe (See Appendix C for details). After some straightforward
manipulation and grouping of coefficients in a step-by-step sort of way we eventually
find that most terms cancel out nicely with a few terms close to the diagonal remaining
(as expected). This exercise have two important consequences. First it proves that our
matrix Y is always sparse. Secondly it allows us to construct Y in O(K) time. Note
that we drop the integration constant in the lemma below.
Lemma 3.5.1. We can express the double integral operators with monomials and






T ∗k (x)dxdy = −
k
















16(k + 1)(k + 2)








































16(k + 1)(k + 2)
T ∗k+2(x), for k > 1. (3.28)
Proof. See Appendix C for derivations.














−k(β1 + β2 − 2(k + 1))















k(β1 + β2 − 2(k − 1))
16(k + 2)(k + 1)
T ∗k+2(x)+C0T0(x)+C1T1(x), for k > 1.
(3.29)
Proof. Now the explicit expression follows from equations (3.26), (3.27) and (3.28) in
Lemma 3.5.1. Note that C0 and C1 follow from the integration constants in the formula
(3.9).
To solve an equivalent system to (Q− zI)x = v uniquely and to avoid dealing with










T ∗k (x). (3.30)
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= −(k2 − (k + β1 + β2))T ∗k (x) + (β1 − β2)kT ∗k−1(x) + . . . , for k > 2.. (3.31)
This will come in handy in the next section when we set up a sparse solver.
3.5.3 Approximating the matrix exponential









Schmelzer and Trefethen (2007) describe a method that uses the Caratheodory-Fejer
procedure to compute rational approximations to f(Q) = exp Qt. Here we outline the
mechanics of the procedure but to see why it works is quite involved and we refer
to Trefethen (2013, Chapter20) for the theory behind the procedure. The depth of
this approximation method is nicely emphasised with the following excerpt: “The
conceptual and theoretical significance of the technique, however, goes beyond this.
Indeed, the eigenvalue/singular value analysis of Caratheodory-Fejer approximation
seems to be the principal known algebraic window into the detailed analysis of best
approximations...” (Trefethen, 2013, pg. 211).
The standard implementation of the Caratheodory-Fejer method involves solving an
iteration of shifted systems at common poles. For each pole i = 1, . . . , p we introduce
ci, zi ∈ C. The shifted system is defined as
(Qt− ziI)wi = λ(0). (3.32)




Re(ciwi), for p = 1, . . . , 12,
is a machine precision approximation of
exp (Qt)λ(0).
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Algorithm 5 Caratheodory-Fejer procedure
1: procedure exp(Y,X,λ(0))
2: Set v ← λ(0)
3: for k = 0 to number of timesteps n do
4: for i = 1 to number of common poles p do
5: Solve (Y − ziX/∆t)wi = Xv/∆t
6: end for






Algorithm for solving backward diffusion along a branch with initial condition λ(0).
We listed the values used for common poles ci and zi for i = 1, . . . , 12 in Table 3.1
(Schmelzer and Trefethen, 2007). For large t > 0 the set of systems is solved via a
timestep iteration
(Q− ziI/∆t)wi = v∗t /∆t, (3.33)
where vt∗+∆t =
∑
i Re(ciwi) and v0 = λ(0).
However by multiplying the system (3.33) with the matrix operator X (in our case
S2) we can instead solve the equivalent sparse system
(Y − ziX/∆t)wi = Xv∗t /∆t, (3.34)
where vt∗+∆t =
∑
i Re(ciw1) and v0 = Xλ(0). To solve this system only takes O(K)
time instead of the previously required O(K2) time (since the operator Q is upper-
diagonal), see Golub and Van Loan (2013, pg. 176) for methods to solve banded
systems. In Algorithm 5 we describe the Caratheodory-Fejer procedure.
3.5.4 Setting up a multi-thread ODE solver
When mutation rates (β1, β2) are equal we can solve the system
(Y − zX)w = v
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Poles ci
1 0.000818433612497 + 0.000581353207069j
2 -0.068571505514864 - 0.038419074245887j
3 1.319411815998137 + 0.183523497750480j
4 -8.238258033274786 + 2.796192505614474j
5 18.785982629476070 - 20.237292093573895j
6 -11.799383335697918 + 46.411650777279597j
7 -11.799383335697890 - 46.411650777279569j
8 18.785982629476067 + 20.237292093573895j
9 -8.238258033274763 - 2.796192505614448j
10 1.319411815998138 - 0.183523497750480j
11 -0.068571505514865 + 0.038419074245888j
12 0.000818433612497 - 0.000581353207069j
zi
1 -6.998688082445778 - 13.995917029301355j
2 -2.235968223749446 - 11.109296400461870j
3 0.851707264834878 - 8.503832905826961j
4 2.917868800307170 - 6.017345968518187j
5 4.206124506834328 - 3.590920783130140j
6 4.827493775040721 - 1.193987999180278j
7 4.827493775040721 + 1.193987999180278j
8 4.206124506834328 + 3.590920783130140j
9 2.917868800307170 + 6.017345968518187j
10 0.851707264834878 + 8.503832905826961j
11 -2.235968223749446 + 11.109296400461870j
12 -6.998688082445778 + 13.995917029301355j
Table 3.1: List of values for common poles i = 1, . . . , 12 used in the Caratheodory-Fejer
procedure (Trefethen, 2013).
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in parallel. In particular we set up a sparse solver based on two smaller banded upper-
diagonal systems of roughly half the size of Y .












This implies that even and uneven rows are mostly independent. Therefore we can
split the even and uneven rows into two separate systems (see Figure 3.3). These sys-
tems can be solved independently of one another (on two separate threads in parallel).
We summarise this procedure in Algorithm 6.
Figure 3.3: We can split the matrix operator (Y − zX) into two smaller upper-diagonal
matrices by sorting the even and uneven rows of (Y − zX) into separate matrices.
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Algorithm 6 ODE Solver for equal mutation rates
1: procedure Solve(Y,X, v)
2: Split (Y − zX) into two smaller matrices Se and Su, see Figure 3.3 for more
detail.
3: Separate even rows (Xve) and uneven rows (Xvu) of Xv
4: Solve Sewe = ve and Suwu = vu using backward substitution
5: Get w by splicing we and wu together
return w
6: end procedure
A parallel ODE solver. Note that line 4 can be executed on multiple threads.
3.6 Approximating partial likelihoods at a specia-
tion










we can evaluate `Tj (x) and `
T
l (x) at the Chebyshev-Lobatto points (x0, x1, . . . , xK) in
O(K logK) time using the FFT algorithm (as discussed in Section 3.2.2). We then
compute an approximation for the partial likelihood `Bi (x) as




l (xp) for p = 0, 1, . . . , K. (3.35)
This computation takes O(K) time.
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3.7 Approximating likelihoods at the root
3.7.1 Description of the numerical problem
So far we have shown efficient ways to compute partial likelihoods at the leaves of a
tree all the way up to the root. There is however one more challenging computation




π(x|β1, β2)`Bρ (x)dx, (3.36)
see (2.9). The reason for difficulty in integrating the likelihood at the root is due to
the shape of the stationary density (2.1) when mutation rates (β1, β2) are low. In
particular for β1, β2 < 1 the beta distribution has singularities at the boundaries which
follow from the term
xβ1−1, 0 < β1 < 1
and the term
(1− x)β2−1, 0 < β2 < 1
in the beta density (2.1). Typical fast numerical integration techniques such as quadra-
ture methods will give poor approximations even when intervals are reasonably small.
Even Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature will fail since polynomial functions (even of high
degree) cannot approximate functions with singularities very well. We investigated the
following three methods:
• The first method uses monomial formulas for the partial likelihood `Bρ (x) to ex-
press Lm in terms of moments of the beta distribution.
• The second method analytically manipulates the Chebyshev basis functions to
express the partial likelihood `Bρ (x) in a way that eliminates singularities due to
the beta density (2.1).
• The third method uses a mean approximation for the partial likelihood `Bρ (x) and
integrates intervals of the beta density via a continued fraction expansion.
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3.7.2 Method 1: Integration via moments of the Beta distri-
bution
We remind ourselves that we can write T ∗k in terms of the monomials
x0, x1 . . . , xk
with the associated monomial coefficients
ak,0, ak,1, . . . , ak,k
as












Γ (2β2) Γ (i+ 2β1)
B (2β1, 2β2) Γ (i+ 2β1 + 2β2)
, (3.38)
see Forbes et al. (2011, pg. 55). We substitute the Chebyshev expansion of `Bρ (x) (refer















Then we substitute the monomial expansion of T ∗k for k = 0, . . . , K into Lm∫ 1
0
π(x|β1, β2)(λBρ,0a0,0 + λBρ,1(a1,0 + a1,1x) + · · ·+
λBρ,K
(









(λBρ,0a0,0 + · · ·+ λBρ,KaK,0)+
(λBρ,0a0,1 + · · ·+ λBρ,K−1a(K−1),1)x+ · · ·+ λBρ,KaK,KxK
)
dx.








λBρ,0ak,1E(x) + · · ·+ λBρ,KaK,KE(xK).
Now in order to compute Lm efficiently we determine the monomial coefficients via the
recursion formulas (3.11),(3.12),(3.13) (these can be precomputed) and calculate the
moments of the beta density using the explicit expression . This method takes O(K2)
time since we have to add (and multiply) terms for each moment of the beta density.
3.7.3 Method 2: Integration via separation and Clenshaw-
Curtis quadrature
In this approach we separate out those parts which are difficult to integrate numerically
and determine them analytically. Suppose f(x) is a Chebyshev polynomial approxi-






k (x) ≈ `Bρ (x).
We factor this polynomial as











+ (f(1) − f(0))x)π(x|β1, β2)dx. (3.39)
Noting that the first integral is now well-behaved while the second integral evaluates
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to f(0) + (f(1)− f(0)) β1
β1+β2
by properties of the beta distribution.























To find the coefficients λgρ,k, for k = 0, . . . , K we substitute
















































































































































Now using the above expression for the coefficients we can write the shifted Cheby-




This system can be solved in O(K) time using backwards substitution. Once we
have the coefficients λgρ we can evaluate the integral∫ 1
0
g(x)x(1− x)π(x|β1, β2)dx
using Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature and the DFT in O(K logK) time.
We summarize the method in Algorithm 7.
3.7.4 Method 3: Integration via the Incomplete beta function






Using a modified Lents’s method (Press et al., 2007, pg. 206) it can be evaluated
efficiently as a continued fraction expansion (Press et al., 2007, pg. 270). See Algorithm
8 for details. This expansion converges rapidly when β1 and β2 are small. Therefore by
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2: Set up A using the expressions (3.42)
3: Solve the linear system (3.43) to get coefficients λgρ
4: Switch to values `gρ from coefficients λ
g
ρ
5: Compute values `πρ(xj) by evaluating xj(1− xj)π(xj|β1, β2) for j = 0, . . . , K.




ρ(xj) for j = 0, . . . , K,
7: Switch to coefficients λρ from values `ρ(xj)
8: Compute 1st term in LHS of (3.39) using coefficients λρ and Clenshaw-Curtis
quadrature.
9: Evaluate 2nd term in LHS of (3.39)
10: return log(Ls)
11: end procedure
approximating the partial likelihood `Bρ (x) on the interval [xk, xk+1] by the mean value
`Bρ (xk+1)− `Bρ (xk)
2
we can write∫ 1
0
`Bρ (x)π(x|β1, β2)dx ≈
K−1∑
k=0





Now we can evaluate the integral using the Incomplete beta function and the modified









Also we can efficiently evaluate `Bρ (xk) for k = 0, . . . , K using the FFT algorithm.
We precompute the Beta density integral on the intervals [xk, xk+1], k = 0, . . . , K. This
allows us to evaluate the likelihood at the root Lm in O(K logK) time.
3.7.5 Comparing numerical integration methods
Protocol
In this numerical experiment we compare the rate of convergence for three integration
methods discussed above. The accuracy of all three of the methods are determined
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Algorithm 8 Method 3
1: procedure Cfractal(x, β1, β2, e)
2: m← 1
3: while ‖δ − 1‖ ≤ e do
4: a← (m(β2 −m))/((β1 − 1 + 2m)(β1 + 2m))x
5: b← 1/(1 + a · b)
6: c← 1 + a/c
7: h← b · c · h
8: a← (−(β1 +m)(β1 + β2 +m))/((β1 + 2m)(β1 + 1 + 2m))x
9: b← 1/(1 + a · b)
10: c← 1 + a/c
11: δ ← d · c
12: h← h · δ




16: procedure Incomplete beta(x, β1, β2)
17: b1 ← exp(ln Γ(β1 + β2)− ln Γ(β1)− ln Γ(β2) + β1 log(x) + β2 log(1− x))
18: if x < (β1 + 1)/(β1 + β2 + 2) then
19: B ← b1Cfractal(x, β1, β2, e)/β1
20: else




We give the algorithm for evaluating the incomplete beta function as a continued fraction
expansion (Press et al., 2007, pg. 270).
Note for the first procedure CFRACTAL we also specify the approximation error e.
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by the number of Chebyshev basis functions (K) used in approximations. We want
to know which method converges to the true values the fastest as well as assess the
numerical stability.
We generated five 4 taxa species trees using the Yule distribution with speciation
rate of 10. We generated population size (θ) parameters from a Gamma distribution
with mean 0.01 and variance 0.0001. We then simulated data for one site for each tree
(with 32 total individuals) under the diffusion model.
We then computed the log-likelihood for number of basis function, K = 9, 14, 19 . . . , 49.
Note that for this experiment we do not limit number of Chebyshev basis functions (K)
to values of the form 2m + 1. Since there is no analytical expression for the likelihood
we assess convergence by comparing values calculated to those with a large (K = 100)
number of Chebyshev basis functions. Furthermore integration at the root for large
number of basis functions (K = 100) we use a robust integration method, namely
QAGS. QAGS is an adaptive integration method based on 21-point Gauss–Kronrod
quadrature from the FORTRAN library (Piessens et al., 2012). In order to study
convergence we compute relative error by increasing the number of basis functions
K = 9, 14, 19 . . . , 49 for each method.
Results
We summarise the convergence results of the three methods in Figure 3.4. We see that
method 3 is slowest to converge. Typically method 1 and method 2 have the same
relative error when K is small. However method 1 becomes unstable when the number
of basis functions gets large enough. This is due to the monomial coefficients that blow
up. We can see why by looking at the monomial coefficient formula (3.10). The results
indicate that method 2 is stable and is fastest to converge. Therefore we implemented
method 2 in Snapper.
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Figure 3.4: Relative error comparison between numerical integration methods at the root of a
4 taxa tree. Method 1 use moments of a beta distribution; Method 2 analytically manipulates
Chebyshev basis function and then apply Clenshaw-Curtis integration. Method 3 use a mean
approximation of the partial likelihood and evaluates intervals of the beta density.
3.8 Computing the log-likelihood of a species trees
We briefly review the algorithmic steps for computing the likelihood of a species tree
at a particular site (see Figure 3.5 for illustration of below steps).
1. At a leaf: Fit the initial condition of the backward diffusion at a leaf node from







where n is the sample size and r is the number of observed red alleles.
2. Given the partial likelihood at the bottom of a branch, we compute the partial
likelihood at the top of the branch: Solve
∂g(x, t)
∂t











starting at the bottom of the branch until the top of the branch is reached.
3. Multiply the partial likelihoods at a speciation.
4. The likelihood of a site is then calculated by integrating over the root partial

































































Figure 3.5: How to compute the likelihood for a site (Lm).
We finally compile all the numerical work described in this chapter into Algorithm 9.
This algorithm takes O(sK log(K)) time per site where O(ns) pre-processing, where
s is the number of species, K the number of Chebyshev basis functions and n is
the number of individuals at a site. The pre-processing step involves counting the
frequencies of allele types in each population. In practice this step could be carried out
once per data set, rather than once per tree evaluated. The conversion to and from
coefficients to function values in the Chebyshev expansion in lines 7 and 9 each takes
O(K logK) time, using the FFT algorithm mentioned above. Approximate solution of
the PDE in line 10 takes O(K) time. Lastly, line 13 is carried out using root integration
method 2 (as shown above).
3.9 Discussion
In this chapter we described how shifted Chebyshev polynomials are used to approx-
imate partial likelihoods along a species tree. Most importantly we applied shifted
Chebyshev polynomials in the context of spectral approximations to solve the back-
ward diffusion (3.45) along a branch. This was an important component for efficient
likelihood computation. Spectral methods are well known to be very efficient and highly
accurate for approximating PDE solutions. In practise complicated boundary condi-
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Algorithm 9 Snapper
1: procedure log-likelihood(X, S)
2: for All sites m do
3: for All nodes i in a post-order traversal of the tree do
4: if i is a leaf node then
5: Evaluate `Bi (xj) for each j using (3.16)
6: else




k (xp) for each p
8: end if
9: Compute coefficients λBi,j from values `
B
i (xj)
10: Compute coefficients λTi,j by solving the PDE (3.22) with λ(0) = λ
B
i










Numerical algorithm implemented in Snapper for computing the likelihood of a species tree.
Suppose that X is the data for biallelic markers and S the parameters of the tree.
tions make them difficult to implement. Luckily in the case of the backward diffusion
we have shown that boundary conditions are implicitly satisfied when initial conditions
are smooth. Therefore the numerical implementation was fairly straightforward with-
out any nasty complications. We also used a very fast and stable approximation of
exp(Qt) that relies on the Caratheodory-Fejer method of matrix exponentiation. This
involved solving a system of ODEs along a branch. A direct implementation requires
O(K2) time per branch, where K is the number of Chebyshev basis functions used in
the approximation. However we showed that we can solve an equivalent sparse system
in O(K) time. We also outlined a parallel algorithm that exploits the structure of the
sparse system in special cases. Furthermore we derived some explicit expressions of
the sparse system which can further expand capability of the diffusion model, such as
varying mutation rates across sites. We also found an efficient solution to deal with
the integration of likelihoods at the root of a tree. All of these accumulated results
were implemented in Snapper.
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Chapter 4
Inferring ecological niches of plants
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters we developed tools to efficiently infer species trees from molec-
ular data. In this chapter we incorporate species trees into species distribution models
(SDMs) and in doing so we extend the inference capabilities of these models.
The ecological niche of a species is broadly defined as the conjunction of envi-
ronmental condition within which a species can maintain a stable population level
without immigration (MacArthur, 1984). SDMs use environmental measures to infer a
species range and preferred habitat. Fundamentally, the aim is to describe the under-
lying ecological niche of the species over space and time (Kearney and Porter, 2009).
However most approaches do not quantify the niche but rather correlate the spatial
environmental measures to species distribution records (Meier et al., 2010; Mod et al.,
2016). A mechanistic approach to quantifying a species niche involves explicitly linking
functional traits, that is traits that lead to growth and reproduction of a species, to
environmental measures. A model of the interaction between functional traits provide
a basis for defining a species niche which can then be projected as spatial distribution
of the species.
Here we describe a mechanistic growth model for plants and define the niche of
a plant species in terms of the continuous model parameters. In fact these parame-
ters govern the growth rates of the plant biomass in terms of environmental resource
availability. Using the model parameters and species trees we infer distributions of
present-day plant species and their ancestral populations.
This chapter is structured as follows: In the second section we begin by introducing
a framework for studying ecological niches or plants, based on a plant growth model
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originally used by Higgins et al. (2012) to study the distribution of conifer species in
Europe. In the third section we describe three niche models. The first model is the
main ingredient for the two models that follow. This model quantifies an ecological
niche for a single present-day species in terms of the plant growth model parameters
(the continuous indices). The second model includes competition between present-day
species. Environmental resources are competed for directly based on biomass ratios.
The third model enables inference of ecological niches of ancestral populations. We
fit a multivariate Brownian motion process on a species tree to model the evolution
of ecological species parameters. At the tips of the species tree we fit a plant growth
model for each species. In the fourth section we explore the three models by fitting
niches for a small number of conifer species endemic to New Zealand. In the last section
we discuss and outline future work.
4.2 Setting up an ecological niche for plants
The holy grail of plant ecology is understanding how physiological and morphological
attributes of plants interact with environmental factors (Schimper, 1903; Tilman, 1988;
Aerts, 1999). Factors such as water, heat, light and soil are all thought to play a signif-
icant role. The role that physiological and environmental factors play in shaping plant
distributions was first brought to light by Schimper (1903). The Thornley Transport
Resistance (TTR) model, as implemented in Higgins et al. (2012), is a model very
much in the spirit of Schimper (1903). It models the uptake of carbon and nitrogen
substances from sources (surrounding environment) to sinks (biomass of plant). See
Dormann et al. (2012) and Thornley (1995) for variations on the model.
The TTR model in Higgins et al. (2012) describes plant growth via the uptake of
carbon and nitrogen using a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). En-
vironmental measurements are incorporated in the system of ODEs. Here we state
the nonlinear ODEs without spending too much time on discussing the role of specific
































































































Briefly, Ms is the biomass of the shoot; Mr is the biomass of the root. These are
collectively referred to as biomass of the plant. The biomass of a plant plays an
important role for defining the likelihood of growth at a particular location (a set of
environmental measures).
The biomass of a plant (4.1),(4.4) changes as a function of two forcing variables,
namely photosynthesis kg(t) and litter kl(t). These functions are in turn specified in





, β1 < Tmin(t) < β2,
1, β3 < x < β4,
β6 − Tmin(t)
β6 − β5







, β7 < Tmax(t) < β8,
0, otherwise.
(4.8)
Carbon in the shoot and root (Cs, Cr) and nitrogen in shoot and root (Ns, Nr) nat-
urally also contribute to plant growth. Furthermore change in carbon (4.2), (4.5) and
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change in nitrogen (4.3), (4.6) are defined in terms of two additional forcing variables
a(t) =

a∗(t), 0 < a∗(t) < 1,





b∗(t), 0 < b∗(t) < 1,































Forcing functions (4.7)-(4.10) restrict growth of a plant based on the scarcity of
environmental resources. These resources are: topsoil nitrogen concentration (N(t)),
solar radiation (R(t)), soil water availability (W (t)) and minimum, mean and maximum
temperature (Tmin(t), Tmean(t), Tmax(t)). Resources are represented as step functions
defined in terms of actual measurements. For example, suppose we have a year of
monthly measurements for topsoil nitrogen, that is N[t] for t = 1, . . . , 12 (note we use
round brackets for functions and square brackets in subscript for measurements). Then
we define the topsoil nitrogen function N(t) as a discontinuous step function where the
step heights are defined by the monthly measurements (N[1], . . . , N[12]). Furthermore we
define the topsoil nitrogen function N(t) for all t > 0 by repeating the measurements.
Lastly (as seen above) each resource is associated with a set of model parameters
(βi, . . . , βi+k). The set of associated model parameters defines the continuous niche
index for the particular resource. We model these continuous niche indices on a species
tree in the third model of the next section. In Figure 4.1 we summarise the TTR model
components and interactions with a compartmental diagram.
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Figure 4.1: A diagram of the interacting ODE compartments of the TTR model. The com-
partments are divided into two process sets. Each set contains the same compartments but
related to the physical structures namely the shoot and root as indicated using the subscripts.
Each set consists of Biomass(M), Carbon (C) and Nitrogen (N). That is, (Ms, Cs, Ns) for the
shoot and (Mr, Cr, Nr) for the root. The sets interact via transport between compartments
of the same chemical element make-up and uptake of the chemicals are physiologically de-
termined. The rate of uptake of environmental resources are determined by the mass of the
shoot and the mass of the root.
4.3 Description of the models
4.3.1 A niche model for a single species
Now that we have quantified a niche in terms of the TTR model parameters we can set
up a model for inferring the niche of a present day plant species from environmental
data. The simplest model use the stationary solution of the system of ODEs (4.1)-(4.6).
The biomass is considered stationary at time t∗ when
∂M(t)
∂t
= 0, for t > t∗.
The stationary solution for biomass is then translated into a probability of observing the
plant species at a particular location. Suppose we have environmental measurements for
N locations. The model likelihood is then defined in terms of probability of observing
the species at each location given that we know if the species is present or absent at
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the location.
In a more formal setting, supposeM∗i is the steady state solution of the total biomass
(mass of the shoot and mass of the root) of the system of ODEs (4.1)-(4.6) for location
i with environmental measurements ei = {N[t], R[t],W[t], Tmin,[t], Tmean,[t], Tmax,[t]}, for
t = 1, . . . , T . Furthermore suppose we have TTR model parameters β = β1, . . . , β24.
We define the probability the species will grow at location i as
Pr[Species grow at loc i] = 1− exp(−M∗i ). (4.13)
The likelihood for a niche (TTR model parameters) given the locations i = 1, . . . , N
can be defined as








(1− Pr[Species grow at loc i])
(4.14)
where ai is the observation for location i (a present absent indicator, which is 1 if a
species is present (observed) at location i; 0 if a species is assumed to be absent at
location i).
Computing the probability of a location
In order to compute M∗i for a site i we numerically integrate the system of ODEs (4.1)-
(4.6) using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (Dormand and Prince, 1980; Shampine,
1986). This method is robust and is a good general candidate for numerical solution
of ODEs.
4.3.2 A model for competition
We introduce a slight variation of the TTR model in order to infer joint niches of
competing plant species. We assume that species compete directly for radiation and
nitrogen at locations. Each species is fitted with a TTR model where the radiation
and nitrogen resources are restricted based on a ratio of the biomasses for competing
plant species.
More specifically, suppose we have s numbered competing species. Then we define
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where M is(t) is the shoot mass for species i at time t. Similarly for the ratio of the root







where M ir(t) is the root mass for species i at time t.
Now for each species i we simply substitute the equations (4.11)-(4.12) with equa-
tions that include the shoot and root ratios at the nitrogen resource function N(t) and




























The above two equations link the formerly separate ODE systems for each species such
that we have to simultaneously solve the resulting coupled and much larger system of
ODEs.
The likelihood for inferring joint niches is given by taking the product of the likeli-
hood for each species
L(A|β1, . . . ,βs) = L(a1,1, . . . , aN,1|β1) · · ·L(a1,s, . . . , aN,s|βs) (4.19)
where A is a binary matrix of size N×s where an element ai,j indicates the observation
for species j at location i. Presence-absence indicators for each species under this model
are simulated in the same way as in the single species TTR model (see previous section).
Computing the likelihood for a joint niche
In order to compute M∗i for a site we numerically integrate the system of ODEs (4.1)-
(4.6) of all species together using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (Dormand and
Prince, 1980; Shampine, 1986). Note that likelihoods for each species cannot be com-
puted independently since we calculate the ratios at each timestep based on root
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biomass M ir(t) and shoot biomass M
i
s(t).
4.3.3 Modelling niches on species trees
We model changes in niche indices along a species tree using multivariate Brownian
motion. The use of Brownian motion to model quantitative traits is discussed in
depth by Felsenstein (1988, 2004). The choice of random process is simply one of
mathematical convenience since the probability distributions for niche indices at the
tips of a species tree are a multivariate normal distributions.
Suppose B is a s× r matrix that describes niche parameters at the tips of a species
tree. That is,
vec(B) = β1,1, . . . , β1,r, . . . , βs,1, . . . , βs,r
where r is the number of niche parameters and s is the number of species. Assuming
Brownian motion along a species tree we have that
vec(B) ∼ N(vec(B̄),T⊗A) (4.20)
where the mean B̄ is a s × r matrix defined in terms of the niche parameters at the
root βρ stacked for each species,
vec(B̄) = βρ,1, . . . , βρ,r, for i = 1, . . . , s.
The covariance matrix T⊗A is a (sr)× (sr) matrix defined in terms of the Kronecker
product of A, the matrix of covariances among niche parameters for a specific species,
and T, the matrix where the (i, j) element is the branch length shared by the paths
from the root up to tips for species i and species j, see Felsenstein (2004).
The likelihood of species niches with or without competition on a fixed tree is
defined in terms of the product of partial likelihoods at the tips and the multivariate
normal distribution (4.20)
L(a1, . . . , as|β1, . . . ,βs,βρ,T⊗A) = L(a1|β1) · · ·L(as|βs)f(β1, . . . ,βs,βρ,T⊗A).
(4.21)
Here aj is a binary vectors of size Nj (observations for species j for all locations Nj)
with j = 1, . . . , s. Also f(·) is the density of the of the multivariate normal distribution
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(4.20).
To simulate data under this model we draw a sample from the multivariate nor-
mal distribution f(β1, . . . ,βs,βρ,T ⊗A). This gives us our parameters at the leaves
β1, . . . ,βs. Then we compute presence-absence observations for each location i =
1, . . . , N for each species j = 1, . . . , s similarly to the previous two models.
4.4 Model exploration and assessment
4.4.1 Objective
The model fitting in this section should be viewed as a proof of concept for niche models
under the mechanistic plant growth model (described above). It is with this in mind
that we opt to work with small datasets that are easy to handle. Small datasets also
allow us to assess model behaviour and look at specific model components more easily.
There is a lot of groundwork still needed to be done.
4.4.2 Conifer data
In the model exploration we considered three conifer species endemic to New Zealand
namely - Alpinus, Toatoa and Trichomanoides of the conifer clade Phyllocladus. The
conifer dataset used in this section forms part of a much larger dataset used in Leslie
et al. (2012) in a study looking at conifer distributions on a global scale. Each species
dataset contains approximately 50-100 observations (locations where they have been
sighted around New Zealand). We also generate the same number of locations where
they have not been sighted by following selection procedures in Higgins et al. (2012) on
a square kilometre grid of New Zealand (roughly 270,000 locations). For each location
we have 12 monthly measurements for each of the following environmental resources:
topsoil nitrogen concentration (N(t)), solar radiation (R(t)), soil water availability
(W (t)) and minimum, mean and maximum temperature (Tmin(t), Tmean(t), Tmax(t)).
4.4.3 Model fitting protocol
In order to assess the robustness of niche modelling we fit three different models in a
sequence of increasing complexity: (i) A niche model for a single species. (ii) A model
with competition between two species. (iii) A niche model on a three taxa species tree.
In the first experiment we check the TTR model integrity and verify convergence of
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the MCMC sampler for model parameters. We used a general purpose MCMC sampler
(Christen et al., 2010) to conduct a Bayesian inference of TTR model parameters for the
conifer species P. Alpinus. We have no speciation hypothesis related to environmental
factors for the species. Therefore we specify uninformative uniform priors for the
TTR model parameters on simplexes such that the functions (4.7)-(4.10) always hold
(for example 0 < β1 < β2 < 1 ). We initialised multiple MCMC chains with initial
conditions drawn from the uniform prior. We ran each chain for 300,000 iterations.
Stationarity and convergence of the MCMC chains were assessed by looking at trace
plots of parameters as well as computing the number of effective independent samples.
This was carried out using the software Tracer (Rambaut et al., 2018). Thereafter we
used the mean of the posterior distribution to assess the fitted model by computing
the ODE components (Ms, . . . , Nr) for 600 timesteps (months) for all observations.
Furthermore, model prediction was assessed by computing growth probabilities for all
i = 1, . . . , 270, 000 locations across New Zealand.
For the second experiment we follow similar steps to assess MCMC convergence
and stationarity. We model competition between P. Toatoa and P. Trichomanoides
since they have overlapping niches. In this experiment we change the random selection
process of locations where species have not been sighted. Instead of a random procedure
we use observations of one species to indicate absence of the other species (since we are
modelling competition). We use the mean of the posterior distribution to plot growth
predictions. Here we encountered some issues with model fitting which we discuss in
the next section.
For the last experiment we model niches on a three taxa tree. We used all the
three species P. Alpinus, P. Toatoa and P. Trichomanoides and fixed the species tree
to the one estimated by Leslie et al. (2012). The three species arose from a common
ancestral population roughly 15-20 million years ago, with P. Alpinus and P. Toatoa
being closer related with a common ancestor roughly 10− 12 million years ago. Note
that fixing the species tree implies we fix the parameter T .
We follow similar steps to assess MCMC convergence as outlined above with an
added uninformative Inverse-Wishart prior on the covariance matrices A with degrees
of freedom equal to the number of parameters r and scale matrix set to a r× r identity
matrix (we give formulas of prior densities in Appendix D) We use the same uniform
prior as in the single species case for each species TTR model at the tips β1, . . . ,βs
including the TTR parameters at the root βρ. Next, to assess the model growth
predictions we used the mean of the posteriors and computed growth probabilities
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across the 270,000 locations in New Zealand for each species including the ancestral
population.
For all MCMC chain simulations we used a server with Intel i3-7100 CPU.
4.4.4 Results
TTR model for a single species
It took a total of ∼ 5 hours for the chain to complete with a mean effective samples size
(ESS) of roughly 650. We provide a complete list of summary statistics for all fitted
models in Appendix E. There were no issues with parameter convergence. In Figure 4.2
we see that the model predicts substantial biomass after the solution reach stationarity
for most present sites in the dataset. We also see in Figure 4.2 that sufficient increase
in Carbon and Nitrogen in both the shoot and the root lead to substantial biomass
increases. In Figure 4.3 we see that the model predicts close to zero biomass after the
solution reached stationarity for most absent sites in the dataset. We also see in both
Figure 4.2 and Figuree 4.3 that there are no irregular or unexpected behaviour for the
solutions of the TTR model components given the observations (present and absent)
in the dataset. This indicates that the model is quite robust given a large variation
in observations. Furthermore we project the mean of the posterior niche of P. Alpinus
onto a square kilometre grid of New Zealand (see Figure 4.4). The model captures
most of the alpine regions of New Zealand. However one striking feature of the fitted
model is that there is only a slight continuous progression from high probability (green)
locations to low probability (grey) locations. This might be an inherent artefact of the
model (or just species specific).
Competition between two species
It took approximately ∼ 11 hours to simulate a MCMC chain for 500,000 iterations
with a mean ESS of roughly 600. There were no issues with convergence however we
encountered some issues with the fitted model. To assess the fitted model we plotted
the growth probabilities (as predicted by the mean of the posterior) of both P. Toatoa
and P. Trichomanoides in Figure 4.5. We see that for P. Toatoa all the observations
regardless of whether it is a present or absent observation have low probability of
growth. On the contrary we see that for the conifer species Trichomanoides all the
observation have high probability of growth. Clearly the model with competition does
not describe the data well. Some work is needed to identify the issue.
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Figure 4.2: Model 1: We plot the timestep solutions up to t = 600 (we assume that the
solution is stationary) for the ODE components (Ms,Mr, Cs, Cr, Ns, Nr) of the TTR model.
Each curve represents a solution to the appropriate ODE component for a present observation
in the dataset of the species P. Alpinus. The approximate solution for a observation was
computed using the mean of the posterior distribution.
Niches on a species tree
It took approximately ∼ 30 hours to simulate a chain for a 1,000,000 iterations with a
mean ESS of roughly a 1000. In Figure 4.6(i),(ii),(iii) we see that the model captures
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Figure 4.3: Model 1: We plot the timestep solutions up to t = 600 (we assume that the
solution is stationary) for the ODE components (Ms,Mr, Cs, Cr, Ns, Nr) of the TTR model.
Each curve represents a solution to the appropriate ODE component for an absent site in the
dataset of the species P. Alpinus. The approximate solution for a observation was computed
using the mean of the posterior distribution.
some plausible niches realisation of the present day species. As expected the species
P. Alpinus is a conifer species that is predicted to occur in alpine regions and similar
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Figure 4.4: Model 1: We project the mean of the posterior niche of P. Alpinus onto a square
kilometre grid of New Zealand. The blue dots are fixed present observation. The red dots
are randomly sampled absent observations. Furthermore observation probabilities are plot














Figure 4.5: Model 2: We plot the observation probabilities for the data points used to fit
the two species model with competition. Observation probabilities for conifer species P.
Toatoa and P. Trichomanoides are grouped together into present observations and absent
observation. Probabilities of P. Toatoa are red and probabilities of Trichomanoides are blue.
The y-axis indicate probability of growth; the x-axis indicate whether a data point was an
absent observation (0) or a present observation (1).
environments across New Zealand. The inferred niche roughly corresponds with the one
in the first model fitted (see Figure 4.4). Furthermore P. Trichomanoides are predicted
to occur in large areas of the South island but is mostly observed in tight clusters on
the North island. The same is true for P. Toatoa which according to model prefers
a similar range than P. Trichomanoides. The mismatch between predicted niche and
observed niche could be due to the fact that a lot less present observations was used
for model fitting of the latter two species. Alternatively, it could be due to competition
(not modelled for this case) or that the model does not take into account whether a
species had the opportunity to grow at a site. The assumption here is that it had
opportunity to grow at every location. Therefore possibly indicating a large potential
niche but small realised niche.
The most surprising result here is that the model predicts a viable niche for the 15-
20 million year ancestor (see Figure 4.6(iv)). It is however a very small number of viable
locations around the tips of the North and South islands. Nonetheless it indicates that
our inferred ancestral model parameters are within a viable set of parameters (at least
some of the time).
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Figure 4.6: Model 3: Here we project the niches (i.e growth probabilities as estimated from
the posterior distribution) of Phyllocladus conifers onto a map of New Zealand (i) P. Tri-
chomanoides (ii)P. Alpinus (iii)P. Toatoa (iv) 15-20 million year ancestor. The blue dots are
fixed present observation. The red dots are randomly sampled absent observations. Further-
more observation probabilities are plot on a colour grid given on the right hand side.
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4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we present a proof of concept for a method to infer ancestral and
present-day niches for plants based on a mechanistic growth model. We model the
niche indices on a species tree using a simple Brownian motion.
We used a general MCMC sampler to infer model parameters. Care was still taken
when selecting priors and checking convergence. We would suggest the same for anyone
implementing general samplers. We reported some of the analysis performed. Mostly
we focused on inference results from a conifer dataset.
The results we have presented in this chapter are interesting and potentially excit-
ing especially the viable niche predicted for the ancestral species of conifers from the
Phyllocladus clade. However some more work remains in order to establish the model
such as
• Improving computational time of likelihood evaluations.
• Checking how informative the likelihood is (we suspect we have very little infor-
mation on the covariance matrix A).
• Setting up experiments to check recoverability of parameters by MCMC sampler.
• Including uncertainty around the species tree.
• Verifying model predictions of ancestral niches.
We give more detail below.
4.6 Future work
First and foremost, in order to conduct experiments effectively we need to improve
the computational time of likelihood calculations. For initial model exploration we
used a very robust ODE integrator. However likelihood evaluations will become very
slow if model fitting is scaled up to infer parameters for large number of species. One
possible approach to improve computational time of likelihood evaluations is to use
simpler but faster forward finite differencing methods (Iserles, 2009). Some careful
work will be needed to quantify approximation error. Another approach would be
to investigate simplifications of the TTR model (that is reducing the number of TTR
model components). Both of these approaches can be incorporated in MCMC sampling
strategies such as delayed acceptance sampling (Cui et al., 2011, 2019).
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After we have implemented efficient sampling methods we can set up a simulation
study to verify recoverability of parameters. See Chapter 3 for an example.
In order to investigate how informative the likelihood is (particularly for the co-
variance matrix) we can compute the posterior distribution using different priors and
different amounts of data. Specifically we can compare inference by varying the size
of the species tree. We expect that an informative likelihood with different priors will
not change the posterior distribution much given a reasonable amount of data.
During the model exploration we used a fixed species tree. Methods such as Snapp
and Snapper estimate a posterior distribution for the species tree. Therefore we can
incorporate the uncertainty around a species tree in the model by drawing from the
estimated posterior distribution of the species tree for each likelihood calculation in
the niche model. Another interesting experiment would be to infer a species tree using
the niche model. However we expect that present-day niches will contain very little
information about the species tree. Therefore using large amounts of data will be
important. A possible candidate dataset will be the 427 conifers species dataset used
in Leslie et al. (2012). However we should keep in mind that this will significantly
increase the parameters, T⊗A instead of just A, and we suspect we already have very
little information about A.
The most challenging task that remains is to verify ancestral niches of species as
predicted by the model. Fossil records are quite patchy and unreliable. Nonetheless it
would be interesting to check the correlation between model predictions and existing
hypotheses of speciation (that may or may not be based on fossil records). A pos-
sible candidate group would be Angiosperms. They have a reasonable fossil record
that points at their ancestral range. Finally, we have outlined a niche model in an
evolutionary context that can help formulate speciation hypotheses.
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Chapter 5
Model fitting using graphical
processing units
5.1 Introduction
Specialised computational hardware can optimise data throughput to improve runtime
of model fitting procedures. Specifically, likelihood computations for models in phy-
logenetics using SNP datasets (assuming SNPs are independent) can be performed in
parallel on Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). In fact most model fitting procedures
where datapoints are assumed to be independent can be optimised on GPUs. In this
chapter we design and implement a model fitting algorithm for GPUs using a concrete
example (a Hidden Markov model with application in seismology). The aim is to get
a better understanding of hardware capabilities and hardware limitations in order to
design more elaborate algorithms for models in molecular phylogenetics.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are general purpose models for time-series data
widely used across the sciences because of their flexibility and elegance. The model
consists of one random process which can be observed with a second underlying (and
unobserved) random process driving the randomness of the observed process. Therefore
fitting hidden Markov models means finding the parameters of the unobserved process
given time series data for the observed process. See Zucchini et al. (2017) for a general
introduction.
Fitting HMMs can often be computationally demanding and time consuming, par-
ticularly when the number of hidden states is large or the Markov chain itself is long.
In this chapter we introduce a new graphical processing unit (GPU) based algorithm
designed to fit long chain HMMs, applying our approach to an HMM for nonvolcanic
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tremor events developed by Wang et al. (2018). Even on a modest GPU, our imple-
mentation resulted in a 1000-fold increase in speed over the standard single processor
algorithm, allowing a full Bayesian inference of uncertainty related to model parame-
ters. Similar improvements would be expected for HMM models given large number of
observations and moderate state spaces (< 80 states with current hardware).
Recent evidence suggest that nonvolcanic tremors are observed in close association
with slow slip events, however the causal relationship between the two phenomena is
not yet well understood. Slow slip events (SSEs), a type of slow earthquakes, play
an important role in releasing strain energy in subduction zones, the region where
one tectonic plate moves underneath another tectonic plate and sinks. It is currently
understood that SSEs occur as shear slips on the bottom tip of subduction zones that
transition between a fixed region above and slipping region below (Beroza and Ide,
2011). Classifying nonvolcanic tremors helps to better understand SSEs but can be
time consuming when typically done by hand.
Recently, an automated procedure was developed by Wang et al. (2018) to classsify
spatio-temporal migration patterns of nonvolcanic tremors. The procedure classifies
tremor source regions into distinct geographical clusters using a Hidden Markov Model.
The model is fitted using the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm. Here we im-
plement a Bayesian approach. However, fitting the model in either a frequentist frame-
work or Bayesian framework is extremely demanding computationally, often taking
days or weeks for a large dataset with moderate state space. Fortunately, technological
advances in hardware have the potential to solve this issue. Specifically, we make use
of fast and affordable GPUs.
In recent years HMM algorithms on GPUs have been implemented in various fields.
A non-exhaustive list includes implementations in bioinformatics (Yao et al., 2010),
speech recognition (Yu et al., 2015), a registered patent in speech matching (Chong
et al., 2014) and workload classification (Cuzzocrea et al., 2016), as well as HM-
Mer (Horn et al., 2005) an open-source project for use with protein databases. The
HMM implementations are application specific often with large number of states and
mostly focused on increasing throughput of the Verterbi and Baum-Welch algorithms
(Zhang et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; Liu, 2009). This leads to a range of concurrent
approaches. Here we focus on the efficient implementation of the forward algorithm
of an HMM model given a large number of observations and a moderate number of
states.
The outline of the chapter is as follows: In Section 5.2 we describe the HMM for
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classifying nonvolcanic tremors. In Section 5.3 we discuss the computational framework
for the GPU algorithm and also look at the hardware architecture. In Section 5.4 we
discuss performance of the OpenCL implementation and compare it to the standard
Forward algorithm. In Section 5.5 we report our analysis on a large tremor dataset
from the Shikoku region, Japan. Lastly we discuss some future work for models in
phylogenetics.
5.2 Hidden Markov model for classifying non-volcanic
tremors
Non-volcanic tremor activity is clustered spatially and each spatial cluster seems to
recur episodically. To represent this phenomenon using an HMM, Wang et al. (2018)
introduce one hidden state for each spatial cluster. The tremors themselves (including
the absence of a tremor) are the observations. The frequency and spatial distribution
of tremors changes according to the hidden state.
More formally, we suppose that the observations of nonvolcanic tremors are a sample
path of a stochastic process
Xt for t = 0, . . . , N
with observations represented in the state space
I = {∅,R2}
generated under an HMM with K numbered hidden states. For each hidden state
k = 1, . . . , K we introduce parameters pk, µ
(k) and Σ(k), where pk is the probability
of observing a tremor and µ(k), Σ(k) are the mean and variance of a bivariate normal
distribution modelling where a tremor is likely to occur, if it does occur.
To simplify notation we introduce for each observation x a K ×K diagonal matrix
P(x), also called the emission matrix, with the kth diagonal element corresponding to
the probability of observing x given state k
P (x)kk =
pkφ(x|µ




Algorithm 10 Simulate time-series tremor observations
1: procedure TremorSim({pk,µ(k),Σ(k)}k=,1...,K ,Γ)
2: Draw hidden state k from stationary distribution δ of Γ
3: Draw from normal density f(µ(k),Σ(k)) with probability pk
4: for each timestep t = 1, . . . , N do
5: Simulate hidden state k using transition matrix Γ
6: Draw from normal density f(µ(k),Σ(k)) with probability pk
7: end for
8: end procedure
Simulating time-series data under a Hidden Markov model with hidden states k = 1, . . . ,K
and parameters pk,µ
(k),Σ(k) where Γ is transition matrix between hidden states.
Here φ(.) is the density function of bivariate normal distribution. Let Γ = (Γij) denote
the K×K transition matrix of the HMM, where Γij indicate the transition probability
from hidden state K = i to K = j. Also, let δ = δ1, . . . , δK denote the vector of
probabilities for the initial state.
Suppose we have hidden states k = 1, . . . , K with parameters pk,µ
(k),Σ(k) and
transition matrix Γ. We simulate tremor activity as a random process Xi under the
model as follow:
We start by drawing a hidden state from the stationary distribution δ of transition
matrix Γ. Thereafter for each time step we determine the hidden state k associated
with Xt from the previous step using the transition matrix Γ. Now to generate Xt
we first use pk to determine whether a tremor event was observed. If so, we draw the
geographical location of the tremor from the bivariate normal density f(µk,Σk). We
repeat this process for t = 1, . . . , N . We give more detail on simulating time-series
data under the model in Algorithm 10.




Γ, δ, {pk,µ(k),Σ(k)}k=1,...,K |x0, . . . ,xN
)
= δTΓP(x0) . . .ΓP(xN)1. (5.2)
.
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5.3 GPU computing framework
GPUs have had a large impact across statistical and computing sciences due to cost-
effective parallelism (Kindratenko, 2014). However in order to translate an algorithm
from CPU to GPU some careful consideration is needed in terms of:
1. Reducing latency (how to concurrently execute instructions on GPU in order to
optimise data throughput.)
2. Managing memory (how to effectively distribute and utilise memory across pro-
cessors to avoid bandwidth bottlenecks).
3. Designing robust algorithms with respect to varying GPU architecture between
models and vendors as well as the rapidly changing landscape of computational
hardware.
Frameworks like OpenCL and CUDA, allow programmers to implement GPU algo-
rithms with some level of generality. The implementation we describe here was carried
out in the OpenCL framework. OpenCL is an open standard maintained by the non-
profit technology consortium Khronos Group, see https://www.khronos.org for more
details on the non-profit organisation.
The OpenCL framework consists of a host (CPU; terms in brackets relate to compu-
tation on GPU architecture) controlling one or more compute devices (We just used one
GPU). Each compute device (GPU) is divided into compute units (streaming multipro-
cessors). Compute units are further divided into compute elements (microprocessors
or cores). Each compute unit has access to global memory of the compute device. This
access though is slow. Each compute unit also has a shared memory to allow efficient
data exchange between compute elements. Each compute element has exclusive access
to private memory (registers) for computation.
Note however that layout and type of compute elements change depending on the
type of computational demand of the market. Tensor cores (cores that can do vector
multiplication in one clock cycle) is one such an example since deep neural nets, a
current hot topic, does a lot of vector computations.
In Figure 5.1 we give an example of typical architecture of current streaming pro-
cessors.
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Figure 5.1: Current architecture of a typical streaming processor. It is the job of the warp
scheduler to arrange computing tasks (stored in the Instruction cache and buffer) into sets
of 32, called warps. Dispatch units distribute warps across compute elements to be executed
in parallel. The different type of compute elements in this example are: 32-bit compute
elements (cores). Cores do most of the heavy-lifting however other hardware operations are
also sometimes required. 64-bit compute elements (DPU) are used when high accuracy is
required for an instruction. The Load/store compute elements (LS/ST) calculate source
and destination addresses for inputs and outputs. Special function compute elements (SFU)
calculate transcendental functions such as sin, cos,
√
, etc. The different types of on-board
memory are as follow: Register files are private memory for compute elements. Each core for
instance can store 1024 32-bit elements. L1 cache is just read-only memory for fast access.
Texture memory is read only memory with additional filtering that performs floating point
interpolation as part of the reading process. Shared memory is programmable and exploited
by programmers to share data between cores.
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5.4 The likelihood algorithm
5.4.1 Overview
Our implementation will work well on a range of GPU models. For our studies we used
a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU with 28 compute units (streaming multiproces-
sors) each with 48KB of shared memory, 128 compute elements (cores) and a register
file that can contain up to 32,768 32-bit elements distributed across the compute ele-
ments (cores). For the host we used an Intel Core i7-7700K CPU at 4.20GHz. There
are two main limitation for the OpenCL algorithm in terms of hardware specifications
1. The number of registers per compute element.
2. The size of shared memory on a compute unit.
For example given the hardware described above we have (32,768/128)=256 registers
per compute element. This implies that we can store up to roughly 200 32-bit matrix
elements on a compute element (we also need some registers left to store counters and
other meta variables). Our implementation assumes that at least two matrix rows can
fit into the registers of a compute element. This gives an upper limit for the number of
hidden states of K < 100. In order to efficiently distribute rows of a matrix and update
matrix elements we need space for two matrices in the shared memory of the compute
unit. Our configuration has 48KB of shared memory per compute unit. Implying that
we can fit a total of (48 ·210)/4 = 12288 32-bit matrix elements per compute unit. This
gives a second upperlimit for number of hidden states of K < 80. To handle a large
number of states, alternative parallel computing strategies should be used (Horn et al.,
2005; Yu et al., 2015).
First we consider how the algorithm for the likelihood (5.2) would be implemented
on a single processor unit. To avoid matrix-matrix multiplications we would start with
the stationary vector δ on the left, and then sequentially multiply that by transition
matrices and emission matrices:
In Algorithm 11 running time will be dominated by the matrix-vector multiplication
in steps 5 and 6, taking O(K2) time per iteration. Hence the running time, or work, for
this implementation is O(NK2). Next we compare it with the parallel implementation.
The overview of our implementation is as follows:
1. We compute all of the emission matrices P (x0), . . .P (xN) in parallel.
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Algorithm 11 The Forward algorithm on a CPU
1: procedure Compute-likelihood({pk,µ(k),Σ(k)}k=1,...,K , {x0, . . . ,xN})
2: v ← δT
3: for t from 0 to N do
4: Compute P (xt)
5: v ← vΓ




The Forward algorithm for computing likelihood of a HMM with hidden states k = 1, . . . ,K
and parameters pk,µ
(k),Σ(k). Here Γ is the transition matrix between hidden states and δ
is its stationary distribution. Tremor observations are indicated by x0, . . . ,xN .
2. We then multiply the emission matrices by the transition matrices, all in parallel
storing N matrices ΓP (x0), . . . ,ΓP (XN).
3. We multiply the matrices ΓP (x0)), . . . ,ΓP (XN))togetherinparallelinsteadofcomputingΓP (x0), . . . ,ΓP (XN)
as part of a single sequence of vector-matrix multiplications.
This increases the work done: we are carrying out matrix-matrix multiplications in-
stead of matrix-vector multiplications, but it allows us to spread the computation over
multiple processors. We now discuss steps (1) to (3) in greater detail.
5.4.2 Step 1: Emission probability evaluation on GPU
The goal in this step is to compute the emission matrices P(xi) for each observation xi.
The emission probability is defined by (5.1) and makes use of the parameters pk,Σk,µk
for each hidden state k. These parameters are initially copied to the registers of each
core and remains there until all the datapoints have been evaluated. The compute
elements work in parallel. Each is allocated a data point xi, uses the stored values to
compute P (xi) and copies the diagonal matrix computed to global memory. Note that
a compute element can request and copy the next data point at the same time as it
processes the current data point.
For this step there is no data sharing between compute elements, allowing for data-
level parallelism. Therefore it is more efficient to allow compute device compiler to
optimise the work-load scheduling and data transfer between compute units in order
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to fully utilise SIMD (Single instruction multiple data) instructions. Output from
compute elements are collected and copied to global memory to form the list of new
inputs {Γ,P(x0), . . . ,P(xN)} for the next kernel.
5.4.3 Step 2: Transmission-emission matrix multiplication on
GPU
During the next step we compute ΓP (xi) for all data points xi, again in parallel. At
this point we run into limitations with memory. While the register of a single compute
element is large enough to store the diagonal matrix P (xi), it is not large enough to
store the full transition matrix Γ nor the product matrix ΓP (xi). The solution is to
break down the multiplication of Γ and P (xi) by computing only a few rows at once.
We query the register size for each compute element to determine how many rows
of Γ can be copied. The rows remain in the register until all data points have been
evaluated. Thereafter the next set of rows is copied into the registers and the data
points is evaluated again until all the rows of ΓPr for r = 0, . . . , N have been computed.
As P (xi) is diagonal, the product of rows of Γ with P (xi) is computed by simply
rescaling the corresponding columns.
The next diagonal matrix subset is requested while scaling the matrix subset of the
current data point. Again, there is no data sharing between compute elements, allowing
for optimal data-level parallelism. Output from compute elements are collected and a
new list of inputs, namely {(ΓP0), . . . , (ΓPN)} is compiled for the final GPU kernel.
5.4.4 Algorithms as trees
Before we test our implementation of the GPU algorithm we point out the computa-
tional trees that describe some of the algorithms and procedures previously discussed
(i.e forward algorithm of an HMM; transmission-emission matrix multiplication on
GPU). For these particular trees a node at the bottom of a parent branch i are output
from vector or matrix operations. These operations are represented by the coalescing
child branches j and k. Nodes at the bottom of the child branches indicate inputs for
the matrix or vector operations. Operations are performed starting at the bottom of
the tree moving upwards until the root node is reached (final output). The main idea of
arranging operations in a tree structure is to indicate operations that can be executed
in parallel (i.e multiple coalescing branches with parent and child nodes at the same
height). In Figure 5.2 we show the computational structure of the Forward algorithm
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of an HMM. Serial operations are nicely represented by a caterpillar tree. Caterpillar
trees do not have multiple coalescing branches at the same height. Hence there is no
opportunity to exploit parallization. The algorithm takes N steps to execute.
Figure 5.2: Computational tree for the Forward algorithm. Operations are executed starting
at the bottom of the tree moving upward. We see that for each step there is only one pair of
coalescing branches.
In Figure 5.3 we show the computational tree of a highly parallel transmission-
emission matrix multiplication as a balanced tree. This transmission-emission matrix
multiplication will take N logN steps to execute. In theory this is the optimal number
of steps for computing a square matrix chain. We assume however that in each step
we can execute at least N/2 of computations in parallel. In practise however, at least
given current hardware, we are restricted. Therefore it is not an optimal algorithm for
implementation. Nonetheless thinking in terms of computational trees is still a useful
exercise when designing parallel algorithms.
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Figure 5.3: Computational tree for the transmission-emission matrix multiplication in step
2 of the GPU algorithm. We see that for each step there is multiple pairs of coalescing
branches.
5.5 Performance assessment of OpenCL implemen-
tation
5.5.1 Protocol
We investigate the performance of the OpenCL implementation by conducting the fol-
lowing numerical experiments: (i) An error assessment storing 64-bit values compared
to 32-bit values throughout the log-likelihood computation. (ii) A comparison of com-
putational time between OpenCL algorithm and Forward algorithm on CPU. (iii) A
comparison of computational time between matrix chain multiplication using OpenCL
algorithm and matrix chain multiplication using popular GPU libraries.
In the first experiment, to check for possible error accumulation we executed the
same algorithm on a GPU using 32-bit values and on a CPU using 64bit values and com-
pare the relative difference. First we fixed the number of HMM states to K = 25 while
increasing the number of datapoints over a range of magnitude orders N = 102, . . . , 105.
Thereafter we fixed the number of datapoints to N = 100, 000 and increased the num-
ber of HMM states for K = 5, 10, . . . , 50.
In the second experiment we compared computational times of the GPU algorithm
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with the Forward algorithm from the software library Tensor flow. First we fixed
the number of HMM states to K = 25 while increasing the number of datapoints
over a range of magnitude orders N = 102, . . . , 105. Thereafter we fixed the number
of datapoints to N = 100, 000 and increased the number of HMM states for K =
5, 10, . . . , 50. In each case model parameters were drawn from the prior distribution
(discussed in the next section) and thereafter data was simulated using the R software
package in Wang et al. (2018).
In the third experiment we specifically compared computation time of step 3 in
the OpenCL algorithm with matrix-chain multiplication using popular GPU BLAS
(Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) libraries. We used subroutines from the CLBlast
library as well as the MAGMA BLAS library to do the matrix-chain multiplication.
CLBLast is a general BLAS library in OpenCL that automatically tunes subroutines
for specific hardware based on compile time. MAGMA BLAS is a CUDA library
exclusively available for NVIDIA GPUs. We followed the same procedure as in the
previous two experiments except that we fixed the number of HMM states to K = 50.
All experiments were done using a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU with 28
streaming processors each with 48KB of shared memory, 128 cores and a register file
that can contain up to 32,768 32-bit elements distributed across the cores. Furthermore
we used an Intel Core i7-7700K CPU at 4.20GHz.
5.5.2 Results
We see that the accuracy loss due to 32-bit implementation is insignificant in both
sequence length and matrix size experiments (see Figure 5.4). More importantly we see
the GPU algorithm executes orders of magnitude faster then a Forward algorithm (see
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). As the number of data points increase the forward algorithm
increases linearly (as expected) and the GPU algorithm increases polynomially (see
Figure 5.5). This is due to the overhead and delay increases from transferring data
back and forth between different levels of the memory hierarchy. Therefore we do not
see this when increasing the matrix size (see Figure 5.6). Here both algorithm increase
linearly.
In the matrix chain multiplication (see Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8) using the MAGMA
library outperforms the OpenCL algorithm for small matrices. This is due to specific
optimisation for each case of matrix size. These optimisations are tedious and improve-
ments are only marginal. Furthermore implementing these libraries in the OpenCL al-
gorithm is not straightforward due to small tweaks and scaling coefficients that we keep
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track of in addition to performing the matrix-chain multiplication. We note that the
OpenCL algorithm became very slow (not shown here) when the HMM had more than
100 states. This is due to memory limitations of hardware, as previously discussed.
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Figure 5.4: We indicate the relative difference of the two likelihood outputs on the y-axis.
The red line plots relative difference as number of datapoints N increase while number of
states K are fixed, top x-axis indicate the number of data points in orders of magnitude.
The blue line plots relative difference as number of HMM states K increase while number of
datapoints are fixed, bottom x-axis indicate the number of states.
5.6 Bayesian analysis of nonvolcanic tremor data
5.6.1 Model priors
Prior distributions are important and need to be carefully considered and justified.
It is known that tremors occur in sequence bursts that cluster around the same area
(Wang et al., 2018). This observation we translate into the model by specifying a
model prior centred around sparse transition matrices. More formally, we specify a
symmetric Dirichlet prior with concentration parameter 0.01 on Γ (formulas for prior
densities are given in Appendix D). Furthermore we expect that for some hidden states
we are more likely to observe tremors than others. Therefore we specify independent
Gamma distributions on state probabilities {pk}k=1,...,K , half of the state probabilities
with mean 0.1 and variance 0.001 and the other half with mean 0.9 and variance 0.001.
Also, we specify a uniform prior on hidden state means {µ(k)}k=1,...,K restricted to a
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Execution Time for 25 States
Forward
OpenCL-GPU
Figure 5.5: We compare computational time of OpenCL algorithm on GPU with a Forward
algorithm on CPU. Computational time is indicated on the y-axis and number of datapoints
are indicated by the x-axis. We see that with 105 datapoints, the GPU algorithm runs ∼ 103
times faster.


















Execution Time for 100,000 Data points
Forward
OpenCL-GPU
Figure 5.6: We compare computational time of OpenCL algorithm on GPU with a Forward
algorithm on CPU. Computational time is indicated on the y-axis and number of HMM
states are indicated by the x-axis. We see that the GPU algorithm slows down as the register
capacity of compute elements is reached. However it still outperforms the Forward algorithm
by orders of magnitude.
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Figure 5.7: For this computational comparison (in miliseconds) with the BLAS libraries we
fix the number of HMM states to K = 50 and increase the number of datapoints over a range
of magnitude orders.























Figure 5.8: For this computational comparison (in miliseconds) with the BLAS libraries we
fix the number of datapoints to N = 100, 000 and increase the number of HMM states for
K = 5, 10, . . . , 50.
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rectangular domain that contains all observations. We have no prior information on
the shape of the hidden states therefore we specify an uninformative Inverse-Wishart
prior on the covariance matrices {Σ(k)}k=1,...,K with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of states K and scale matrix set to a K ×K identity matrix.
5.6.2 GPUeR-hmmer
In order to simulate MCMCs for the model, we incorporated the GPU likelihood al-
gorithm along with the prior distributions into a general purpose MCMC sampler
(Christen et al., 2010). This Python package bundle is freely available at https:
//github.com/genetica/HMMTremorRecurrencePatterns. Note that OpenCL 1.2
and Python 3.6 (or later versions) needs to be separately installed on a system in
order to support the back-end of the package. The package also contains a simple
example using simulated data from the HMM described in Section 2. Additionally we
provide instructions on how to modify the OpenCL code if an HMM with a different
emission function is required. In order to assess convergence of the MCMC chains we
used Tracer.
5.6.3 Tremor dataset of the Shikoku region
We use a large tremor dataset from the Shikoku region, Japan to demonstrate the
sort of Bayesian analysis that can be done with GPUeR-hmmer. The Shikoku region
is one the three major regions in Japan (the other two being the Tokai region and
Kii region) in which nonvolcanic tremor occurrences have been repeatedly detected.
Tremor activity spans along the strike of the Philippines Sea plate for about 600km
and the depth ranges from 30 to 45 km on the plate interface. The original waveform
data is supplied by the High Sensitivity Seismograph Network of the National institute
for Earth Sciences and Disaster prevention in Japan. The dataset analysed by Wang
et al. (2018) was extracted from the waveform data. It consists of 105, 000 data point
measurements between 2001 and 2012. It is hourly control measurements determined
using clustering and correlation methods described in Obara et al. (2010).
5.6.4 Model fitting
A full Bayesian analysis of the model will sample the number of hidden states along
with the rest of the model parameters. However sampling from different parameter
spaces is quite challenging and is an active and ongoing area of research (Lunn et al.,
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2009). Instead we incorporate the choice of number of hidden states K into the model
fitting process.
We start with a small number of hidden states and incrementally increase the
number of hidden states, while doing so we assess the posterior distribution for each
case. The posterior distribution of each model is estimated by running the MCMC
sampler for 1,000,000 iterations. Running each chain took approximately ∼ 2 − 6
hours.
In Figure 5.9 we summarize the posterior distributions for model fitted with num-
ber of hidden states K = 5, 10, . . . , 30. Typically, the background states (i.e states
that cover large areas) have the highest variance in posterior distribution. Whereas
states covering smaller areas have considerably less variance in posterior distribution
of parameters. We also see in Figure 5.9(e) that parameters used in Wang et al. (2018)
are recovered by the posterior distribution. Typically as we increase the number of
states some states are divided into two, with rare new clusters. Furthermore we see for
K = 30 that some additional hidden states (k = 4, 8, 26) doesn’t fit over one particular
cluster of points, covers a large area, has a low probability of observing tremors and a
low stationary probability (i.e time spent in state). Thereafter we also fitted models
with hidden states for K = 26, 27 and we find that additional hidden states have the
same undesirable properties and opt to use K = 25 as our choice for number of hidden
states for the model (see MCMC summary statistics in Appendix C).
5.6.5 Forecasting
We carry out a Bayesian forecast from the model for a 5 day period (from December
11, 2012 to December 16, 2012). Note that the data for this period was excluded in the
model fitting process. In order to forecast tremors we simulated 120 hourly datapoints
(i.e for 5 days) from the model (with fixed number of hidden states K = 25) for
every 1000th MCMC sample (total of 500 simulations) of the approximate posterior
distribution. Note that we used the same realization of the MCMC that was generated
in the model fitting process (see previous section). We used the HMM simulator in
the R package HMMextra0s (freely available at https://rdrr.io/cran/HMMextra0s/
man/HMMextra0s-package.html).
We summarize the 500 forecast simulations as a density in a longitude plot over
time and a latitude plot over time (Figure 5.10). Furthermore we plot the actual data
as a scatterplot using red datapoints. We also include the last day (December 10, 2012)
of the data used for model fitting (as a scatterplot using black datapoints).
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Figure 5.9: Posterior distributions of fitted models with number of hidden states K =
5, 10, . . . , 30 for tremor occurrences in Shikoku region. Ellipses each map represent the 2D
normal density of one hidden state for one sample from the posterior distribution. States
are numbered in red. Colour of an ellipse indicate how likely a tremor will occur given the
process is in the hidden state. In the bottom right corner of each map we give the mean
transition matrix of the posterior distribution. Transition probabilities (array entries) and
state probabilities (colour of ellipse) both use same colormap given in bottom right corner.
Furthermore grey dots represent the Shikoku tremor data points. Black ellipses and -dots
represent mean parameters.
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Figure 5.10: We summarize the forecast simulations as two (blue) density plots. (a) Latitude
predictions and data plotted against time (in hours). (b) Longitude predictions and data
plotted against time (in hours). The red dots in both figures are the hourly Shikoku data for
the time period from December 11, 2012 to December 30, 2012 (not included in data used
for model fitting). Furthermore black dots in both figures are the hourly Shikoku data for
the time period December 10, 2012 (included in data used for model fitting).
We see that the model works well for the first two days. It captures nicely in which
area the tremors occur. We also see that see that we get coverage from the forecast
(density plot) for all the data points except for one outlier. Furthermore we see that the
variance in the model predictions increases with time. This is not unexpected since the
further away our forecasts are from the present the less information our data contains
about the future states of the process. It would be very unlikely to make an accurate
forecast of more than a week.
5.7 Discussion
In this chapter we presented an algorithm for evaluating HMM likelihoods that can run
several orders of magnitude faster than the traditional Forward algorithm. The high
level of parallization of the likelihood calculation translates into high data throughput.
We have implemented the algorithm for an HMM model that categorises nonvol-
canic tremor data. Furthermore we have integrated the algorithm as part of an R pack-
age for Bayesian analysis using the OpenCL framework with Python under the hood.
It is however expected that a CUDA implementation for NVIDIA GPUs will achieve
higher data throughput but this limits the algorithm to a single vendor. OpenCL on
the other hand allows execution of the algorithm on any OpenCL compliant device
such as Intel CPUs, AMD CPUs and GPUs, Qualcomm processors, Xilinx FPGAs
(Field-programmable gate array) and even NVIDIA GPUs.
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We have reported some runtime comparisons with implementations of the Forward
algorithm. The efficiency gains in computation of the likelihood allowed us to conduct
a detailed Bayesian analysis for tremor data of Shikoku region of Japan.
Lastly, the OpenCL algorithm can be easily modified for other HMM models. In
some cases only the evaluation function of the emission matrix needs to be updated.
5.8 Future research directions
Now that we have a better grasp of parallel algorithm design we turn back to models
in phylogenetics. Specifically, we briefly answer the question: How do we implement
Snapper on GPUs?
To formulate our answer we point out the main restriction to optimise data through-
put for Snapper on GPUs. That is, given a species tree, to compute the likelihood
at a site Lm we have that the partial likelihood at the bottom of a branch is depen-
dent on partial likelihoods at the top of its child branches. Therefore it makes little
sense to compute all partial likelihoods at a site in parallel. However we can compute
partial likelihoods in parallel across many sites since we use the same species tree at
each site. Using a dynamical programming approach like Snapper but with a slight
twist will optimise data throughput on GPUs. To elaborate, like Snapper we start at
the bottom of a species tree computing partial likelihoods as we move upwards to the
root. However instead of storing partial likelihoods for just one site we store partial
likelihoods for all sites as we move along the tree towards the root. This way we min-
imise data transfer in the memory hierarchy of the GPU. Here some work is needed
to carefully layout the details of how to partition workloads on branches. Nonetheless,
this simple yet powerful parallel algorithm will decrease computational time of log-
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Allele A variation of a gene in the genome sequence of a species.
Chromosome Genetic material that contain a partial genome sequence.
Diploid An organism with two sets of chromosomes, one set of chromosomes is inher-
ited paternally, the other set is inherited maternally.
Gene A collection of nucleotides that encode a set of instructions that form a basic
functional unit of heredity.
Genealogy The whole family tree structure.
Genetic drift Fluctuation in allele frequency in a population due to reproduction.
Gene trees Evolutionary history of a gene.
Genome sequence An ordered list of nucleotides that encodes the complete set of
inheritable instructions.
Genome Genetic material that contains the genome sequence.
Haploid An organism with one set of chromosomes.
Locus Position of a gene in a genome sequence.
Nucleotide An organic molecule that functions as the basic unit for encoding inheri-
table instructions of an organism.
Recombination An exchange of genetic material between reproducing individuals
which leads to offspring with combination of genes that differ from those found
in either parent.
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Selection Change in frequency of an allele due to influence on it own chance of being
passed on to the next generation.
Single nucleotide polymorphism A substitution of a nucleotide at a specific site
in the genome sequence.
Site The position of a nucleotide in the genome sequence.




Dealing with boundary conditions
B.1 Specifying boundaries
In the sections that follow we answer the following question: Given that we know
the form, regularity and boundary conditions of the forward diffusion, what should
the boundary conditions be on the backward diffusion such that there exist a unique
operator that is adjoint to the forward diffusion. To answer this properly we consider
two cases, the first case considers only smooth functions and then we slightly generalize
to the case when we have smooth solutions and point masses (non-smooth solutions)
where point masses are restricted to the boundary.
B.2 Adjoints and boundary conditions: density case
In Chapter 2 we have a time-homogeneous, continuous Markov process Xt with state
space x ∈ [0, 1] and t ∈ [0, T ]. Suppose (to begin with) that the process is well-behaved
enough that there is a density f(x, t) for each t. That is, for all t,




Let µ be the density for X0. We suppose that f satisfies
d
dt
f(x, t) = L∗f(x, t)
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where
L∗ = − ∂
∂x






together with the constraints that f(0, x) = µ(x) for all x, that f(x, t) is a density for
all t, and that there is no mechanisms under which Xt might jump instantaneously
from 0 to 1 or back.





f(x, t)dx = 0

































In order to determine the adjoint L, see Stakgold and Holst (2011, pg. 317) for more
on the adjoint of an unbounded operator, and to find out which boundary conditions
g has to satisfy, we start with the equation
〈−L∗f(x, t), g(x, t)〉 = 〈f(x, t),Lg(x, t)〉
using integration by parts, and substituting in (weaker) boundary condition (B.1):
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Lg(x, t) = b(x) ∂
2
∂x2



















Given an integrable function h we define




It follows from the definition of unconditional expectation that
∫ 1
0
g(x, t)f(x, t)dx = E(h(XT )).
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Now taking the derivative in terms of t on both sides. Note that E(h(XT )) is
independent of t therefore the LHS gives us
∂
∂t
E(h(XT )) = 0.
Taking the derivative of t on the RHS we have
∂
∂t

















g(x, t), f(x, t)
〉





g(x, t), f(x, t)
〉













g(x, t)− Lg(x, t), f(x, t)
〉
holds for any f we conclude that
∂
∂t
g(x, t) = Lg(x, t).
The adjoint boundary conditions appears to be satisfied when b(x) = x(1− x) and
assuming g(x, t) is smooth. However we would like to establish the smoothness of
g(x, t) rather than just assume it. The regularity (smoothness) of g(x, t) is not only
important in theory. It is also important in practise. We will use the forward diffusion
for computing likelihoods. The smoothness of g(x, t) is important for the choice of
numerical approximation method in Chapter 3 since it is much easier to approximate
smooth solutions than it is non-smooth solutions.
Therefore we have to establish uniqueness and regularity for solutions g(x, t). We
first prove uniqueness by again assuming regularity on g(x, t) and applying a Maximum
Principle argument (Evans, 2010). This also gives us an additional boundary condition
on g(x, t) that needs to be satisfied. Thereafter we state a result that ensures that our
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Figure B.1: Boundary labels for Ω in Proposition B.2.1
solutions g(x, t) to the forward diffusion is smooth if the initial condition is smooth.
Proposition B.2.1. Let a(0),−a(1) > 0 and suppose g(x, t) satisfies
d
dt
g(x, t)− Lg(x, t) ≤ 0 (B.2)
then g(x, t) is a unique solution if:
1. We have g(x, t) ∈ C2[0,1] with respect to x and g(x, t) ∈ C1(0,∞) with respect to t.








Proof (Epstein and Mazzeo, 2010). Suppose we have g(x, t) ∈ C2[0,1] with respect to x
and g(x, t) ∈ C1(0,∞) with respect to t. For some ε > 0 define a sup solution






gε − Lgε(x, t) < 0. (B.3)
Suppose that g(x∗, t∗) = max(g(x, t)) occurs somewhere on the interior of the domain
Ω̄ = [0, 1]×[0, T ]. This leads to a contradiction since ∂
∂t
g(t∗, x∗) = 0, ∂
∂x
g(t∗, x∗) = 0 and
∂2
∂x2
g(t∗, x∗) ≤ 0 applied to the inequality (B.3) implies that gε is not a sup solution.
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g(T, x∗) = 0 and ∂
2
∂x2
g(T, x∗) ≤ 0. Now suppose g(x∗, t∗) is on δ′Ω (See Figure




∗)− Lgε(0, t∗) ≤ 0
this leads to
−ε/(1 + t∗)2 +K ≤ 0
for K ≥ 0 since we have a(0) > 0 and ∂
∂t
g(0, t∗) = 0, ∂
∂x
g(0, t∗) ≤ 0 and ∂2
∂x2
g(0, t∗) = 0.
The contradiction follows if we choose ε > K(1 + t∗)2. Same argument holds for the
case x = 1. We therefore have that
max(g(x, t)) < max(g(x, 0)) + ε
since this holds for any ε, we conclude that the maximum can only occur at the bound-
ary with respect to t, that is
max(g(x, t)) = max(g(x, 0)).
Now uniqueness follows from the following argument. Suppose that g, u are both
solutions that satisfy the backward diffusion and the boundary conditions. Then w =
g − u is also a solution due to the linearity. We have shown that the maximum can
only occur on δΩ. Since the initial condition for w is w(x, 0) = 0 we have
max(w) = max(−w) = 0
on Ω̄. Therefore g = u on Ω̄.
This boundary conditions also appears to be satisfied automatically when b(x) is
of the form x(1− x) and g has bounded derivatives.
If the initial condition is smooth then the below result in Epstein and Mazzeo (2010)
gives us the sought after uniqueness and regularity for the general case of the backwards
diffusion albeit after 40 pages of convincing. Epstein and Mazzeo (2010) construct the
RHS of the backward diffusion in terms of Green’s functions, also called heat kernels,
in doing so they get an analytical handle on the behaviour of the solutions. It then
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follows from the properties of the kernels that there exist a semigroup that describes the
dynamics of solutions given some initial condition. Semigroups are algebraic structures
consisting of a set together with an associative binary operation. More specifically, a
linear operator T on a Banach space (complete normed function space) is a semigroup
if (i) T (s+ t) = T (s)T (t) (ii) T (0) = I. Semigroups are mathematically convenient to
work with and have some established regularity, uniqueness and existence results, see
Pazy (2012) for a detailed treatment. In the Theorem that follows semigroups show
up on the peripheral but we will not use semigroups in any rigorous way.
Theorem B.2.2 ((Epstein and Mazzeo, 2010) pg. 595). For each m ∈ N ∪ {0} the
operator T (t) define a semigroup on Cm[0,1]. The function g(x, t) = T (t)g(x, 0) satisfies,
∂
∂t
g(x, t) = b(x)
∂2
∂x2




where a(0), a(−1) > 0. Moreover, for g(x, 0) ∈ Cm[0,1]
lim
t→+
‖T (t)g(x, 0)− g(x, 0)‖ = 0
with respect to a norm ‖.‖ defined on Cm[0,1].
Choosing our initial condition such that g(x, 0) ∈ C2[0,1] will ensure that g(x, t) is
smooth enough to satisfy the adjoint boundary condition as well as the uniqueness
boundary condition (Theorem B.2.2). We note that initial conditions we work with in







B.3 Adjoint and boundary conditions: general case
We now suppose that




but that there are also point masses at 0 and 1:
Pr[Xt = 0] = f(0, t), P r[Xt = 1] = f(1, t).
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Point masses on the boundary are important to consider when either the forward
mutation rate (β1) or backward mutation rate (β2) are zero. If there is no mutation
then allele frequencies can fixate leading to mass accumulating on the boundary (that
is point mass).
We suppose that f satisfies
∂
∂t
f(x, t) = L∗f(x, t)






f(x, t)dx+ f(0, t) + f(1, t)
]
= 0






















Given a function h we define
g(x, t) = E[h(XT )|XT−t = x] =
∫ 1
0
f(y, t)h(y)dy + f(0, t)h(0) + f(1, t)h(1).
From the definition of unconditional expectation we have∫ 1
0
f(x, t)g(x, t)dx+ f(0, t)g(0, t) + f(1, t)g(1, t) = E[h(XT )]





f(x, t)g(x, t)dy + f(0, t)g(0, t) + f(1, t)g(1, t)
]
= 0
























dx− f(0, t) ∂
∂t
g(0, t)− f(1, t) ∂
∂t
g(1, t).




f(x)g(x)dx+ f(0)g(0) + f(1)g(1).
















= 〈L∗f(x, t), g(x, t)〉
= 〈f(x, t),Lg(x, t)〉.
Hence ∂
∂t
g(x, t) = Lg(x, t).
To determine L and to find out which boundary conditions g has to satisfy, we
expand the equation
〈L∗f(x, t), g(x, t)〉 = 〈f(x, t),Lg(x, t)〉.
Using integration by parts, and substituting in (weaker) boundary condition (B.1) we
have that
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in order to obtain

















































These boundary conditions appears to be satisfied when b(x) = x(1 − x) given that
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g(x, t) is smooth. Some work remains to be done in order to establish the regularity of
g(x, t) when density solution f(x, t) are allowed to have point masses on the boundary.
Currently this is only of theoretical interest and outside the scope of the thesis since
we assume in application that β1, β2 > 0.
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Appendix C
Derivations for Master Lemma 3.5.1
In order to find the explicit expressions for Master Lemma 3.5.1 (Chapter 3) we first
derive some preliminary results.
Lemma C.0.1. We establish (as expected) that the Chebyshev integral formula and










indicates taking only half of the first term when taking the sum.
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T ∗0 (x) + T
∗






































































+ · · ·+ 4(k + 1)
(
T ∗k−3(x)






The same can be shown when k is odd.
We now apply Lemma C.0.1 to the components of the double integrated forward
PDE in terms of a Chebyshev basis function k to help simplify the derivation of the
explicit expressions in Master Lemma 3.5.1.
Lemma C.0.2. For any positive integer k we can write x and the Chebyshev differential















Proof. After reshuffling some of the terms this follows from applying Lemma C.0.1 to
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Lemma C.0.3. For any positive integer k > 1 we can write x and the Chebyshev





T ∗k (x)dxdy = −
k

























































































16(k + 1)(k + 2)
T ∗k+2.
Lemma C.0.4. For any positive integer k > 2 we can write x and the second deriva-






















































































































































































































































Lemma C.0.5. For any positive integer k > 2 we can write x2 and the derivative of















































































































































Lemma C.0.6. For any k > 0 we can write x2 and the second derivative of a Chebyshev

























16(k + 1)(k + 2)









































































































































































































We give the formulas for the PDFs used in Chapter 5 to specify priors on the model
parameters (see Section 5.6.1 for more detail on the relevant model parameters).
Chi-squared distribution





, x > 0,
0, otherwise.
.
See Forbes et al. (2011, pg. 69).
Gamma distribution
Suppose that α > 0 (specifies shape) and β > 0 (specifies rate) then
f(x, α, β) =
βαxα−1e−βx
Γ(α)
, for x > 0.
See Forbes et al. (2011, pg. 109).
Inverse-wishart distribution































and |.| is the matrix determinant. See Forbes et al. (2011, pg. 209).
Symmetric Dirichlet distribution
Suppose that α > 0 then






we note that probability mass is sparsely distributed among γ1, . . . , γK2 if α < 1. See





Table E.1: Combined Snapper parameter summary after 1,000,000 MCMC iterations for
soybean dataset
Snapper mean variance HPD[05,95] ACT ESS
posterior -6688959 14.7676 [-6688967, -6688952] 8907.766 266.7335
theta0 0.0103 6.9701E-09 [0.0101, 0.0104] 44789.7957 53.0478
theta1 0.0171 2.143E-08 [0.0169, 0.0174] 78994.8943 30.0779
theta2 0.0095108 5.5572E-09 [9.37E-3, 9.64E-3] 11003.7147 215.9271
theta3 0.0096895 5.3618E-09 [9.54-3, 9.81E-3] 8753.8683 271.4229
theta4 0.0293 3.434E-08 [0.0289, 0.0297] 1104.855 2150.5085
theta5 0.0167 1.2541E-08 [0.0165, 0.0169] 25804.9788 92.0753
theta6 0.0501 1.5005E-07 [0.0494, 0.0508] 55201.1873 43.0426
theta7 0.0301 3.4758E-08 [0.0298, 0.0305] 1099.2779 2161.4188
theta8 0.0194 2.071E-08 [0.0191, 0.0197] 1000 2376
theta9 0.0115 6.1131E-09 [0.0113, 0.0116] 29679.2095 80.056
theta10 0.0748 3.0959E-06 [0.0713, 0.078] 23976.3835 99.0975
theta11 0.0991 3.2988E-06 [0.0957, 0.1024] 59333.0205 40.0452
theta12 0.0799 2.1569E-06 [0.0771, 0.0827] 38860.524 61.1417
theta13 0.1924 6.2945E-06 [0.1877, 0.1977] 70510.2825 33.6972
theta14 0.2544 1.668E-05 [0.2457, 0.2619] 19664.1926 120.8288
theta15 0.5017 3.7525E-06 [0.4981, 0.5053] 33043.8999 71.9043
theta16 0.0091159 3.2102E-06 [6.0399E-3, 0.0128] 20602.006 115.3286
theta17 0.0107013 1.7778E-06 [5.1511E-3, 0.0102] 12049.29 197.19
theta18 0.0123 1.6687E-05 [5.5037E-3, 0.0205] 22763.4335 104.3779
tree.height 0.3902 1.8269E-05 [0.3873, 0. 3961] 24967.0853 95.1653
Likelihood -6686132 244.8637 [-6686160, -6686102] 86900.8557 27.3415
prior -2826.6072 249.9542 [-2855, -2794] 93838.3491 25.3201
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Table E.2: Combined Snapp parameter summary after 1,000,000 MCMC iterations for soy-
bean dataset
Snapp mean variance HPD[05,95] ACT ESS
posterior -6691316 15.911 [-6691324, -6691309] 8233.9744 287.8607
theta0 0.0111 5.9541E-09 [0.0109, 0.0112] 19051.0563 119.5265
theta1 0.0191 1.4173E-08 [0.0189, 0.0193] 44905.8468 58.284
theta2 0.0099244 6.8368E-09 [9.7664E-3, 0.0101] 2445.2984 305.45
theta3 0.0101 5.8762E-09 [0.01, 0.0103] 2398.1736 216.6085
theta4 0.0293 3.9721E-08 [0.029, 0.0297] 1826.4339 2233.3791
theta5 0.0178 1.0608E-08 [0.0176, 0.018] 2768.2884 500.3791
theta6 0.0562 7.4177E-08 [0.0556, 0.0566] 11585.9093 132.108
theta7 0.0301 2.691E-08 [0.0298, 0.0305] 1497.2333 2248.45832
theta8 0.0194 2.1582E-08 [0.0191, 0.0197] 1608.6939 2231.2435
theta9 0.0122 6.7513E-09 [0.012, 0.0123] 11598.0129 232.0745
theta10 0.0791 1.705E-06 [0.0766, 0.0815] 3476.1242 207.0157
theta11 0.1031 1.2658E-06 [0.1012, 0.1053] 14850.7685 125.0492
theta12 0.0867 1.4519E-06 [0.0846, 0.0891] 12046.2026 330.8811
theta13 0.194 3.8296E-06 [0.1906, 0.1979] 37167.9581 110.0086
theta14 0.2456 9.2542E-06 [0.2404, 0.2518] 4309.2232 186.3265
theta15 0.464 2.7819E-06 [0.4613, 0.4678] 15690.0573 223.7093
theta16 0.0184 7.8788E-06 [0.0127, 0.0233] 18680.3197 119.914
theta17 0.0145 3.9414E-06 [0.0105, 0.0178] 19410.3875 119.165
theta18 0.0176 1.4512E-05 [0.0101, 0.0245] 14593.2873 25.4912
tree.height 0.3912 4.0822E-06 [0.3878, 0.3951] 16143.5651 223.0432
Likelihood -6686791 594.6324 [-6686834, -6686741] 59846.9891 56.2159
prior -4524.8505 612.8955 [-4578, -4484] 63835.4742 55.8275
Table E.3: Snapper parameter summary after 2,000,000 MCMC iterations for freshwater
turtle dataset
Snapper mean variance HPD[05,95] ACT ESS
posterior -32288 58.555 [-32289,-32286] 6921.9588 237.4934
theta0 0.0892 1.09E-05 [0.0829,0.0956] 4559.0819 360.5814
theta1 0.0326 2.03E-06 [0.0299,0.0354] 3334.7123 492.972
theta2 0.0326 2.31E-06 [0.0297,0.0355] 4882.2185 336.7158
theta3 0.0315 2.28E-06 [0.0288,0.0347] 4594.6906 357.7868
theta4 0.089 1.16E-05 [0.0823,0.0955] 5834.7779 281.745
theta5 0.0209 7.38E-07 [0.0195,0.0228] 5032.2875 326.6746
theta6 0.0209 7.52E-07 [0.0193,0.0227] 5336.7619 308.037
theta7 0.0211 7.42E-07 [0.0195,0.0227] 5739.448 286.4248
theta8 0.0568 5.41E-06 [0.0525,0.0613] 7592.2756 216.5254
theta9 0.0576 5.36E-06 [0.0533,0.0622] 5374.5587 305.8706
theta10 0.0576 5.40E-06 [0.0535,0.0621] 5700.7353 288.3698
theta11 0.0398 3.51E-06 [0.0362,0.0437] 4824.2314 340.763
theta12 0.0475 2.82E-06 [0.0439,0.0506] 5591.2287 294.0176
theta13 0.0474 3.08E-06 [0.0441,0.0508] 7868.6887 208.9192
theta14 0.0473 3.13E-06 [0.0441,0.0509] 6942.6134 236.787
theta15 0.0474 2.99E-06 [0.0441,0.0507] 7085.1136 232.0246
theta16 0.0473 2.84E-06 [0.0442,0.0503] 4927.4417 333.6254
theta17 0.0563 5.91E-06 [0.0512,0.0608] 6188.3147 265.649
Continued on next page
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Table E.3 – Continued from previous page
Snapper mean variance HPD[05,95] ACT ESS
theta18 0.0254 1.90E-06 [0.0229,0.0283] 4461.407 368.4756
theta19 0.021 1.58E-06 [0.0186,0.0233] 3920.8397 419.2776
theta20 0.0351 2.47E-06 [0.032,0.0381] 5149.6604 319.2288
theta21 0.035 2.45E-06 [0.032,0.0382] 5103.4682 322.1182
theta22 0.0312 1.98E-06 [0.0286, 0.034] 5843.4713 281.326
theta23 0.0275 1.68E-06 [0.0249,0.0298] 4633.1697 354.8154
theta24 0.0137 5.95E-07 [0.0121,0.0151] 6877.4641 239.03
theta25 0.0137 6.94E-07 [0.0121,0.0152] 7605.5597 216.1472
theta26 0.0105 3.66E-07 [9.3707E-3,0.0116] 5984.3981 274.701
theta27 0.035 1.34E-06 [0.0328,0.0371] 4350.192 377.896
theta28 0.0324 1.52E-06 [0.0301,0.0349] 6937.3698 236.9658
theta29 0.0324 1.51E-06 [0.03,0.0347] 6434.1179 255.5004
theta30 0.033 1.42E-06 [0.0305,0.0352] 5917.0715 277.8266
theta31 0.033 1.34E-06 [0.0304,0.035] 5047.0492 325.719
theta32 0.0346 1.40E-06 [0.0325,0.0371] 5272.0715 311.8168
theta33 0.0345 1.55E-06 [0.0321,0.0367] 4934.2925 333.1622
theta34 0.0346 1.52E-06 [0.0322,0.037] 5797.7463 283.5446
theta35 0.0345 1.39E-06 [0.0319,0.0366] 5713.2156 287.7398
theta36 0.0343 1.49E-06 [0.0321,0.0367] 5738.9424 286.45
theta37 0.032 1.73E-06 [0.0296,0.0346] 5566.4597 295.326
theta38 8.24E-03 1.83E-07 [7.3532E-3,9.0356E-3] 4660.0198 352.771
theta39 0.0285 2.06E-06 [0.0254,0.031] 2754.3786 596.8388
theta40 0.045 3.94E-06 [0.0416,0.0493] 2735.1968 601.0244
theta41 0.0891 1.03E-05 [0.0823,0.0946] 4363.7001 376.7262
theta42 0.0328 1.74E-06 [0.0302,0.0352] 4046.0439 406.303
theta43 0.0344 1.63E-06 [0.0321,0.037] 4026.7212 408.2528
theta44 0.0553 2.70E-06 [0.0522,0.0585] 7152.4991 229.8386
theta45 0.0209 7.09E-07 [0.0196,0.023] 4865.2479 337.8902
theta46 0.021 6.24E-07 [0.0195,0.0226] 4733.2039 347.3166
theta47 0.0518 4.84E-06 [0.0481,0.0555] 26723.5617 61.5158
theta48 0.0575 4.88E-06 [0.0538,0.0621] 5530.8802 297.2258
theta49 0.0573 4.28E-06 [0.0535,0.0612] 6291.947 261.2736
theta50 0.0567 3.64E-06 [0.0531,0.0607] 7435.9237 221.0782
theta51 0.0475 2.81E-06 [0.0441,0.0506] 7190.8831 228.6116
theta52 0.0474 2.92E-06 [0.0442,0.0506] 6880.0099 238.9416
theta53 0.0473 2.65E-06 [0.0444,0.0507] 5266.9057 312.1226
theta54 0.0473 2.64E-06 [0.044,0.0502] 5930.9334 277.1772
theta55 0.0452 2.35E-06 [0.0423,0.0481] 6519.7251 252.1456
theta56 0.0531 2.40E-06 [0.0502,0.0562] 10545.795 155.884
theta57 0.0246 1.12E-06 [0.0225,0.0265] 6463.5958 254.3352
theta58 0.0351 2.26E-06 [0.0324,0.0382] 4395.8089 373.9744
theta59 0.0348 1.46E-06 [0.0326,0.0372] 12531.3457 131.1846
theta60 0.0387 1.12E-06 [0.0366,0.0405] 16803.2068 97.8338
theta61 0.0276 1.16E-06 [0.0254,0.0294] 11382.032 144.4312
theta62 0.0136 5.75E-07 [0.0122,0.015] 7378.0828 222.8112
theta63 0.0132 3.93E-07 [0.012,0.0144] 9066.0779 181.3264
theta64 0.025 7.92E-07 [0.0232,0.0266] 13972.7813 117.6516
theta65 0.0492 2.12E-06 [0.0465,0.052] 24561.4047 66.931
theta66 0.0345 1.30E-06 [0.0324,0.0367] 4752.1445 345.9322
theta67 0.0344 1.22E-06 [0.0323,0.0366] 4528.4154 363.0232
theta68 0.0345 1.28E-06 [0.0324,0.0368] 5549.8598 296.2092
theta69 0.0344 1.21E-06 [0.0323,0.0364] 4893.2052 335.9598
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theta70 0.0343 1.13E-06 [0.0323,0.0363] 4619.4067 355.8726
theta71 0.0324 1.44E-06 [0.0301,0.0346] 6038.6503 272.233
theta72 0.033 1.33E-06 [0.0304,0.035] 5481.3538 299.9114
theta73 0.0329 1.25E-06 [0.0305,0.0349] 5176.6725 117.563
theta74 0.0336 1.09E-06 [0.0317,0.0357] 4940.5417 332.7408
theta75 0.0334 1.06E-06 [0.0314,0.0354] 5603.2564 293.3866
theta76 0.037 3.01E-06 [0.0336,0.0401] 22711.2203 72.3836
theta77 0.0492 4.41E-06 [0.0456,0.0533] 33200.5358 49.5148
theta78 0.06 5.72E-06 [0.0558,0.064] 34594.3404 47.52
theta79 0.0383 9.33E-06 [0.0328,0.0438] 25502.3797 64.4614
theta80 0.0531 3.43E-06 [0.0495,0.0565] 33045.9805 49.7464
tree.height 0.1982 3.96E-05 [0.1863,0.2107] 1811.7552 907.3632
tree.length 0.754 2.41E-04 [0.7242,0.7845] 2135.0573 769.9652
Chapter 4
Table E.4: Parameter summary of TTR model for a single species after 300,000 MCMC
iterations
single mean variance HPD05 HPD95 ACT ESS
posterior 49.6074 166.6980 42.1588 58.8689 344.1805 871.6357
beta1 0.1702 0.0145 0.0023 0.4005 456.3294 657.4199
beta2 0.4760 0.0440 0.0908 0.8552 395.6682 758.2111
beta3 0.8011 0.1833 0.0096 1.5524 423.8994 707.7152
beta4 1.4893 0.1188 0.8746 1.9988 430.9674 696.1084
beta5 0.3307 0.0567 0.0050 0.7679 461.0742 650.6545
beta6 0.6345 0.0570 0.2056 0.9984 451.8167 663.9861
beta7 0.1660 0.0042 0.0394 0.2570 546.4689 548.9791
beta8 0.7513 0.0309 0.4136 0.9952 514.0990 583.5452
beta9 0.2874 0.0193 0.0535 0.5047 545.5214 549.9326
beta10 0.9056 0.0097 0.6762 0.9986 531.7911 564.1313
beta11 0.0162 0.0001 0.0004 0.0348 503.3328 596.0272
beta12 0.0866 0.0027 0.0162 0.1489 531.1234 564.8405
beta13 0.8877 0.0081 0.8055 0.9774 541.1866 554.3374
beta14 0.9574 0.0016 0.9008 0.9996 484.4382 619.2741
beta15 1.0214 0.1745 0.1944 1.8037 421.8319 711.1837
beta16 1.6731 0.0537 1.2077 1.9987 427.5742 701.6326
beta17 0.2579 0.0279 0.0000 0.5252 478.4377 627.0409
beta18 0.6251 0.0538 0.2116 0.9997 457.4488 655.8111
beta19 0.8081 0.1985 0.0145 1.5922 408.0933 735.1260
beta20 1.5309 0.1059 0.9724 1.9997 435.7777 688.4244
beta21 0.4716 0.0936 0.0048 0.9549 433.8626 691.4632
beta22 0.4865 0.0770 0.0096 0.9418 423.1639 708.9451
beta23 0.5046 0.0920 0.0071 0.9515 428.5443 700.0444
beta24 0.4964 0.0844 0.0555 0.9987 422.6654 709.7812
beta25 0.2519 0.0210 0.0009 0.5174 495.6380 605.2805
beta26 0.5430 0.0416 0.1745 0.9275 420.9418 712.6875
beta27 1.0566 0.1825 0.2741 1.8902 457.7861 655.3279
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beta28 1.6085 0.0765 1.0663 1.9970 432.0061 694.4347
beta29 1.2927 0.2305 1.0007 2.3131 495.2772 605.7214
Table E.5: Parameter summary of TTR model for two species with competition after 500,000
MCMC iterations
comp mean variance HPD05 HPD95 ACT ESS
posterior 141.0903 608.1420 56.1556 207.5037 892.3910 560.2925
beta1 0.1465 0.0091 0.0020 0.4025 770.2324 649.1547
beta2 0.4468 0.0353 0.1435 0.9209 752.2556 664.6677
beta3 0.7418 0.1769 0.0307 1.7177 746.8117 669.5128
beta4 1.4456 0.1463 0.8305 1.9957 794.7439 629.1335
beta5 0.4303 0.0864 0.0077 0.8117 842.2253 593.6654
beta6 0.6927 0.0619 0.2341 0.9993 816.0954 612.6735
beta7 0.2857 0.0026 0.1735 0.3489 909.1116 549.9875
beta8 0.5259 0.0492 0.1801 0.7784 894.0852 559.2308
beta9 0.2715 0.0050 0.0830 0.4160 880.9446 567.5726
beta10 0.4195 0.0070 0.5360 0.9996 842.4466 593.5095
beta11 0.0127 0.0001 0.0000 0.0290 777.4907 643.0945
beta12 0.0330 0.0002 0.0040 0.0839 817.9610 611.2761
beta13 0.7557 0.0275 0.8990 0.9783 869.1291 575.2885
beta14 0.9467 0.0062 0.9512 0.9998 879.8978 568.2478
beta15 0.7711 0.2158 0.1546 1.8208 892.5610 560.1858
beta16 1.7327 0.0344 1.1839 1.9962 825.5083 605.6874
beta17 0.1945 0.0183 0.0016 0.5032 800.0680 624.9469
beta18 0.5167 0.0446 0.2361 0.9936 745.9546 670.2821
beta19 0.7521 0.2249 0.0189 1.5804 815.0233 613.4794
beta20 1.3683 0.2120 0.6791 1.9918 839.3376 595.7078
beta21 0.5595 0.0763 0.0040 0.9410 725.6455 689.0417
beta22 0.4893 0.0830 0.0618 0.9867 759.2191 658.5714
beta23 0.5018 0.0805 0.0064 0.9506 749.9133 666.7437
beta24 0.4894 0.0841 0.0011 0.9294 758.1347 659.5134
beta25 0.1670 0.0178 0.0021 0.4758 833.3337 599.9997
beta26 0.5335 0.0613 0.1662 0.9996 790.7394 632.3196
beta27 0.5077 0.0386 0.0007 1.5710 864.0818 578.6489
beta28 0.7994 0.0811 0.5322 1.9934 876.7942 570.2593
beta29 1.4240 0.3132 1.0007 2.9855 827.8002 604.0105
beta30 0.1688 0.0143 0.0012 0.3188 749.2629 667.3225
beta31 0.4855 0.0446 0.0751 0.7796 710.4282 703.8009
beta32 0.8881 0.2319 0.0007 1.5578 732.4708 682.6210
beta33 1.5363 0.1260 0.6956 1.9903 749.2727 667.3138
beta34 0.3601 0.0622 0.0284 0.9975 763.1591 655.1714
beta35 0.7088 0.0552 0.2364 0.9999 770.5382 648.8971
beta36 0.2360 0.0021 0.2226 0.3674 901.7721 554.4638
beta37 0.3952 0.0302 0.2703 0.9316 873.9240 572.1321
beta38 0.2894 0.0094 0.0857 0.3587 895.8715 558.1158
beta39 0.7930 0.0241 0.2452 0.5962 900.6696 555.1425
beta40 0.0122 0.0001 0.0001 0.0287 736.9036 678.5148
beta41 0.0416 0.0005 0.0108 0.0613 720.0299 694.4156
beta42 0.9423 0.0062 0.3983 0.9306 898.1089 556.7253
beta43 0.9752 0.0030 0.8713 0.9997 883.5599 565.8926
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beta44 0.9693 0.1942 0.2279 1.6354 743.6406 672.3678
beta45 1.6597 0.0589 1.4049 1.9957 770.7162 648.7472
beta46 0.2433 0.0247 0.0009 0.4200 750.5740 666.1568
beta47 0.5744 0.0424 0.1173 0.8979 713.9894 700.2905
beta48 0.7435 0.2022 0.0295 1.6385 727.6281 687.1643
beta49 1.4157 0.1526 0.5682 1.9918 759.3785 658.4331
beta50 0.4784 0.0881 0.0859 0.9902 713.8145 700.4621
beta51 0.5170 0.0835 0.0113 0.9477 711.5991 702.6428
beta52 0.4780 0.0810 0.0383 0.9832 683.2464 731.8004
beta53 0.4977 0.0874 0.0390 0.9796 742.5400 673.3644
beta54 0.2113 0.0219 0.0013 0.3950 757.5420 660.0294
beta55 0.5655 0.0527 0.1176 0.9751 743.1262 672.8332
beta56 0.7476 0.2242 0.0367 0.6836 824.6479 606.3194
beta57 1.3904 0.2133 0.5711 1.5184 841.9889 593.8321
beta58 1.5556 0.6662 1.0006 2.5040 845.7424 591.1965
Table E.6: Parameter summary of TTR model on three taxa species tree after 1,000,000
MCMC iterations
tree mean variance HPD05 HPD95 ACT ESS
posterior 2500.90 149.86 2491.30 2509.40 936.57 1067.73
beta1 0.3048 0.0492 0.0049 0.7231 980.6079 1019.7756
beta2 0.5994 0.0646 0.2166 0.9692 992.8288 1007.2230
beta3 0.6071 0.2300 0.0280 1.5015 988.5247 1011.6085
beta4 1.3527 0.2123 0.4092 1.9948 985.2216 1015.0001
beta5 0.1457 0.0184 0.0007 0.5292 982.8947 1017.4030
beta6 0.5221 0.0582 0.1504 0.9063 981.7758 1018.5625
beta7 0.2615 0.0421 0.0074 0.6827 984.7072 1015.5303
beta8 0.5891 0.0740 0.1638 0.9940 987.9126 1012.2353
beta9 0.2688 0.0442 0.0001 0.6363 995.3876 1004.6338
beta10 0.6131 0.0414 0.2072 0.9338 982.9192 1017.3776
beta11 0.3175 0.0601 0.0025 0.7586 984.5594 1015.6828
beta12 0.5885 0.0699 0.1271 0.9947 994.4780 1005.5527
beta13 0.2697 0.0406 0.0051 0.6660 982.3238 1017.9943
beta14 0.6510 0.0429 0.3062 0.9937 983.2497 1017.0357
beta15 0.8113 0.1759 0.0860 1.5300 987.8582 1012.2910
beta16 1.3494 0.1828 0.5417 1.9907 986.3953 1013.7923
beta17 0.3063 0.0611 0.0045 0.7542 992.6384 1007.4162
beta18 0.6716 0.0565 0.2681 0.9970 993.2694 1006.7762
beta19 0.5074 0.1805 0.0039 1.4019 993.0231 1007.0259
beta20 1.2766 0.2034 0.4990 1.9854 986.8070 1013.3694
beta21 0.3388 0.0803 0.0119 0.9462 987.8832 1012.2654
beta22 0.4568 0.0747 0.0354 0.9032 982.6493 1017.6571
beta23 0.5112 0.1100 0.0363 0.9989 994.0816 1005.9536
beta24 0.5137 0.0569 0.0706 0.9074 986.0864 1014.1099
beta25 0.2660 0.0444 0.0322 0.7418 982.2770 1018.0428
beta26 0.6289 0.0578 0.1922 0.9535 986.0921 1014.1041
beta27 0.3034 0.0995 0.0041 0.8458 987.1896 1012.9766
beta28 1.2299 0.2914 0.1821 1.9689 988.3281 1011.8097
beta29 1.4260 0.0879 1.0322 1.8594 989.9705 1010.1311
beta30 0.2914 0.0472 0.0010 0.7021 991.2171 1008.8607
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beta31 0.5960 0.0747 0.1036 0.9904 986.1185 1014.0769
beta32 0.7744 0.1960 0.1523 1.5028 986.7613 1013.4163
beta33 1.3425 0.1816 0.4914 1.9556 988.6037 1011.5277
beta34 0.2812 0.0520 0.0105 0.7925 988.6970 1011.4322
beta35 0.6211 0.0538 0.1910 0.9930 988.3604 1011.7767
beta36 0.4453 0.0814 0.0228 0.8830 987.1365 1013.0311
beta37 0.8477 0.0282 0.3776 0.9971 992.3238 1007.7356
beta38 0.3302 0.0577 0.0013 0.7702 987.3623 1012.7995
beta39 0.6914 0.0523 0.1405 0.9998 981.4413 1018.9096
beta40 0.2955 0.0480 0.0027 0.8047 983.0935 1017.1972
beta41 0.5905 0.0647 0.1081 0.9549 992.1408 1007.9215
beta42 0.3311 0.0696 0.0088 0.8321 987.4333 1012.7266
beta43 0.7123 0.0528 0.2747 0.9901 987.6545 1012.4998
beta44 0.6844 0.1746 0.0640 1.4485 980.9135 1019.4579
beta45 1.3407 0.1766 0.6603 1.9691 989.0320 1011.0896
beta46 0.2911 0.0485 0.0015 0.6445 991.6081 1008.4629
beta47 0.6269 0.0449 0.1409 0.9573 976.1905 1024.3902
beta48 0.8603 0.2776 0.0508 1.7786 990.2441 1009.8520
beta49 1.6974 0.0926 0.9904 1.9821 977.0383 1023.5013
beta50 0.4299 0.0552 0.0062 0.8101 984.5476 1015.6949
beta51 0.3686 0.0924 0.0297 0.9915 987.5253 1012.6323
beta52 0.5024 0.0876 0.0515 0.9727 985.7229 1014.4839
beta53 0.5629 0.0857 0.0129 0.9882 988.9488 1011.1747
beta54 0.3341 0.0546 0.0320 0.7147 987.6736 1012.4802
beta55 0.6209 0.0476 0.2657 0.9926 989.0622 1011.0588
beta56 0.8346 0.2619 0.0009 1.6658 991.0892 1008.9909
beta57 1.4057 0.1727 0.6129 1.9635 991.2578 1008.8193
beta58 1.4481 0.0629 1.0056 1.8715 982.6410 1017.6657
beta59 0.3757 0.0696 0.0050 0.8009 993.8804 1006.1573
beta60 0.6742 0.0562 0.2124 0.9488 992.2670 1007.7933
beta61 0.6257 0.2166 0.0236 1.4081 991.0687 1009.0118
beta62 1.2233 0.1421 0.3792 1.8330 978.4920 1021.9808
beta63 0.3685 0.0431 0.0031 0.7922 980.4149 1019.9763
beta64 0.6772 0.0364 0.3485 0.9875 986.0020 1014.1967
beta65 0.3702 0.0475 0.0118 0.7360 991.6541 1008.4161
beta66 0.6534 0.0458 0.2909 0.9772 988.0871 1012.0565
beta67 0.4090 0.0563 0.0367 0.7809 985.1902 1015.0324
beta68 0.7060 0.0516 0.2530 0.9866 993.1495 1006.8978
beta69 0.3751 0.0448 0.0381 0.7773 987.8614 1012.2878
beta70 0.7010 0.0385 0.2804 0.9648 988.6662 1011.4637
beta71 0.3400 0.0445 0.0464 0.7676 986.1200 1014.0754
beta72 0.7297 0.0321 0.4086 0.9990 985.0839 1015.1420
beta73 0.5898 0.1320 0.0079 1.2927 983.3208 1016.9621
beta74 1.2610 0.1790 0.6806 1.9871 986.4649 1013.7208
beta75 0.4008 0.0641 0.0880 0.8047 986.0170 1014.1813
beta76 0.7080 0.0609 0.1901 0.9983 991.7088 1008.3605
beta77 0.6966 0.2418 0.0275 1.4618 982.1876 1018.1354
beta78 1.3524 0.2189 0.4522 1.9840 986.7595 1013.4182
beta79 0.4264 0.0837 0.0088 0.9169 983.3208 1016.9621
beta80 0.4341 0.0803 0.0353 0.9472 980.5256 1019.8612
beta81 0.7258 0.0832 0.0582 0.9882 992.3949 1007.6634
beta82 0.5748 0.0595 0.1107 0.9740 979.8846 1020.5283
beta83 0.3231 0.0458 0.0052 0.6702 985.1106 1015.1144
beta84 0.6702 0.0437 0.2520 0.9808 985.7026 1014.5048
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beta85 0.5171 0.1616 0.0413 1.3794 991.7270 1008.3420
beta86 1.2672 0.2688 0.4656 1.9907 986.9791 1013.1927
beta87 1.4698 0.1213 1.0036 1.9358 994.5581 1005.4717
beta88 0.0806 0.0040 0.0005 0.2105 989.7302 1010.3764
beta89 0.3227 0.0287 0.0582 0.6550 995.6742 1004.3446
beta90 1.2974 0.0225 1.0303 1.5339 990.7180 1009.3690
beta91 1.6518 0.0271 1.4202 1.9374 995.8637 1004.1535
beta92 0.2872 0.0249 0.0132 0.4958 997.7722 1002.2328
beta93 0.4936 0.0256 0.0731 0.6931 997.4037 1002.6031
beta94 0.4063 0.0184 0.0350 0.5398 996.4981 1003.5142
beta95 0.6157 0.0140 0.4641 0.8373 994.5687 1005.4610
beta96 0.5506 0.0333 0.1827 0.8059 996.5438 1003.4682
beta97 0.7694 0.0200 0.4713 0.9969 996.9688 1003.0404
beta98 0.4233 0.0388 0.1369 0.8261 997.9792 1002.0249
beta99 0.6623 0.0435 0.2764 0.9818 999.3610 1000.6394
beta100 0.4181 0.0223 0.1497 0.6124 995.3359 1004.6860
beta101 0.7014 0.0382 0.3303 0.9750 997.8763 1002.1282
beta102 0.5014 0.0375 0.2081 0.8318 994.5458 1005.4841
beta103 1.3678 0.0358 1.0252 1.7524 995.0342 1004.9906
beta104 0.3479 0.0169 0.1242 0.5505 987.8092 1012.3413
beta105 0.7299 0.0137 0.4838 0.9174 990.4463 1009.6459
beta106 0.3982 0.0346 0.0326 0.6554 996.7403 1003.2704
beta107 1.3819 0.0438 1.0283 1.7307 997.0144 1002.9945
beta108 0.4248 0.0343 0.1097 0.7366 995.9585 1004.0579
beta109 0.3403 0.0354 0.0176 0.6025 995.0609 1004.9636
beta110 0.7503 0.0192 0.5734 0.9955 992.9287 1007.1217
beta111 0.8372 0.0079 0.6524 0.9833 989.6621 1010.4459
beta112 0.3764 0.0080 0.2175 0.5179 994.3221 1005.7103
beta113 0.4984 0.0135 0.3322 0.7802 994.4798 1005.5508
beta114 0.6166 0.0372 0.3066 0.8840 994.8992 1005.1270
beta115 1.7020 0.0130 1.5376 1.9350 993.4797 1006.5631
beta116 1.4134 0.0525 1.0383 1.7779 996.8762 1003.1336
A1 1.7644 0.0234 1.4958 1.9977 996.9983 1003.0107
A2 1.7822 0.0729 1.0768 1.9979 998.8691 1001.1322
A3 1.7734 0.0821 0.8573 1.9997 999.8671 1000.1329
A4 1.8191 0.1144 0.6780 1.9999 999.2464 1000.7542
A5 1.8606 0.0201 1.6103 1.9989 996.4303 1003.5825
A6 1.9086 0.0059 1.7693 1.9965 992.0971 1007.9659
A7 1.7770 0.1615 0.8988 1.9976 999.2293 1000.7713
A8 1.8761 0.0148 1.7135 1.9970 996.0987 1003.9166
A9 1.6738 0.2072 0.5761 1.9930 1000.1105 999.8895
A10 1.8104 0.0491 1.3130 1.9993 997.6138 1002.3919
A11 1.6922 0.1651 0.7927 1.9938 999.3903 1000.6101
A12 1.8557 0.0604 1.6179 1.9997 998.1936 1001.8097
A13 1.7164 0.0957 1.2022 1.9933 998.2787 1001.7243
A14 1.6782 0.0936 1.2570 1.9940 997.9630 1002.0412
A15 1.8567 0.0212 1.6756 1.9975 992.2853 1007.7747
A16 1.8078 0.0807 1.4130 1.9947 999.9078 1000.0922
A17 1.8403 0.0092 1.7026 1.9987 991.0131 1009.0684
A18 1.8408 0.0263 1.4323 1.9921 995.6772 1004.3416
A19 1.8485 0.0266 1.5098 1.9975 995.2878 1004.7345
A20 1.7769 0.0694 1.1804 1.9997 998.3191 1001.6837
A21 1.8850 0.0221 1.7136 1.9990 991.4645 1008.6090
A22 1.8528 0.0126 1.6575 1.9995 980.5711 1019.8139
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A23 1.7740 0.1219 0.9551 1.9837 999.7947 1000.2053
A24 1.8230 0.0484 1.5118 1.9983 998.7862 1001.2153
A25 1.6834 0.1124 1.1506 2.0000 998.9965 1001.0045
A26 1.4838 0.4104 0.1644 1.9991 1000.6003 999.4001
A27 1.7397 0.0950 1.2567 1.9900 997.0398 1002.9690
A28 1.2107 0.5651 0.2012 1.9330 1000.7441 999.2565
A29 1.9284 0.0083 1.7457 2.0000 963.4873 1037.8964
A30 0.3417 0.0172 0.1448 0.6135 996.6759 1003.3352
A31 -0.0586 0.0318 -0.2984 0.3235 997.8419 1002.1628
A32 0.2430 0.0159 -0.1036 0.4177 994.2281 1005.8054
A33 0.3577 0.0960 -0.2203 0.8061 999.3158 1000.6847
A34 0.4940 0.0376 0.0184 0.9087 995.2459 1004.7768
A35 0.1226 0.0417 -0.1397 0.5977 997.4083 1002.5984
A36 -0.3289 0.0601 -0.6931 0.1002 997.5145 1002.4917
A37 -0.0759 0.1000 -0.6154 0.3508 999.2081 1000.7925
A38 -0.4095 0.0605 -0.7667 -0.0418 999.0675 1000.9334
A39 0.0675 0.0148 -0.1364 0.2702 993.5772 1006.4643
A40 -0.1520 0.0292 -0.4175 0.1255 996.7303 1003.2804
A41 -0.1416 0.0229 -0.3835 0.2029 996.1523 1003.8626
A42 -0.0013 0.0556 -0.4119 0.3272 998.4680 1001.5344
A43 -0.2075 0.0646 -0.5709 0.3224 999.8852 1000.1148
A44 -0.5779 0.0423 -0.9273 -0.1591 996.8377 1003.1723
A45 0.5136 0.0375 0.0369 0.7252 998.3509 1001.6518
A46 -0.0079 0.0373 -0.3035 0.2530 996.0039 1004.0121
A47 -0.1298 0.0237 -0.3758 0.1531 995.6793 1004.3394
A48 -0.2921 0.0487 -0.6053 0.1077 998.7314 1001.2702
A49 -0.0714 0.0490 -0.3794 0.3120 999.0830 1000.9178
A50 0.2585 0.0358 -0.1176 0.5444 997.5242 1002.4819
A51 -0.5434 0.0836 -0.9723 -0.0653 1000.0749 999.9251
A52 0.2133 0.0548 -0.0924 0.6309 997.5593 1002.4467
A53 0.1414 0.0282 -0.1996 0.3943 998.1339 1001.8696
A54 -0.1019 0.0190 -0.2835 0.1484 992.4864 1007.5705
A55 -0.0253 0.0189 -0.2524 0.2362 990.3774 1009.7161
A56 -0.1454 0.0098 -0.3050 0.0596 992.8077 1007.2444
A57 -0.3025 0.0335 -0.5290 0.0157 997.8793 1002.1252
A58 0.0762 0.0286 -0.2466 0.3924 997.3857 1002.6212
A59 -0.0990 0.0665 -0.4619 0.3598 998.8698 1001.1315
A60 0.3257 0.0512 -0.1218 0.6307 998.3397 1001.6631
A61 -0.0350 0.3019 -0.8026 0.6966 1000.3951 999.6051
A62 0.2536 0.0408 -0.1059 0.6317 998.5511 1001.4510
A63 0.1384 0.0268 -0.0893 0.3825 997.2476 1002.7600
A64 -0.2834 0.0523 -0.6486 0.0875 999.0773 1000.9236
A65 0.1660 0.0456 -0.1852 0.5219 998.7582 1001.2433
A66 -0.0506 0.0350 -0.3910 0.2667 999.2563 1000.7443
A67 -0.0830 0.0591 -0.5122 0.3802 999.3874 1000.6130
A68 -0.3440 0.0224 -0.5962 -0.1158 995.9976 1004.0185
A69 -0.1604 0.0186 -0.4101 0.0491 996.4179 1003.5950
A70 -0.1051 0.0584 -0.3882 0.2682 999.0529 1000.9480
A71 0.1529 0.0411 -0.2480 0.4738 998.8664 1001.1349
A72 -0.1606 0.0241 -0.4048 0.1276 996.8076 1003.2026
A73 -0.1452 0.0761 -0.5986 0.3018 1000.0993 999.9007
A74 -0.0013 0.0270 -0.2369 0.3429 998.7384 1001.2632
A75 0.0777 0.0189 -0.1996 0.2870 997.3394 1002.6677
A76 -0.0373 0.0218 -0.3285 0.1442 996.3580 1003.6553
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A77 0.1274 0.0228 -0.0834 0.4252 997.2962 1002.7111
A78 -0.6004 0.0317 -0.8260 -0.1062 998.0285 1001.9754
A79 0.2757 0.0229 0.0894 0.5240 992.6288 1007.4259
A80 -0.4354 0.0310 -0.7204 -0.0970 999.6564 1000.3437
A81 -0.0463 0.0464 -0.3984 0.2520 1000.0952 999.9048
A82 -0.0676 0.0461 -0.5704 0.3194 997.6168 1002.3889
A83 -0.3185 0.0688 -0.7874 -0.0649 999.9186 1000.0814
A84 -0.3938 0.0383 -0.6714 -0.0485 994.8170 1005.2100
A85 0.3138 0.0312 0.0054 0.6913 997.8529 1002.1517
A86 -0.1446 0.0509 -0.6080 0.1561 999.3502 1000.6502
A87 0.0647 0.0645 -0.4513 0.4627 998.6022 1001.3998
A88 0.2645 0.0315 -0.1162 0.4913 996.2056 1003.8089
A89 0.0736 0.0185 -0.0612 0.3716 996.4231 1003.5897
A90 -0.5157 0.0852 -0.8210 0.0106 999.9524 1000.0476
A91 0.0166 0.0263 -0.3175 0.2659 997.8104 1002.1944
A92 -0.4912 0.0691 -0.9501 -0.0891 998.7130 1001.2887
A93 0.3205 0.0346 0.0310 0.6537 995.6480 1004.3710
A94 0.0390 0.0182 -0.1775 0.2567 995.2980 1004.7242
A95 0.0770 0.0179 -0.1261 0.3602 997.1725 1002.8355
A96 0.1406 0.0593 -0.2303 0.4957 997.8449 1002.1598
A97 -0.1666 0.0620 -0.6354 0.2396 998.8939 1001.1073
A98 -0.1268 0.0206 -0.3897 0.1170 995.8732 1004.1439
A99 -0.0100 0.0505 -0.3221 0.3920 996.5940 1003.4176
A100 0.3193 0.0227 -0.0988 0.5353 995.2628 1004.7597
A101 0.3581 0.0260 0.0349 0.6769 994.4705 1005.5602
A102 -0.4156 0.0531 -0.6691 0.0891 997.5309 1002.4752
A103 -0.4079 0.0190 -0.7498 -0.1928 996.2912 1003.7226
A104 0.0498 0.0155 -0.1530 0.3464 992.9484 1007.1017
A105 0.1608 0.0289 -0.1517 0.4827 997.0764 1002.9322
A106 -0.1288 0.0911 -0.7116 0.3075 998.2982 1001.7047
A107 -0.1361 0.0278 -0.4681 0.0706 996.4893 1003.5231
A108 0.1340 0.0324 -0.1802 0.4129 996.3908 1003.6223
A109 0.1217 0.0452 -0.2404 0.4773 999.5913 1000.4089
A110 -0.0754 0.0219 -0.3396 0.1681 984.8835 1015.3485
A111 -0.1842 0.0268 -0.4997 0.1677 995.7575 1004.2606
A112 -0.0688 0.0303 -0.3396 0.3574 997.7101 1002.2952
A113 0.1868 0.0839 -0.3154 0.6729 1000.0981 999.9019
A114 -0.1922 0.0254 -0.3996 0.1428 997.9082 1002.0962
A115 -0.0383 0.0680 -0.7727 0.3366 998.1716 1001.8317
A116 -0.3640 0.0650 -0.7452 0.0923 998.5350 1001.4671
A117 0.1219 0.0585 -0.2708 0.5498 999.0057 1000.9953
A118 -0.0253 0.0634 -0.4650 0.3585 998.2082 1001.7950
A119 0.4224 0.0773 -0.1312 0.7630 997.7604 1002.2446
A120 0.2990 0.0244 -0.0122 0.5790 998.1761 1001.8272
A121 0.1636 0.0242 -0.1261 0.4391 996.2581 1003.7560
A122 -0.5403 0.0296 -0.8105 -0.2308 997.1813 1002.8267
A123 0.2781 0.0164 0.0966 0.5230 993.1273 1006.9203
A124 -0.1229 0.0216 -0.2974 0.1837 992.6210 1007.4339
A125 0.2181 0.0550 -0.1472 0.6132 999.2273 1000.7733
A126 0.1024 0.0471 -0.2913 0.4895 997.0984 1002.9100
A127 0.0548 0.0294 -0.2403 0.2890 992.7968 1007.2555
A128 -0.1661 0.0320 -0.4197 0.2325 996.6790 1003.3321
A129 -0.4001 0.0992 -0.8314 0.1220 999.7364 1000.2637
A130 -0.0134 0.0348 -0.2344 0.3410 997.7325 1002.2727
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A131 0.1910 0.0168 -0.0426 0.3817 995.5693 1004.4504
A132 -0.3323 0.0798 -0.9697 -0.0134 998.9246 1001.0766
A133 0.0886 0.0170 -0.1757 0.3054 993.0563 1006.9923
A134 -0.0885 0.0197 -0.3328 0.1156 997.5719 1002.4340
A135 -0.2568 0.1100 -0.6738 0.2582 999.5489 1000.4513
A136 0.1009 0.0681 -0.3533 0.4633 997.6984 1002.3069
A137 0.2561 0.0277 -0.0141 0.5578 997.7550 1002.2501
A138 0.0081 0.0378 -0.2583 0.3350 999.0875 1000.9133
A139 0.1470 0.0577 -0.2626 0.4786 998.8120 1001.1894
A140 -0.1090 0.0181 -0.3339 0.1164 993.6689 1006.3714
A141 -0.0892 0.0314 -0.3717 0.2221 996.2764 1003.7375
A142 0.1373 0.0302 -0.1057 0.5626 996.8617 1003.1482
A143 -0.0852 0.0182 -0.3906 0.1453 993.8543 1006.1837
A144 0.2569 0.0250 -0.0630 0.5439 995.3421 1004.6797
A145 -0.2957 0.0998 -0.6619 0.3076 1000.0068 999.9932
A146 -0.1965 0.0347 -0.4600 0.1084 998.0911 1001.9126
A147 0.2341 0.0626 -0.2078 0.5535 999.2072 1000.7934
A148 0.1591 0.0732 -0.3126 0.7584 998.2238 1001.7794
A149 -0.5441 0.0375 -0.8095 -0.1452 997.7629 1002.2421
A150 0.0624 0.0347 -0.2652 0.4491 998.2066 1001.7966
A151 -0.0005 0.0657 -0.4417 0.4546 998.5098 1001.4924
A152 -0.1412 0.0231 -0.4958 0.0877 995.4619 1004.5588
A153 -0.1879 0.0686 -0.6288 0.2200 999.3122 1000.6883
A154 -0.1729 0.0450 -0.5292 0.1506 998.4433 1001.5591
A155 0.0394 0.0240 -0.2305 0.3416 997.4982 1002.5081
A156 -0.0226 0.0430 -0.4572 0.2349 997.8994 1002.1050
A157 -0.1670 0.0453 -0.4828 0.2372 997.0150 1002.9939
A158 0.0688 0.0436 -0.1470 0.5005 998.6030 1001.3990
A159 0.2207 0.0201 -0.0401 0.4857 992.8353 1007.2164
A160 0.2448 0.0606 -0.1739 0.6854 998.4892 1001.5131
A161 -0.1977 0.0777 -0.6451 0.2373 999.6003 1000.3999
A162 0.0370 0.0207 -0.2559 0.2379 995.3114 1004.7107
A163 -0.4782 0.0739 -0.7974 0.0113 998.8124 1001.1890
A164 -0.0472 0.0278 -0.4560 0.1992 998.4015 1001.6011
A165 0.1675 0.0562 -0.2217 0.5089 999.3515 1000.6489
A166 0.1136 0.0143 -0.1066 0.3082 994.8317 1005.1951
A167 -0.0478 0.0566 -0.3851 0.3252 999.4436 1000.5567
A168 0.0117 0.0277 -0.2559 0.4081 997.6474 1002.3581
A169 -0.3719 0.0218 -0.5236 -0.0340 999.2092 1000.7914
A170 0.0272 0.0279 -0.2746 0.2281 997.6165 1002.3892
A171 0.0047 0.0565 -0.2953 0.4758 997.8327 1002.1720
A172 -0.2575 0.0334 -0.4901 0.1158 997.9383 1002.0660
A173 -0.2365 0.1054 -0.6853 0.3037 999.4516 1000.5487
A174 -0.1195 0.0500 -0.4331 0.3924 998.7557 1001.2459
A175 -0.0883 0.0187 -0.2925 0.1975 997.2749 1002.7325
A176 0.1134 0.0283 -0.1883 0.4580 997.8862 1002.1183
A177 0.3689 0.0773 -0.0525 0.7504 1000.3259 999.6742
A178 -0.2435 0.0165 -0.4431 0.0319 997.0736 1002.9350
A179 0.2108 0.1343 -0.2342 0.7876 1000.0336 999.9664
A180 0.1565 0.0725 -0.2231 0.6442 998.1576 1001.8458
A181 0.0811 0.0321 -0.0837 0.4327 997.9715 1002.0326
A182 0.0608 0.0444 -0.4128 0.4315 995.8352 1004.1822
A183 0.2366 0.0265 -0.0291 0.4753 993.0358 1007.0130
A184 -0.0562 0.0172 -0.2875 0.1663 995.5011 1004.5192
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A185 0.0858 0.0286 -0.2072 0.3379 998.1781 1001.8252
A186 0.0483 0.0829 -0.6923 0.4283 998.9724 1001.0287
A187 0.1373 0.0314 -0.1315 0.4904 996.5378 1003.4742
A188 0.2835 0.1369 -0.3126 0.7234 999.6728 1000.3273
A189 0.3262 0.0312 0.0099 0.5919 996.4882 1003.5242
A190 0.0196 0.0495 -0.4614 0.3526 997.8912 1002.1133
A191 -0.2104 0.0602 -0.5239 0.3500 997.8166 1002.1882
A192 -0.0619 0.0770 -0.4719 0.5132 998.9349 1001.0662
A193 -0.1168 0.0134 -0.2671 0.1463 993.6605 1006.3799
A194 -0.0163 0.0570 -0.3860 0.3112 998.7942 1001.2073
A195 0.4502 0.0407 -0.0474 0.6998 997.0579 1002.9508
A196 0.1868 0.0499 -0.1782 0.5148 997.9696 1002.0345
A197 -0.1011 0.0228 -0.3570 0.1820 996.1318 1003.8832
A198 -0.2987 0.0585 -0.6378 0.1645 998.5189 1001.4833
A199 -0.1896 0.0452 -0.5829 0.2291 997.2951 1002.7122
A200 -0.2704 0.0468 -0.6239 0.2201 999.3567 1000.6437
A201 0.1495 0.1160 -0.3256 0.7020 1000.2395 999.7606
A202 -0.1446 0.0629 -0.5457 0.3037 999.6156 1000.3845
A203 -0.3449 0.0377 -0.6211 0.0348 998.3841 1001.6185
A204 -0.2678 0.0403 -0.6400 0.0126 997.3423 1002.6648
A205 -0.0349 0.0343 -0.4351 0.2369 998.6146 1001.3873
A206 0.1663 0.0234 -0.1015 0.4648 994.6543 1005.3744
A207 -0.1805 0.0169 -0.3893 0.0516 995.8526 1004.1647
A208 0.4936 0.0710 -0.0099 0.8169 998.8906 1001.1106
A209 0.2813 0.0119 0.0746 0.4596 997.2240 1002.7837
A210 0.0528 0.0781 -0.4142 0.4087 999.8289 1000.1711
A211 0.3872 0.1145 -0.3478 0.8510 999.9858 1000.0142
A212 0.3447 0.0083 0.1693 0.5114 990.3966 1009.6965
A213 -0.0841 0.0236 -0.3190 0.1821 996.6947 1003.3163
A214 -0.2810 0.0387 -0.5293 0.1267 998.1879 1001.8154
A215 0.2960 0.0225 0.0227 0.5837 992.5689 1007.4867
A216 -0.0762 0.0221 -0.3599 0.1233 993.2546 1006.7912
A217 0.2687 0.1096 -0.2288 0.8618 999.8051 1000.1949
A218 -0.1446 0.1549 -0.9010 0.4834 1000.2589 999.7412
A219 0.1602 0.0132 -0.0419 0.4011 995.5111 1004.5091
A220 -0.3074 0.0592 -0.6395 0.1872 998.7264 1001.2752
A221 -0.4696 0.0710 -0.8434 0.0104 999.4876 1000.5127
A222 0.0186 0.1380 -0.6561 0.3769 1000.3630 999.6371
A223 -0.3803 0.0955 -0.7247 0.1093 999.5377 1000.4625
A224 -0.1734 0.0171 -0.3328 0.1044 997.5457 1002.4603
A225 -0.1701 0.0258 -0.4013 0.0494 995.1782 1004.8452
A226 -0.1859 0.0490 -0.4510 0.2340 998.6800 1001.3217
A227 0.3067 0.0619 -0.1570 0.5694 999.7956 1000.2044
A228 0.0986 0.0209 -0.1640 0.3339 995.5437 1004.4762
A229 0.3792 0.0412 0.0032 0.7173 997.4208 1002.5859
A230 0.2345 0.0392 -0.0299 0.6280 998.0711 1001.9326
A231 -0.1222 0.0060 -0.2482 0.0688 992.5450 1007.5110
A232 -0.0438 0.0220 -0.3656 0.1644 994.4112 1005.6202
A233 0.2509 0.0579 -0.1710 0.7205 999.1256 1000.8752
A234 0.0835 0.0312 -0.2046 0.3529 994.5184 1005.5118
A235 -0.4557 0.0608 -0.6856 0.0688 999.8153 1000.1847
A236 -0.0253 0.0272 -0.2552 0.2974 996.7363 1003.2744
A237 0.3202 0.0909 -0.2156 0.6959 999.9832 1000.0168
A238 0.1752 0.0169 -0.1453 0.3426 994.6623 1005.3663
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A239 0.1258 0.0510 -0.1044 0.6128 998.9365 1001.0646
A240 -0.2651 0.0300 -0.5087 0.1058 997.0185 1002.9904
A241 0.1177 0.0137 -0.0729 0.3674 992.3890 1007.6694
A242 -0.0085 0.0273 -0.2991 0.3041 996.2301 1003.7842
A243 -0.1267 0.0678 -0.6945 0.1455 999.3618 1000.6386
A244 0.0427 0.0664 -0.3026 0.5035 1000.1869 999.8131
A245 0.2439 0.0388 -0.0464 0.6549 997.6643 1002.3412
A246 -0.3550 0.1368 -0.8024 0.2092 999.8702 1000.1298
A247 -0.1208 0.0394 -0.4850 0.1564 998.1242 1001.8793
A248 -0.2021 0.0359 -0.5251 0.1155 996.4136 1003.5993
A249 -0.2588 0.0223 -0.4526 0.0805 997.7317 1002.2735
A250 0.1937 0.0789 -0.4517 0.4746 999.3494 1000.6510
A251 0.6533 0.1162 -0.0605 1.0876 1000.1715 999.8285
A252 -0.3334 0.0357 -0.6610 0.0080 998.6195 1001.3824
A253 -0.0177 0.0164 -0.2108 0.1876 989.1029 1011.0172
A254 0.1723 0.0178 -0.1524 0.3143 995.6381 1004.3810
A255 0.0012 0.0220 -0.1895 0.2707 996.3405 1003.6729
A256 0.0354 0.1061 -0.3630 0.7054 999.0041 1000.9969
A257 0.0827 0.0146 -0.1410 0.3012 993.2790 1006.7665
A258 0.0988 0.0410 -0.3268 0.3876 997.0863 1002.9222
A259 -0.0638 0.0394 -0.4996 0.2030 997.8242 1002.1805
A260 -0.1317 0.0546 -0.4094 0.3255 1000.1821 999.8179
A261 -0.1112 0.0212 -0.2993 0.1424 996.0869 1003.9285
A262 -0.3302 0.0540 -0.7260 0.0323 999.5660 1000.4342
A263 -0.0048 0.0196 -0.2230 0.2122 998.9895 1001.0115
A264 0.3168 0.0344 -0.0082 0.6385 999.2250 1000.7756
A265 -0.2463 0.0395 -0.5961 -0.0007 999.6039 1000.3963
A266 0.1431 0.0470 -0.1480 0.6038 999.4209 1000.5794
A267 -0.0627 0.0909 -0.4454 0.4759 999.8543 1000.1457
A268 -0.0351 0.0443 -0.4498 0.2642 999.1203 1000.8805
A269 -0.0881 0.0531 -0.4754 0.2710 999.8020 1000.1980
A270 0.0307 0.0134 -0.1609 0.2051 996.4854 1003.5270
A271 -0.1509 0.0693 -0.6534 0.2103 998.9131 1001.0881
A272 0.2716 0.0314 -0.0177 0.5601 998.3747 1001.6279
A273 -0.1032 0.0370 -0.5314 0.1730 998.6254 1001.3765
A274 0.0636 0.0566 -0.2021 0.5491 998.9954 1001.0056
A275 0.1304 0.0322 -0.2158 0.4892 998.0614 1001.9424
A276 -0.2882 0.0320 -0.5208 0.0689 998.3741 1001.6285
A277 -0.4117 0.0403 -0.7743 -0.0536 999.3892 1000.6112
A278 0.1444 0.0412 -0.1816 0.5522 998.6750 1001.3268
A279 -0.0867 0.0214 -0.3347 0.0832 999.3234 1000.6771
A280 0.2828 0.0385 -0.0677 0.5721 999.0434 1000.9575
A281 -0.1169 0.0602 -0.4651 0.3008 999.9302 1000.0698
A282 -0.2100 0.0459 -0.5172 0.1347 998.7879 1001.2136
A283 0.1517 0.0165 -0.1220 0.3237 995.3577 1004.6640
A284 0.3065 0.0632 -0.2316 0.7689 998.8154 1001.1860
A285 0.1358 0.0521 -0.2856 0.4023 999.2009 1000.7997
A286 -0.0857 0.1042 -0.5237 0.5231 998.8682 1001.1331
A287 0.3030 0.0877 -0.1793 0.7756 999.1373 1000.8634
A288 -0.1679 0.0418 -0.4535 0.1576 998.1446 1001.8588
A289 -0.0812 0.0440 -0.4288 0.2697 999.2428 1000.7578
A290 -0.0716 0.0232 -0.3662 0.2399 991.2455 1008.8318
A291 0.0604 0.2442 -0.5239 0.8967 1000.5626 999.4377
A292 -0.3966 0.0985 -0.7435 0.2117 999.2924 1000.7081
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A293 0.0737 0.0219 -0.2622 0.2500 995.3746 1004.6469
A294 -0.3023 0.0205 -0.5531 -0.0638 994.2966 1005.7361
A295 -0.1269 0.0451 -0.5350 0.0988 998.3854 1001.6172
A296 -0.0842 0.0400 -0.3494 0.3474 997.8217 1002.1831
A297 -0.0812 0.0458 -0.5529 0.1493 998.5619 1001.4402
A298 0.0114 0.0224 -0.5111 0.1982 992.2020 1007.8593
A299 -0.2249 0.0284 -0.4642 0.1433 997.0043 1003.0047
A300 0.0894 0.0416 -0.1688 0.4105 998.3284 1001.6744
A301 0.3168 0.0896 -0.1834 0.6970 999.4618 1000.5385
A302 -0.1675 0.0584 -0.5356 0.2792 999.0966 1000.9042
A303 -0.0232 0.0505 -0.4001 0.4042 996.2808 1003.7331
A304 0.3068 0.0424 -0.1125 0.6235 995.9672 1004.0491
A305 -0.0872 0.0285 -0.3652 0.2433 996.9587 1003.0506
A306 -0.1080 0.0315 -0.4436 0.1749 998.2581 1001.7449
A307 0.0064 0.0190 -0.2328 0.2260 989.7982 1010.3069
A308 -0.2706 0.0814 -0.6776 0.2542 1000.0974 999.9026
A309 0.0283 0.1413 -0.3648 0.7302 1000.2941 999.7060
A310 -0.1291 0.0450 -0.4455 0.1773 999.5964 1000.4038
A311 0.1566 0.0210 -0.1524 0.3767 990.7581 1009.3281
A312 0.2135 0.0921 -0.1736 0.7314 999.9088 1000.0912
A313 -0.2065 0.0726 -0.5427 0.2540 999.5657 1000.4345
A314 0.0638 0.0066 -0.0823 0.2131 990.0230 1010.0775
A315 -0.0524 0.0615 -0.3914 0.3229 999.2923 1000.7082
A316 0.1241 0.0338 -0.1475 0.4594 998.3121 1001.6908
A317 -0.2135 0.0418 -0.4625 0.1643 998.9794 1001.0216
A318 0.4253 0.0465 0.1331 0.8875 995.5802 1004.4394
A319 -0.3658 0.0432 -0.7289 -0.0557 998.2410 1001.7621
A320 -0.1629 0.0308 -0.4630 0.0830 996.5058 1003.5065
A321 0.4462 0.0411 0.0134 0.6607 999.0520 1000.9489
A322 0.2092 0.0356 -0.2596 0.4617 996.3899 1003.6232
A323 -0.4434 0.0264 -0.6063 -0.0759 996.0280 1003.9878
A324 -0.2964 0.0243 -0.5306 0.0032 996.4350 1003.5778
A325 -0.2379 0.0393 -0.5645 0.0847 998.4577 1001.5447
A326 -0.0702 0.0306 -0.3138 0.2759 995.5529 1004.4670
A327 -0.1271 0.0704 -0.6377 0.2007 999.9573 1000.0427
A328 -0.0208 0.0321 -0.3511 0.2493 996.3651 1003.6482
A329 -0.0559 0.0327 -0.4597 0.1342 999.3033 1000.6972
A330 -0.0077 0.1361 -0.4550 0.5691 1000.3144 999.6857
A331 0.2626 0.0233 -0.1122 0.5349 996.1461 1003.8688
A332 -0.0680 0.0380 -0.3014 0.4642 996.7342 1003.2765
A333 -0.3126 0.1334 -0.8346 0.3739 999.1962 1000.8044
A334 0.3373 0.0121 0.1232 0.5080 990.1021 1009.9968
A335 -0.1815 0.0361 -0.4268 0.1823 998.3327 1001.6701
A336 0.1888 0.0405 -0.1411 0.4886 995.6316 1004.3876
A337 -0.6782 0.0747 -0.9845 -0.0325 1000.5545 999.4458
A338 -0.2705 0.0348 -0.4947 0.1134 998.0883 1001.9154
A339 -0.2746 0.1056 -0.6066 0.5332 999.9951 1000.0049
A340 -0.2784 0.0119 -0.4934 -0.0957 996.8217 1003.1884
A341 -0.0581 0.0399 -0.4113 0.1794 999.4985 1000.5018
A342 -0.4178 0.0383 -0.6489 -0.0300 994.7184 1005.3096
A343 -0.0660 0.0232 -0.3723 0.2421 994.5515 1005.4783
A344 0.1981 0.0434 -0.1601 0.5312 998.0717 1001.9320
A345 -0.2721 0.1328 -0.8141 0.3870 1000.0872 999.9128
A346 -0.0374 0.0888 -0.4072 0.7434 998.9690 1001.0321
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A347 0.2803 0.0175 0.0839 0.5451 994.5779 1005.4517
A348 0.0436 0.0590 -0.2367 0.5803 998.9678 1001.0333
A349 0.0917 0.0548 -0.2887 0.4596 998.5287 1001.4735
A350 0.0115 0.0330 -0.2846 0.2428 998.8627 1001.1386
A351 0.3443 0.0208 0.0622 0.5754 998.1962 1001.8071
A352 -0.0858 0.0105 -0.2714 0.1026 992.7784 1007.2741
A353 -0.1424 0.0182 -0.3679 0.0679 994.2310 1005.8025
A354 0.1275 0.0554 -0.2628 0.5389 998.6332 1001.3687
A355 -0.1851 0.0303 -0.4140 0.1187 998.5693 1001.4327
A356 0.0138 0.0226 -0.2540 0.2904 996.7480 1003.2626
A357 0.1926 0.1126 -0.4076 0.8487 999.7274 1000.2727
A358 0.1810 0.0373 -0.1287 0.4976 997.9019 1002.1025
A359 -0.2418 0.0853 -0.6811 0.2744 999.5079 1000.4923
A360 -0.1970 0.0384 -0.4833 0.1374 998.2803 1001.7227
A361 0.3212 0.0321 -0.0495 0.6252 997.3965 1002.6103
A362 -0.1409 0.0388 -0.4841 0.1875 998.7471 1001.2545
A363 -0.1618 0.0214 -0.3950 0.0719 996.0944 1003.9209
A364 -0.1796 0.0279 -0.3817 0.1332 998.1302 1001.8733
A365 0.4522 0.0446 0.1416 0.8639 997.8862 1002.1183
A366 -0.1953 0.0365 -0.5222 0.0616 995.3250 1004.6970
A367 -0.1519 0.0314 -0.3976 0.1778 995.8068 1004.2109
A368 -0.0747 0.0109 -0.3597 0.0427 993.3757 1006.6685
A369 -0.1856 0.1128 -0.5734 0.3093 999.9676 1000.0324
A370 -0.2792 0.0635 -0.6470 0.3217 999.5728 1000.4274
A371 0.1248 0.0451 -0.2184 0.5920 997.4138 1002.5929
A372 -0.0555 0.0554 -0.4871 0.3319 998.0099 1001.9941
A373 0.2283 0.0070 0.0366 0.3517 987.7024 1012.4507
A374 0.3186 0.0396 -0.0515 0.7611 997.5146 1002.4916
A375 0.1321 0.0817 -0.3226 0.7038 999.1226 1000.8782
A376 0.2851 0.2144 -0.5023 0.8548 1000.3906 999.6096
A377 -0.0382 0.0369 -0.4241 0.2583 995.1218 1004.9021
A378 -0.1620 0.0526 -0.5372 0.1918 997.9380 1002.0663
A379 0.0890 0.0087 -0.1135 0.2272 994.0805 1005.9547
A380 0.0214 0.0380 -0.2954 0.3481 997.5355 1002.4706
A381 -0.0775 0.0189 -0.3416 0.1142 992.4170 1007.6409
A382 0.0890 0.0781 -0.3520 0.5748 998.4200 1001.5825
A383 0.0422 0.0066 -0.1476 0.1336 993.1877 1006.8590
A384 -0.0170 0.0294 -0.3461 0.2987 995.0732 1004.9512
A385 0.1127 0.0189 -0.1411 0.4886 994.4727 1005.5580
A386 -0.1345 0.0318 -0.9845 -0.0325 995.7219 1004.2965
A387 -0.2658 0.0536 -0.4947 0.1134 999.4113 1000.5890
A388 0.4389 0.0569 -0.6066 0.5332 999.3225 1000.6780
A389 -0.0574 0.0225 -0.4934 -0.0957 998.6688 1001.3330
A390 -0.7343 0.0388 -0.4113 0.1794 998.7653 1001.2362
A391 0.0902 0.0377 -0.6489 -0.0300 997.2771 1002.7303
A392 -0.1927 0.0497 -0.3723 0.2421 997.8284 1002.1763
A393 0.0551 0.0226 -0.1601 0.5312 997.2691 1002.7384
A394 -0.1223 0.0612 -0.8141 0.3870 998.1471 1001.8563
A395 -0.1075 0.0490 -0.4072 0.7434 998.4951 1001.5072
A396 -0.0226 0.0190 0.0839 0.5451 997.7848 1002.2201
A397 0.1398 0.0506 -0.2367 0.5803 998.4509 1001.5515
A398 -0.0688 0.0329 -0.2887 0.4596 999.3426 1000.6578
A399 0.0487 0.0270 -0.2846 0.2428 996.8639 1003.1460
A400 0.2780 0.0460 0.0622 0.5754 996.8916 1003.1181
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A401 0.2147 0.0328 -0.2714 0.1026 997.2936 1002.7137
A402 -0.1581 0.0379 -0.3679 0.0679 994.8681 1005.1584
A403 0.0846 0.0430 -0.2628 0.5389 997.6863 1002.3191
A404 -0.1526 0.0167 -0.4140 0.1187 997.5586 1002.4474
A405 -0.3469 0.0590 -0.2540 0.2904 998.6782 1001.3235
A406 -0.2477 0.0328 -0.4076 0.8487 998.2841 1001.7188
A407 -0.1834 0.0364 -0.1287 0.4976 998.2536 1001.7495
A408 0.2702 0.0087 -0.6811 0.2744 994.8555 1005.1711
A409 0.4279 0.1386 -0.4833 0.1374 999.9641 1000.0359
A410 0.2623 0.0791 -0.0495 0.6252 999.4869 1000.5134
A411 -0.1001 0.0516 -0.4841 0.1875 999.1925 1000.8082
A412 0.1188 0.0172 -0.3950 0.0719 998.5523 1001.4498
A413 -0.3835 0.0321 -0.3817 0.1332 999.6034 1000.3968
A414 -0.0046 0.0200 0.1416 0.8639 996.1183 1003.8968
A415 0.1328 0.0274 -0.5222 0.0616 998.4345 1001.5680
A416 0.1537 0.0506 -0.3976 0.1778 999.5540 1000.4462
A417 0.1218 0.0727 -0.3597 0.0427 999.9300 1000.0700
A418 0.0789 0.0202 -0.5734 0.3093 995.5739 1004.4458
A419 0.0198 0.0098 -0.6470 0.3217 994.2113 1005.8224
A420 0.3374 0.0383 -0.2184 0.5920 999.7188 1000.2813
A421 -0.0096 0.0248 -0.4871 0.3319 994.9306 1005.0952
A422 -0.1138 0.0310 0.0366 0.3517 997.0039 1003.0051
A423 0.3566 0.0412 -0.0515 0.7611 997.9240 1002.0803
A424 0.0976 0.0169 -0.3226 0.7038 996.6418 1003.3695
A425 -0.2248 0.0315 -0.5023 0.8548 994.8080 1005.2191
A426 0.0407 0.0134 -0.4241 0.2583 996.1638 1003.8510
A427 0.1155 0.0542 -0.5372 0.1918 999.7406 1000.2595
A428 0.1201 0.0634 -0.1135 0.2272 999.5336 1000.4666
A429 0.0530 0.0305 -0.2954 0.3481 997.1291 1002.8792
A430 -0.0040 0.0164 -0.3416 0.1142 994.8717 1005.1547
A431 -0.1502 0.0183 -0.3520 0.5748 997.4666 1002.5398
A432 0.0562 0.0552 -0.1476 0.1336 999.1890 1000.8117
A433 0.1390 0.0337 -0.3461 0.2987 999.1123 1000.8885
A434 -0.2295 0.0099 -0.4241 0.2583 999.1123 1000.8885
A435 0.1712 0.0073 -0.3817 0.6252 997.9240 1002.0803
Chapter 5
Table E.7: Combined GPU-hmmer parameter summary after 5,000,000 MCMC iterations for
hidden states K = 25
hmmer mean variance HPD05 HPD95 ACT ESS
posterior -1.0987E+03 7.6624E+04 -1.6110E+03 -4.0624E+02 35830.8997 239.54
Gam1 8.6710E-01 2.4186E-04 8.3770E-01 8.9248E-01 29571.9564 169.07
Gam2 1.6289E-02 4.7111E-05 3.8358E-03 2.8083E-02 14455.9226 345.87
Gam3 1.8235E-03 8.1549E-06 5.3391E-06 5.9633E-03 31080.9139 160.87
Gam4 1.8604E-03 9.1692E-06 8.0933E-06 6.5181E-03 23964.1982 208.64
Gam5 1.4205E-03 1.2756E-06 4.4740E-05 3.3164E-03 14213.5729 351.77
Gam6 3.4741E-03 7.6753E-06 2.8037E-05 8.2833E-03 21277.4832 234.99
Gam7 2.9676E-03 3.5263E-06 4.7983E-05 5.7603E-03 15272.0127 327.39
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Gam8 1.9523E-03 5.1619E-06 1.8840E-05 4.8152E-03 27378.2848 182.62
Gam9 8.8053E-04 1.4839E-06 6.1831E-07 2.6187E-03 15509.9601 322.37
Gam10 4.0934E-03 1.6603E-05 8.1382E-15 1.2107E-02 57380.8895 87.137
Gam11 9.3274E-03 1.4699E-05 1.9398E-03 1.5410E-02 45068.2804 110.94
Gam12 6.1730E-04 3.1284E-07 4.1541E-07 1.7926E-03 14440.9950 346.23
Gam13 3.5715E-03 5.4052E-05 1.2686E-04 8.2704E-03 24168.9799 206.87
Gam14 9.6052E-04 7.1797E-07 8.2637E-06 2.5498E-03 18857.9341 265.14
Gam15 1.3255E-03 1.4142E-06 4.1034E-06 4.0367E-03 31384.2830 159.31
Gam16 1.5935E-03 1.1240E-05 7.3288E-06 4.9660E-03 20798.4511 240.40
Gam17 3.8764E-02 3.7291E-05 2.6857E-02 4.8477E-02 48946.9321 102.15
Gam18 1.0956E-03 1.9142E-06 7.6476E-06 3.7071E-03 45031.8581 111.03
Gam19 1.0625E-03 4.7366E-06 5.9749E-06 2.6002E-03 17168.5493 291.23
Gam20 2.6584E-03 5.6930E-06 2.0232E-05 6.8404E-03 35644.4221 140.27
Gam21 2.9296E-02 2.9234E-05 1.9465E-02 4.0877E-02 42258.6322 118.31
Gam22 1.9319E-03 3.1337E-06 8.6148E-05 6.0423E-03 16100.7869 310.54
Gam23 2.3521E-03 3.8152E-06 3.0464E-05 6.1173E-03 22249.4145 224.72
Gam24 2.8243E-03 7.0229E-06 1.4940E-04 7.1177E-03 15713.5026 318.19
Gam25 7.5430E-04 1.2261E-06 0.0000E+00 2.8100E-03 33773.0435 148.04
Gam26 7.5800E-04 9.2460E-07 2.7447E-06 2.1539E-03 19423.7468 257.41
Gam27 9.7455E-01 1.8772E-05 9.6572E-01 9.8144E-01 16385.9590 305.13
Gam28 1.1656E-03 5.5348E-07 3.8569E-06 2.4886E-03 433749.2599 11.527
Gam29 2.6091E-04 1.4724E-07 6.0330E-07 5.3802E-04 34952.5560 143.05
Gam30 1.1413E-03 2.5184E-07 3.8769E-04 1.6722E-03 12690.4915 393.99
Gam31 2.5300E-03 2.2597E-07 1.7208E-03 3.7603E-03 62747.9452 79.683
Gam32 7.2782E-04 6.3201E-07 8.2677E-05 1.5357E-03 22661.4152 220.63
Gam33 4.7610E-03 2.8677E-06 2.1785E-03 7.5344E-03 128377.9942 38.947
Gam34 1.4483E-04 3.3611E-07 0.0000E+00 4.4469E-04 18494.6559 270.34
Gam35 8.8254E-04 9.1352E-06 1.1430E-179 2.6530E-03 17104.6382 292.31
Gam36 2.2049E-04 5.6664E-07 3.2433E-07 8.8779E-04 13504.7449 370.24
Gam37 2.8423E-04 1.8785E-06 1.3566E-07 5.3904E-04 16705.1430 299.30
Gam38 1.8184E-03 8.9467E-07 1.0682E-03 2.9130E-03 12987.5478 384.98
Gam39 1.5827E-04 3.8431E-07 8.2793E-240 5.5617E-04 10408.8774 480.35
Gam40 1.5324E-04 5.9919E-08 1.7997E-06 3.9441E-04 35391.8500 141.27
Gam41 1.1195E-04 6.7680E-07 4.5519E-07 1.0529E-04 6175.3438 809.67
Gam42 1.6970E-04 5.8092E-08 2.3201E-68 4.8800E-04 19975.0180 250.31
Gam43 5.4145E-04 1.7014E-06 8.0357E-07 1.2248E-03 12214.7293 409.34
Gam44 9.4007E-05 1.2845E-07 0.0000E+00 3.0288E-04 15527.8979 322.00
Gam45 5.8817E-04 2.5773E-06 2.6848E-07 1.7851E-03 16773.6991 298.08
Gam46 2.7130E-04 1.6124E-06 0.0000E+00 9.7746E-04 12013.6336 416.19
Gam47 8.3608E-04 8.7118E-07 8.1343E-06 1.6621E-03 25000.7219 199.99
Gam48 6.1769E-03 1.6042E-06 3.7912E-03 8.2029E-03 72454.3676 69.009
Gam49 1.3814E-03 1.2691E-07 8.2454E-04 1.8834E-03 16414.5669 304.60
Gam50 2.7088E-04 1.8704E-07 1.9386E-06 8.3363E-04 20676.1070 241.82
Gam51 3.8265E-03 1.4101E-05 1.5164E-06 1.1256E-02 54832.1289 91.187
Gam52 4.1702E-02 2.7147E-04 1.4143E-02 7.0675E-02 177277.4811 28.204
Gam53 6.5895E-01 1.1852E-02 5.3762E-01 8.6165E-01 179266.1419 27.891
Gam54 5.2686E-02 1.3514E-04 3.0989E-02 7.5725E-02 20727.5986 241.22
Gam55 3.7342E-03 8.7625E-06 4.2153E-06 8.8395E-03 35075.5349 142.54
Gam56 3.7250E-03 1.4367E-05 2.1957E-05 1.0399E-02 13703.4629 364.87
Gam57 3.4035E-03 7.6310E-06 1.1752E-06 9.5530E-03 60398.7204 82.783
Gam58 1.1569E-02 5.7239E-05 1.4684E-03 2.6915E-02 126050.2525 39.666
Gam59 8.3384E-03 5.0755E-05 2.4430E-05 1.9246E-02 108972.2649 45.883
Gam60 7.5111E-03 1.8539E-05 1.3374E-03 1.5506E-02 35526.5778 140.73
Gam61 2.4433E-03 5.7828E-06 3.7794E-05 7.1885E-03 23869.7025 209.47
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Gam62 2.9865E-03 1.1750E-05 0.0000E+00 9.4605E-03 24301.5009 205.74
Gam63 4.6511E-03 1.1309E-05 4.0228E-04 1.1406E-02 17927.0292 278.90
Gam64 3.4551E-03 1.0811E-05 8.0421E-06 9.2846E-03 60480.2163 82.671
Gam65 1.7704E-03 2.9336E-06 2.0011E-05 5.5824E-03 31567.4252 158.39
Gam66 1.8257E-03 5.5040E-06 4.8305E-06 6.7129E-03 21359.3236 234.08
Gam67 4.4132E-03 1.0302E-05 2.3097E-04 1.0175E-02 30529.5466 163.77
Gam68 3.3537E-03 1.3710E-05 4.6203E-06 1.1097E-02 47189.7634 105.95
Gam69 2.5590E-03 1.2021E-05 1.6972E-05 8.6447E-03 17168.6412 291.22
Gam70 3.6075E-03 2.1892E-05 1.3317E-05 1.4296E-02 51779.6476 96.563
Gam71 2.7341E-03 1.0429E-05 6.6654E-05 9.0064E-03 50454.1729 99.099
Gam72 1.6084E-01 8.9549E-03 1.7265E-04 2.6376E-01 52563.5955 95.122
Gam73 4.7693E-03 1.3051E-05 9.0943E-04 1.3995E-02 31721.7813 157.62
Gam74 3.2346E-03 1.1070E-05 2.3274E-05 8.6432E-03 32056.6747 155.97
Gam75 1.9117E-03 3.3446E-06 0.0000E+00 5.6489E-03 15101.7754 331.08
Gam76 4.0374E-03 1.3862E-05 5.6963E-06 1.1135E-02 17448.4236 286.55
Gam77 1.8735E-02 1.3793E-04 1.4735E-03 3.7747E-02 153773.7616 32.515
Gam78 5.2840E-02 1.4351E-03 8.7997E-03 1.2569E-01 109036.5946 45.856
Gam79 7.7194E-01 4.7660E-04 7.3193E-01 8.1135E-01 97858.7582 51.094
Gam80 2.3710E-03 6.3079E-06 8.1711E-209 6.0531E-03 40191.5185 124.40
Gam81 9.8015E-03 2.1754E-05 2.7665E-03 1.9849E-02 14021.4458 356.59
Gam82 8.0723E-03 1.8660E-05 1.5913E-03 1.6722E-02 13912.5818 359.38
Gam83 4.2189E-03 1.5787E-05 5.4825E-05 1.2599E-02 17447.4497 286.57
Gam84 1.5088E-02 5.6666E-05 2.5035E-03 3.0542E-02 25580.4554 195.46
Gam85 9.6710E-03 1.6331E-05 2.9544E-03 1.8682E-02 31452.3565 158.97
Gam86 1.6917E-03 2.8601E-06 8.1084E-06 5.7956E-03 8240.6163 606.75
Gam87 5.7498E-03 2.7984E-05 2.2783E-04 1.5747E-02 21734.0305 230.05
Gam88 6.3461E-03 1.9530E-05 4.5535E-04 1.4662E-02 26108.6270 191.50
Gam89 5.2471E-03 1.3105E-05 2.0134E-04 1.0240E-02 13017.1322 384.10
Gam90 2.0111E-03 4.2089E-06 1.1327E-05 5.9145E-03 25705.1264 194.51
Gam91 1.0309E-03 1.6301E-06 0.0000E+00 3.8256E-03 28956.6968 172.67
Gam92 2.2777E-03 3.1269E-06 1.0209E-05 5.9816E-03 14923.2556 335.04
Gam93 2.1677E-03 9.3605E-06 0.0000E+00 5.6929E-03 23761.2254 210.42
Gam94 1.0397E-03 3.5146E-06 4.8823E-06 4.4321E-03 23742.1096 210.59
Gam95 3.3163E-03 5.2410E-06 1.4686E-04 7.9886E-03 30114.5464 166.03
Gam96 2.5090E-03 1.6163E-05 2.7992E-05 7.1467E-03 41015.2414 121.90
Gam97 5.8867E-02 1.3932E-03 2.0425E-05 1.0662E-01 31943.0005 156.52
Gam98 5.7913E-03 2.4696E-05 4.1050E-50 1.4469E-02 35391.9791 141.27
Gam99 1.4880E-03 2.3845E-06 0.0000E+00 4.5140E-03 25023.0598 199.81
Gam100 3.6941E-03 6.4817E-06 3.0497E-04 7.7939E-03 20250.6950 246.90
Gam101 1.0241E-02 7.2072E-05 1.0568E-04 2.7836E-02 20759.9054 240.84
Gam102 1.0804E-01 4.6584E-04 6.1602E-02 1.4489E-01 14058.9871 355.64
Gam103 5.6760E-03 2.0145E-05 5.4058E-06 1.4865E-02 82129.7028 60.879
Gam104 2.8431E-03 6.8754E-06 1.2424E-04 8.9155E-03 34299.2175 145.77
Gam105 7.1477E-01 7.0890E-04 6.6167E-01 7.6297E-01 11826.7772 422.76
Gam106 6.5209E-03 1.7024E-05 1.5508E-04 1.4459E-02 18234.4629 274.20
Gam107 2.8461E-02 2.2138E-04 7.8455E-03 5.4417E-02 17921.7664 278.99
Gam108 3.3291E-03 8.5009E-06 1.2591E-05 9.5390E-03 26847.8163 186.23
Gam109 1.0648E-02 4.2232E-05 3.1849E-04 2.3514E-02 37656.6887 132.77
Gam110 1.4558E-02 9.6667E-05 1.4384E-03 3.0609E-02 19327.2137 258.70
Gam111 2.6155E-03 1.2609E-05 0.0000E+00 1.0664E-02 35246.2265 141.85
Gam112 3.1530E-02 9.3212E-05 1.5939E-02 5.2513E-02 21814.3469 229.20
Gam113 3.0332E-03 9.1017E-06 2.1723E-05 8.8238E-03 21228.0396 235.53
Gam114 2.8459E-03 5.0074E-06 8.5689E-05 8.0017E-03 20882.2793 239.43
Gam115 3.2308E-03 1.2224E-05 5.1372E-05 9.8159E-03 26005.5177 192.26
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Gam116 1.7967E-03 3.4193E-06 5.5578E-06 5.4687E-03 14293.7529 349.80
Gam117 5.1239E-03 2.2861E-05 7.6876E-06 1.4478E-02 14718.0883 339.71
Gam118 3.9297E-03 1.7284E-05 0.0000E+00 1.0973E-02 30107.3335 166.07
Gam119 2.4660E-03 6.7519E-06 3.6767E-05 8.8143E-03 39887.9865 125.35
Gam120 5.9192E-03 2.0708E-05 2.1575E-05 1.4863E-02 41440.4025 120.65
Gam121 3.3092E-03 7.1388E-06 1.2865E-04 9.1760E-03 19966.6857 250.41
Gam122 1.4188E-02 1.4186E-04 1.0583E-04 3.8582E-02 29696.9340 168.36
Gam123 6.1469E-03 3.7944E-05 3.5337E-103 2.0600E-02 14266.5070 350.47
Gam124 5.3542E-03 6.3464E-05 2.1460E-05 1.3922E-02 16095.5744 310.64
Gam125 3.4203E-03 2.1335E-05 0.0000E+00 1.0130E-02 45807.5273 109.15
Gam126 1.4618E-02 1.1325E-04 2.8701E-04 3.6125E-02 13691.7749 365.18
Gam127 3.2206E-01 1.0197E-03 2.6087E-01 3.7722E-01 49086.4278 101.86
Gam128 7.2857E-03 3.1361E-05 1.3948E-04 1.8385E-02 42005.7489 119.03
Gam129 1.6891E-02 9.2670E-05 6.3445E-04 3.3494E-02 7378.6105 677.63
Gam130 4.6442E-03 1.3438E-05 1.1728E-04 1.1089E-02 13249.6606 377.36
Gam131 4.9890E-01 1.3868E-03 4.2268E-01 5.6160E-01 22054.7456 226.70
Gam132 8.1591E-03 2.6096E-05 2.4168E-04 1.6574E-02 11093.0986 450.73
Gam133 5.9883E-03 2.4691E-05 0.0000E+00 1.6412E-02 26398.9966 189.40
Gam134 7.2804E-03 2.6287E-05 8.8405E-05 1.8001E-02 18358.7256 272.35
Gam135 8.7256E-03 2.1526E-05 2.2706E-04 1.7155E-02 23918.9752 209.03
Gam136 2.9880E-03 7.3198E-06 2.0184E-06 7.9991E-03 19008.6479 263.03
Gam137 4.1896E-03 1.5155E-05 0.0000E+00 1.0915E-02 25792.6040 193.85
Gam138 4.0759E-03 1.7561E-05 0.0000E+00 1.2611E-02 26961.9908 185.44
Gam139 1.9013E-03 2.7532E-06 3.6100E-06 5.6579E-03 24439.0003 204.59
Gam140 3.0420E-03 9.0646E-06 0.0000E+00 9.7842E-03 13533.4384 369.45
Gam141 5.9292E-03 9.9349E-05 0.0000E+00 1.8168E-02 26232.0800 190.60
Gam142 3.5377E-03 9.6379E-06 0.0000E+00 1.0215E-02 23203.7127 215.48
Gam143 1.5168E-02 6.2250E-05 1.9025E-03 3.0656E-02 15722.1103 318.02
Gam144 5.7933E-03 4.4980E-05 1.7462E-289 1.6168E-02 22946.4046 217.89
Gam145 5.7463E-03 3.2700E-05 2.3855E-05 1.7080E-02 21825.2432 229.09
Gam146 2.6456E-03 1.2255E-05 2.5832E-06 9.3531E-03 24569.0253 203.50
Gam147 1.4579E-02 1.2048E-04 0.0000E+00 3.9936E-02 16737.9921 298.72
Gam148 8.6204E-03 5.7072E-05 2.7282E-06 2.0417E-02 38093.7914 131.25
Gam149 1.6937E-02 6.7864E-05 4.1349E-03 3.4704E-02 17925.6478 278.92
Gam150 1.0294E-02 4.6247E-05 1.4572E-03 2.1769E-02 18136.6081 275.68
Gam151 1.3152E-02 7.3651E-05 4.6341E-05 3.0154E-02 15556.8030 321.40
Gam152 3.7244E-02 2.8304E-04 2.8950E-03 6.5610E-02 33478.3899 149.35
Gam153 1.3758E-02 6.6246E-05 4.0890E-04 3.0621E-02 29346.9173 170.37
Gam154 5.9445E-03 2.1308E-05 1.4043E-04 1.5699E-02 32066.2635 155.92
Gam155 2.8742E-02 1.1982E-04 7.3737E-03 5.2091E-02 33898.0279 147.50
Gam156 2.5899E-03 7.0253E-06 7.4161E-06 7.8707E-03 18689.6816 267.52
Gam157 7.4292E-01 1.0465E-03 6.7896E-01 7.9747E-01 17523.3619 285.33
Gam158 3.7707E-03 1.0295E-05 0.0000E+00 8.9664E-03 39356.2073 127.04
Gam159 4.6426E-02 1.6495E-04 1.9526E-02 6.8351E-02 20248.3966 246.93
Gam160 9.4584E-03 2.2591E-05 2.0420E-03 1.9575E-02 15479.8442 323.00
Gam161 2.4250E-03 6.0102E-06 2.2032E-05 6.5940E-03 24814.9610 201.49
Gam162 1.1943E-02 5.1395E-05 1.7040E-03 2.6546E-02 19386.5635 257.91
Gam163 2.5954E-03 5.8674E-06 1.6756E-05 7.9368E-03 48028.9088 104.10
Gam164 2.1189E-03 4.6098E-06 6.1450E-06 5.7563E-03 21749.6357 229.88
Gam165 2.2330E-03 1.8865E-05 8.4136E-06 6.9105E-03 32478.0637 153.95
Gam166 3.6582E-03 8.4473E-06 9.5463E-05 9.4273E-03 22048.8286 226.76
Gam167 3.6427E-03 1.1416E-05 1.0440E-05 9.4321E-03 28140.4471 177.68
Gam168 1.1421E-02 6.9643E-05 4.6150E-04 2.6784E-02 25694.6466 194.59
Gam169 5.1223E-03 4.4866E-05 1.0712E-04 1.6117E-02 24383.3685 205.05
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Gam170 4.9605E-03 2.9550E-05 1.9398E-05 1.4858E-02 19684.0267 254.01
Gam171 2.9722E-03 1.0856E-05 0.0000E+00 7.2370E-03 19550.7361 255.74
Gam172 1.9379E-02 2.5865E-04 2.0458E-04 5.2602E-02 42800.9521 116.81
Gam173 1.3881E-02 7.6848E-05 6.7001E-04 3.1088E-02 23168.4207 215.81
Gam174 6.8947E-03 1.6571E-05 1.2776E-03 1.5726E-02 18513.8606 270.06
Gam175 2.7526E-03 4.9136E-06 1.9243E-63 7.1387E-03 36917.1373 135.43
Gam176 2.6324E-02 2.7210E-04 8.3009E-04 5.7787E-02 34809.0990 143.64
Gam177 5.5414E-01 2.2137E-03 4.7383E-01 6.4615E-01 47621.5790 104.99
Gam178 2.5632E-02 2.7222E-04 3.2199E-03 6.4055E-02 63701.0484 78.491
Gam179 1.3130E-02 9.7449E-05 8.0479E-04 3.2826E-02 19797.6125 252.55
Gam180 5.8898E-03 2.2534E-05 1.5316E-04 1.6794E-02 45691.9265 109.42
Gam181 7.4855E-03 2.9769E-05 7.2334E-04 1.9642E-02 46600.4791 107.29
Gam182 4.8547E-03 1.6843E-05 0.0000E+00 1.3644E-02 15670.4387 319.07
Gam183 8.8900E-02 1.2533E-03 2.7782E-02 1.5979E-01 55484.9668 90.114
Gam184 6.7210E-03 6.9651E-05 3.3967E-06 2.5447E-02 22950.5821 217.85
Gam185 6.8905E-03 2.4856E-05 2.6100E-05 1.6220E-02 23021.4924 217.18
Gam186 1.0912E-02 1.1490E-04 1.9169E-05 2.9730E-02 24510.3336 203.99
Gam187 7.3192E-03 7.6226E-05 8.4817E-07 2.4485E-02 59524.0225 83.999
Gam188 1.2526E-02 5.8547E-05 7.1780E-04 2.5975E-02 18057.2891 276.89
Gam189 7.0914E-03 4.2373E-05 0.0000E+00 1.9989E-02 26258.6102 190.41
Gam190 5.6499E-03 2.0119E-05 3.7507E-04 1.5291E-02 18594.2158 268.90
Gam191 5.3477E-03 5.5532E-05 1.4105E-214 2.0262E-02 27848.3877 179.54
Gam192 1.1914E-02 1.2016E-04 4.8203E-04 4.0740E-02 42037.8420 118.94
Gam193 8.6947E-02 1.2275E-03 2.4052E-02 1.4001E-01 65323.2487 76.542
Gam194 4.3828E-03 1.4208E-05 5.8816E-05 1.2065E-02 24807.7751 201.54
Gam195 6.2229E-03 4.6592E-05 1.5081E-126 2.0269E-02 19968.8234 250.39
Gam196 3.9935E-03 1.6995E-05 5.8948E-06 1.1468E-02 22964.2384 217.72
Gam197 4.8131E-02 1.0506E-03 1.8951E-03 1.1265E-01 61968.1768 80.686
Gam198 3.8953E-02 4.6221E-04 4.3143E-03 7.6449E-02 103496.0248 48.311
Gam199 6.8304E-03 3.0269E-05 0.0000E+00 1.6100E-02 23752.2087 210.50
Gam200 3.8137E-03 1.2918E-05 0.0000E+00 1.1751E-02 29431.9507 169.88
Gam201 2.2061E-03 2.8632E-05 5.1399E-06 4.8039E-03 19079.3054 262.06
Gam202 3.9100E-03 1.0463E-05 1.0212E-05 1.0611E-02 42334.9988 118.10
Gam203 1.3941E-02 5.6850E-05 4.6010E-03 3.2667E-02 73870.7415 67.685
Gam204 8.8065E-03 4.3442E-05 2.1139E-04 1.6809E-02 25373.7124 197.05
Gam205 3.5903E-03 6.3083E-06 1.0064E-04 8.4176E-03 26858.5310 186.16
Gam206 1.8215E-03 3.9859E-06 0.0000E+00 5.5891E-03 21877.8619 228.54
Gam207 2.7125E-02 5.0313E-05 1.2766E-02 3.8572E-02 18578.7242 269.12
Gam208 4.5804E-03 1.6699E-05 1.4838E-05 1.1127E-02 36375.1408 137.45
Gam209 8.0613E-01 1.7607E-03 7.3269E-01 8.7467E-01 124530.5793 40.150
Gam210 8.4669E-03 1.9079E-05 2.2761E-03 1.5011E-02 20560.2395 243.18
Gam211 2.4497E-03 1.0519E-05 0.0000E+00 9.1696E-03 13154.7921 380.08
Gam212 2.7867E-02 8.6381E-05 1.1267E-02 4.2506E-02 27908.3662 179.15
Gam213 1.4054E-03 2.2605E-06 1.4660E-24 4.9417E-03 18466.9677 270.75
Gam214 1.2470E-02 4.7618E-05 1.3578E-03 2.4040E-02 57251.1230 87.334
Gam215 1.9740E-03 3.5207E-06 2.6479E-05 5.2427E-03 13247.3981 377.43
Gam216 2.5117E-03 2.6384E-05 2.9458E-05 6.2596E-03 19544.4539 255.82
Gam217 2.2047E-03 3.0671E-06 2.7441E-05 5.7185E-03 21443.2562 233.17
Gam218 2.1137E-02 1.0274E-04 3.6511E-03 3.9757E-02 32932.5392 151.82
Gam219 2.2999E-03 1.0651E-05 4.5831E-06 9.0745E-03 42058.9521 118.88
Gam220 2.8658E-03 2.5555E-05 1.5123E-05 9.6544E-03 22096.7836 226.27
Gam221 1.2031E-03 1.5336E-06 1.4189E-05 4.1287E-03 19430.3636 257.32
Gam222 3.4537E-02 5.9361E-04 1.6772E-04 7.8791E-02 189963.0833 26.320
Gam223 3.0790E-03 7.7608E-06 1.2559E-05 7.7606E-03 20839.1635 239.93
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Gam224 1.6715E-03 1.8892E-06 4.5916E-05 4.3769E-03 15313.2087 326.51
Gam225 1.7481E-03 7.3093E-06 2.5438E-159 5.0969E-03 12502.8650 399.90
Gam226 3.6707E-02 9.9152E-04 3.0241E-04 1.1157E-01 47271.4019 105.77
Gam227 6.2283E-02 3.8712E-03 2.9392E-05 2.0028E-01 94429.1491 52.949
Gam228 2.7096E-02 2.2985E-04 4.3516E-03 5.4892E-02 26164.9348 191.09
Gam229 3.2028E-02 1.4356E-04 1.2579E-02 5.5498E-02 29452.0847 169.76
Gam230 1.0139E-02 5.1313E-05 4.9129E-04 2.3844E-02 65162.2063 76.731
Gam231 2.1222E-02 2.0195E-04 3.6462E-03 4.7430E-02 22587.0898 221.36
Gam232 3.0705E-02 1.8114E-04 8.2274E-03 5.9118E-02 36407.2808 137.33
Gam233 1.5053E-02 3.4100E-04 0.0000E+00 4.8016E-02 80339.2098 62.236
Gam234 3.7322E-02 1.6725E-04 1.0257E-02 5.9128E-02 12156.2454 411.31
Gam235 2.1579E-01 3.2940E-03 1.0663E-01 3.2862E-01 73331.2251 68.183
Gam236 1.2151E-02 9.8877E-05 8.8663E-05 3.5255E-02 23871.2828 209.45
Gam237 1.8690E-02 7.5997E-05 3.7458E-03 3.5588E-02 13149.2648 380.24
Gam238 6.3248E-03 4.0885E-05 2.4533E-07 2.1520E-02 31778.5257 157.33
Gam239 4.9375E-02 6.0725E-04 1.1591E-02 9.9927E-02 45728.0585 109.34
Gam240 6.7224E-03 4.2430E-05 0.0000E+00 1.8560E-02 36849.3569 135.68
Gam241 9.4317E-02 6.8467E-04 5.8860E-02 1.4398E-01 31663.8131 157.90
Gam242 1.7808E-02 2.4746E-04 3.8456E-06 5.3202E-02 45864.0363 109.01
Gam243 1.5343E-02 1.2346E-04 1.0887E-03 3.9775E-02 25997.7812 192.32
Gam244 5.1805E-02 2.3883E-04 2.8589E-02 8.9097E-02 14533.6772 344.02
Gam245 2.0058E-02 3.1468E-04 1.1706E-04 5.0474E-02 42293.9325 118.22
Gam246 7.4123E-02 5.8961E-04 3.8454E-02 1.3592E-01 35161.7526 142.20
Gam247 1.9739E-02 2.0427E-04 1.2378E-04 4.3046E-02 18502.4938 270.23
Gam248 4.6480E-02 7.2386E-04 1.1234E-02 1.0265E-01 31479.8738 158.83
Gam249 1.9907E-02 1.7395E-04 1.2233E-03 4.3735E-02 38284.4223 130.60
Gam250 5.8817E-02 3.0505E-04 2.9232E-02 8.8807E-02 48014.8455 104.13
Gam251 4.8917E-02 9.7887E-04 1.9972E-03 1.0607E-01 36523.3956 136.89
Gam252 6.4240E-03 5.2194E-05 8.1154E-06 2.3883E-02 33883.8243 147.56
Gam253 8.1575E-03 2.8191E-05 2.8640E-04 1.7617E-02 15709.6296 318.27
Gam254 5.3155E-03 2.9752E-05 0.0000E+00 1.2059E-02 28570.1134 175.00
Gam255 4.4334E-03 1.9147E-05 0.0000E+00 1.4631E-02 34892.3956 143.29
Gam256 5.4825E-03 2.9670E-05 1.3524E-04 1.4669E-02 19045.1706 262.53
Gam257 6.8300E-03 4.7635E-05 0.0000E+00 1.8941E-02 29033.1484 172.21
Gam258 1.3275E-02 9.1295E-05 7.4201E-04 3.0903E-02 28043.2345 178.29
Gam259 3.8815E-03 1.7372E-05 0.0000E+00 1.2537E-02 24454.0425 204.46
Gam260 1.0610E-02 5.7112E-05 3.7106E-04 2.4722E-02 31783.3337 157.31
Gam261 6.3711E-01 2.6489E-03 5.4235E-01 7.2877E-01 65788.9660 76.000
Gam262 8.8268E-03 9.8065E-05 3.1832E-05 2.7775E-02 24850.7622 201.20
Gam263 5.9210E-03 1.9170E-05 8.2042E-05 1.4713E-02 20750.6234 240.95
Gam264 7.3070E-02 3.7953E-04 4.4710E-02 1.1973E-01 40442.9323 123.63
Gam265 4.1779E-03 2.8985E-05 2.9634E-06 1.1795E-02 27245.2398 183.51
Gam266 3.6660E-03 1.0923E-05 0.0000E+00 1.1055E-02 28282.6364 176.78
Gam267 8.0333E-02 5.5329E-04 3.7376E-02 1.2613E-01 24671.3012 202.66
Gam268 3.5894E-02 5.3182E-04 9.1184E-04 7.6760E-02 22406.7080 223.14
Gam269 5.0000E-03 1.6646E-05 8.0503E-06 1.2885E-02 20377.3673 245.37
Gam270 6.0987E-03 5.0104E-05 0.0000E+00 1.9194E-02 20392.5245 245.18
Gam271 5.9221E-03 4.8925E-05 2.2163E-06 1.9486E-02 26498.4931 188.69
Gam272 5.4337E-03 3.5837E-05 3.2224E-05 1.7387E-02 24207.3908 206.54
Gam273 5.5041E-03 2.6215E-05 0.0000E+00 1.5638E-02 25953.9721 192.64
Gam274 5.7329E-03 1.9426E-05 6.6190E-06 1.4090E-02 13558.9442 368.76
Gam275 3.9834E-03 1.6668E-05 8.5724E-05 1.2867E-02 33148.8933 150.83
Gam276 2.9681E-03 7.5712E-06 3.9389E-05 7.4899E-03 24184.5647 206.74
Gam277 3.7934E-03 2.5369E-05 7.5299E-06 1.0718E-02 21527.6928 232.25
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Gam278 4.1185E-03 1.0647E-05 0.0000E+00 1.0465E-02 33540.4810 149.07
Gam279 4.2983E-03 1.5452E-05 3.3467E-06 1.0948E-02 25237.1937 198.12
Gam280 1.0858E-02 2.4034E-05 9.7111E-04 2.0302E-02 13321.8237 375.32
Gam281 5.0261E-03 8.7573E-06 1.0469E-03 1.1525E-02 13832.8982 361.45
Gam282 6.5803E-03 1.8902E-05 2.3867E-05 1.5060E-02 19289.4499 259.20
Gam283 5.0972E-03 2.5601E-05 3.0547E-05 1.6494E-02 20443.3423 244.57
Gam284 4.7241E-02 9.0826E-05 2.9230E-02 6.4696E-02 12236.9987 408.59
Gam285 5.9855E-03 1.7391E-05 1.7215E-05 1.3667E-02 16319.6658 306.37
Gam286 6.7989E-03 4.6773E-05 4.4576E-06 1.2852E-02 37887.2385 131.97
Gam287 7.0529E-01 6.5625E-04 6.5503E-01 7.5514E-01 69707.2689 71.728
Gam288 4.1422E-03 1.0170E-05 1.0113E-04 1.0852E-02 19079.0956 262.06
Gam289 4.8746E-02 1.5836E-04 3.0056E-02 7.2797E-02 26323.2367 189.94
Gam290 2.5543E-03 2.4406E-05 2.8525E-05 9.1834E-03 17013.3777 293.88
Gam291 1.1412E-03 3.3345E-06 0.0000E+00 2.4611E-03 17679.4058 282.81
Gam292 2.8599E-03 6.6291E-06 1.2848E-04 8.7528E-03 22401.1303 223.20
Gam293 1.1679E-01 2.8930E-04 8.4514E-02 1.4702E-01 67755.4724 73.794
Gam294 1.9097E-03 3.0563E-06 0.0000E+00 4.9579E-03 24372.6881 205.14
Gam295 2.5202E-03 6.4498E-06 0.0000E+00 6.4033E-03 38714.7146 129.14
Gam296 1.5994E-03 7.4314E-06 0.0000E+00 4.0390E-03 23306.1716 214.53
Gam297 3.7095E-03 6.1932E-05 7.2249E-05 1.0261E-02 17278.2065 289.38
Gam298 2.3703E-03 6.8958E-06 0.0000E+00 6.7324E-03 21231.4268 235.5000
Gam299 1.8840E-03 6.6609E-06 1.8302E-06 6.1451E-03 19788.1064 252.6770
Gam300 1.7226E-03 3.0834E-06 7.0403E-06 5.5546E-03 44347.4723 112.7460
Gam301 2.9327E-02 4.2531E-04 3.2592E-03 6.3432E-02 30510.9965 163.8753
Gam302 1.2290E-01 6.3671E-04 7.8302E-02 1.7072E-01 24623.5504 203.0576
Gam303 7.1168E-03 2.6278E-05 2.5334E-04 1.8564E-02 15769.2543 317.0727
Gam304 5.7247E-03 3.1242E-05 5.5859E-05 1.8575E-02 27674.4285 180.6722
Gam305 4.6415E-03 6.6660E-05 1.1610E-04 1.1787E-02 18508.2806 270.1494
Gam306 3.0414E-03 7.5922E-06 1.2860E-05 8.4326E-03 18594.0679 268.9030
Gam307 3.2661E-03 1.1904E-05 2.5661E-06 1.0671E-02 61553.7933 81.2298
Gam308 3.6162E-03 9.8520E-06 5.5995E-06 9.4542E-03 29464.3761 169.6964
Gam309 1.8790E-03 3.4469E-06 0.0000E+00 5.8284E-03 28845.1062 173.3396
Gam310 4.3399E-03 2.5936E-05 3.4381E-06 1.1586E-02 17978.2400 278.1140
Gam311 4.5431E-03 9.5163E-06 2.4009E-04 9.5250E-03 28937.6912 172.7850
Gam312 1.5384E-03 2.1657E-06 1.7842E-06 4.4478E-03 25970.4808 192.5263
Gam313 7.3209E-01 1.1326E-03 6.6362E-01 7.8946E-01 16866.8588 296.4393
Gam314 1.8622E-03 3.4278E-06 6.9320E-07 5.5181E-03 36575.9053 136.7020
Gam315 3.1327E-03 4.8260E-06 1.2577E-06 7.2462E-03 16861.5038 296.5335
Gam316 2.5437E-03 2.2604E-05 3.6101E-05 7.5467E-03 15749.6754 317.4669
Gam317 9.1956E-03 3.5181E-05 4.3308E-05 2.1015E-02 27536.5460 181.5769
Gam318 5.6658E-03 2.1964E-05 5.5923E-05 1.5150E-02 16059.1005 311.3499
Gam319 4.1368E-03 2.9159E-05 5.8963E-05 1.1556E-02 21005.5369 238.0325
Gam320 5.5329E-03 1.8947E-05 1.9608E-04 1.5499E-02 16956.3464 294.8748
Gam321 2.4158E-02 6.8231E-05 1.0261E-02 3.7861E-02 6766.1119 738.9768
Gam322 3.6947E-03 1.1449E-05 6.7122E-138 9.9310E-03 20442.0729 244.5936
Gam323 9.9583E-03 5.0129E-05 5.4610E-04 2.2615E-02 24769.9109 201.8578
Gam324 2.0962E-03 5.0383E-06 0.0000E+00 6.3166E-03 18788.8331 266.1155
Gam325 4.0082E-03 1.7494E-05 1.9199E-05 1.4044E-02 35960.8150 139.0402
Gam326 2.4669E-03 6.8498E-06 2.6688E-06 7.8518E-03 30845.1923 162.0998
Gam327 2.7149E-03 1.0769E-05 2.8700E-246 7.3696E-03 20326.7589 245.9812
Gam328 4.2796E-03 1.2370E-05 9.5174E-05 1.0872E-02 32612.1957 153.3169
Gam329 2.5964E-03 7.0825E-06 5.3002E-06 7.6621E-03 20614.7673 242.5446
Gam330 1.7047E-03 1.7693E-05 9.7357E-06 5.5125E-03 23923.4003 209.0004
Gam331 1.0921E-03 2.7578E-06 5.4262E-06 3.8869E-03 23087.1659 216.5705
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Gam332 1.5254E-03 4.0615E-06 2.2535E-05 3.9127E-03 8463.8927 590.7447
Gam333 4.5659E-03 9.2828E-06 1.0744E-04 1.0630E-02 43707.7232 114.3963
Gam334 8.1321E-03 2.3897E-05 1.5494E-03 1.8872E-02 22710.8803 220.1588
Gam335 1.6005E-02 4.9995E-05 5.6207E-03 2.8615E-02 64528.7687 77.4848
Gam336 2.3665E-02 6.6610E-05 1.0211E-02 4.3433E-02 21460.8618 232.9823
Gam337 4.5288E-02 9.5400E-05 2.6571E-02 6.3111E-02 35760.0416 139.8209
Gam338 1.9542E-03 2.6936E-06 1.1975E-105 5.3739E-03 16936.6509 295.2178
Gam339 7.3149E-01 6.6108E-04 6.8932E-01 7.8483E-01 41576.3816 120.2606
Gam340 1.4309E-03 1.5812E-05 8.7102E-06 3.1581E-03 17139.3611 291.7262
Gam341 1.5732E-03 4.4854E-06 0.0000E+00 4.3259E-03 24026.0963 208.1070
Gam342 5.0500E-03 1.5580E-05 2.3646E-04 1.1701E-02 33677.8372 148.4656
Gam343 1.2851E-01 3.7326E-04 9.3754E-02 1.6243E-01 50482.0442 99.0451
Gam344 1.1096E-03 1.0636E-05 1.0640E-103 3.2372E-03 20442.1127 244.5931
Gam345 1.1524E-03 1.5336E-06 2.3512E-05 3.4638E-03 15780.5214 316.8463
Gam346 2.6502E-03 7.4835E-06 1.1649E-209 6.1499E-03 23170.2820 215.7937
Gam347 2.4587E-03 1.0587E-05 2.4929E-66 7.9508E-03 26962.0248 185.4460
Gam348 2.5180E-03 4.8702E-06 0.0000E+00 7.5496E-03 18700.3745 267.3743
Gam349 2.8176E-03 9.8475E-06 5.2767E-05 8.0141E-03 20869.7338 239.5814
Gam350 3.2411E-03 2.9135E-05 2.8385E-06 1.0693E-02 25938.5472 192.7633
Gam351 2.4793E-02 3.3018E-04 9.0062E-04 5.9350E-02 33327.8158 150.0248
Gam352 5.1001E-02 6.1874E-04 2.6070E-03 9.2298E-02 37286.2379 134.0977
Gam353 6.1075E-03 6.7308E-05 0.0000E+00 2.5894E-02 38588.0048 129.5739
Gam354 3.7852E-03 1.4613E-05 0.0000E+00 1.2001E-02 8916.7918 560.7398
Gam355 7.7790E-03 6.9994E-05 2.7015E-05 2.5643E-02 31182.7687 160.3450
Gam356 4.9178E-03 3.2680E-05 0.0000E+00 1.7044E-02 34944.3649 143.0846
Gam357 6.1894E-03 5.0146E-05 0.0000E+00 1.8185E-02 29584.5974 169.0069
Gam358 7.1705E-03 6.8995E-05 0.0000E+00 2.7270E-02 24876.9587 200.9892
Gam359 4.6590E-03 2.1364E-05 6.4461E-06 1.3523E-02 28535.3499 175.2213
Gam360 9.1733E-03 5.5219E-05 3.8856E-05 2.3279E-02 37390.2793 133.7246
Gam361 6.2608E-03 7.4079E-05 0.0000E+00 2.5291E-02 40482.6649 123.5097
Gam362 3.8615E-03 1.0624E-05 7.8225E-06 9.8337E-03 14735.0059 339.3280
Gam363 7.0250E-03 5.3764E-05 0.0000E+00 2.0566E-02 24005.2184 208.2880
Gam364 4.3183E-03 2.7370E-05 1.8785E-06 1.2305E-02 29506.0729 169.4566
Gam365 6.0414E-01 3.5649E-03 4.6988E-01 7.0603E-01 45696.0153 109.4187
Gam366 1.6645E-02 1.3086E-04 4.1311E-04 3.2876E-02 12823.9967 389.8940
Gam367 3.3010E-02 3.7879E-04 6.9911E-03 6.6756E-02 28993.9751 172.4496
Gam368 1.8315E-02 1.6982E-04 3.3724E-04 4.5120E-02 12876.7647 388.2963
Gam369 6.8801E-03 4.4235E-05 1.1847E-04 2.0388E-02 28752.5357 173.8977
Gam370 1.0269E-01 1.5614E-03 2.4741E-02 1.7153E-01 36482.7202 137.0512
Gam371 1.8484E-02 1.1383E-04 1.8662E-04 3.6468E-02 22382.4058 223.3897
Gam372 1.0651E-02 1.2899E-04 0.0000E+00 3.1775E-02 20097.0589 248.7926
Gam373 1.7435E-02 1.5667E-04 3.3653E-04 3.8187E-02 20262.4381 246.7620
Gam374 8.3769E-03 9.3021E-05 0.0000E+00 3.0907E-02 36945.3840 135.3349
Gam375 1.6333E-02 1.4734E-04 8.4483E-04 4.1077E-02 27353.5296 182.7918
Gam376 2.5206E-03 5.0930E-06 2.9205E-05 7.2401E-03 20979.2645 238.3306
Gam377 3.1381E-03 9.6389E-06 0.0000E+00 9.6390E-03 23175.4021 215.7460
Gam378 3.2783E-03 4.6262E-06 1.4914E-04 7.0207E-03 18371.5781 272.1595
Gam379 1.9466E-03 4.3353E-06 1.9932E-05 6.0063E-03 37457.2433 133.4855
Gam380 1.5848E-03 3.9237E-06 0.0000E+00 4.5166E-03 20140.3158 248.2583
Gam381 3.8456E-03 2.2601E-05 2.3276E-05 1.4362E-02 28454.7058 175.7179
Gam382 2.3889E-03 1.7898E-05 5.8433E-06 7.2489E-03 20698.5296 241.5631
Gam383 1.9750E-03 4.4970E-06 5.0407E-06 5.5307E-03 20741.2644 241.0653
Gam384 3.1523E-03 6.6443E-06 1.1953E-04 7.5092E-03 20241.7043 247.0148
Gam385 3.1986E-02 6.3682E-05 1.9275E-02 4.8261E-02 20170.9672 247.8810
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Gam386 1.9295E-03 5.7482E-06 9.4874E-06 6.3732E-03 21484.8529 232.7221
Gam387 1.3705E-03 2.1416E-06 9.1667E-06 4.3620E-03 30328.2155 164.8630
Gam388 1.6270E-03 2.5758E-06 1.9328E-07 4.6204E-03 27632.8669 180.9439
Gam389 1.7055E-03 2.6181E-06 0.0000E+00 5.0687E-03 27168.1551 184.0390
Gam390 1.0854E-02 2.1510E-05 3.3281E-03 2.0403E-02 29059.2892 172.0620
Gam391 7.1509E-01 5.9987E-04 6.6839E-01 7.6232E-01 16853.6152 296.6723
Gam392 2.8702E-03 1.3946E-05 0.0000E+00 1.1007E-02 33926.4352 147.3777
Gam393 3.2691E-03 1.4818E-05 5.2630E-06 1.2622E-02 12896.3590 387.7063
Gam394 3.4814E-02 9.0375E-05 1.6997E-02 5.2017E-02 22320.0818 224.0135
Gam395 1.3375E-01 2.6785E-04 9.8756E-02 1.6443E-01 31435.8188 159.0542
Gam396 3.6185E-03 1.2274E-05 2.1532E-04 1.0387E-02 17364.7334 287.9399
Gam397 3.5225E-03 1.0651E-05 0.0000E+00 9.8298E-03 23028.6780 217.1206
Gam398 1.2023E-02 4.8850E-05 5.7406E-04 2.4273E-02 43936.2306 113.8013
Gam399 7.1335E-03 2.2365E-05 2.8489E-04 1.5523E-02 19134.3241 261.3105
Gam400 1.0605E-02 3.5265E-05 2.2637E-03 1.9447E-02 18513.1736 270.0780
Gam401 1.4145E-01 5.6709E-04 9.5771E-02 1.8805E-01 46561.6260 107.3846
Gam402 1.1253E-02 6.0266E-05 8.2796E-06 2.6947E-02 31745.4089 157.5031
Gam403 1.0800E-02 2.5388E-05 1.8994E-03 2.0844E-02 14008.5219 356.9256
Gam404 1.4723E-03 2.4668E-06 8.5575E-07 4.0427E-03 27293.1690 183.1960
Gam405 5.1690E-03 6.1864E-06 8.0014E-04 1.0367E-02 17573.1706 284.5246
Gam406 2.4912E-03 4.0882E-06 1.5439E-04 6.6381E-03 17474.4905 286.1314
Gam407 2.6837E-03 5.2157E-06 3.7603E-05 7.0031E-03 25231.3303 198.1663
Gam408 2.7472E-03 7.4211E-06 4.1349E-05 8.4109E-03 83638.5474 59.7810
Gam409 2.4838E-03 8.3758E-06 3.0316E-05 8.3449E-03 14372.5505 347.8854
Gam410 9.7625E-03 3.1184E-05 8.8820E-04 2.0287E-02 23276.3846 214.8100
Gam411 2.5801E-02 7.9244E-05 6.7707E-03 4.3522E-02 31942.0713 156.5334
Gam412 3.0284E-03 6.9727E-06 1.9368E-05 7.8618E-03 24849.1321 201.2143
Gam413 4.9011E-03 1.0844E-05 9.8124E-05 1.0737E-02 12502.6231 399.9161
Gam414 6.3975E-03 1.7203E-05 1.3161E-03 1.6126E-02 13817.0982 361.8705
Gam415 5.2195E-03 1.0166E-05 1.4682E-04 1.1186E-02 17327.3056 288.5619
Gam416 2.4188E-03 3.8366E-06 0.0000E+00 5.6751E-03 13496.7349 370.4600
Gam417 7.0950E-01 6.3763E-04 6.5662E-01 7.5761E-01 46169.2866 108.2971
Gam418 1.0090E-02 4.1201E-05 2.1459E-04 1.9922E-02 49123.0598 101.7852
Gam419 2.8005E-03 7.3404E-06 4.7947E-05 9.7403E-03 25931.2775 192.8173
Gam420 4.8523E-03 2.1230E-05 1.3610E-05 1.5738E-02 16063.6154 311.2624
Gam421 2.1635E-02 6.2529E-05 6.5801E-03 3.7325E-02 16900.7761 295.8444
Gam422 2.8975E-03 6.7063E-06 0.0000E+00 8.1080E-03 27776.0669 180.0111
Gam423 5.6688E-03 2.0444E-05 6.2900E-05 1.4027E-02 15309.3126 326.5986
Gam424 2.8593E-03 8.1163E-06 8.5713E-06 8.6236E-03 64005.0544 78.1188
Gam425 1.6124E-03 2.2344E-06 3.4202E-06 4.5395E-03 25226.5574 198.2038
Gam426 2.0740E-03 4.0899E-06 2.0857E-05 6.1500E-03 31370.0390 159.3878
Gam427 9.9544E-03 2.0338E-05 6.3560E-04 1.6414E-02 43002.3537 116.2727
Gam428 2.9525E-03 7.1782E-06 2.1226E-04 7.0641E-03 25471.4357 196.2983
Gam429 1.6369E-03 2.7502E-06 9.2684E-06 4.9787E-03 24336.0265 205.4567
Gam430 1.3922E-03 3.1853E-06 0.0000E+00 5.0678E-03 32406.8350 154.2884
Gam431 1.4245E-03 6.8981E-06 5.7031E-06 4.4679E-03 26461.6035 188.9530
Gam432 1.4795E-03 2.3451E-06 6.7581E-06 3.8377E-03 28039.3865 178.3206
Gam433 1.5035E-02 6.3199E-05 3.4628E-03 2.6602E-02 43256.3488 115.5900
Gam434 5.0448E-03 7.4097E-06 3.6836E-04 1.0538E-02 33605.9976 148.7830
Gam435 1.7197E-03 9.7988E-06 6.9005E-06 4.5959E-03 14081.1043 355.0858
Gam436 3.7395E-03 1.7747E-05 9.4233E-05 1.1876E-02 17872.4177 279.7607
Gam437 4.4831E-02 8.2069E-05 2.4317E-02 5.9053E-02 55420.5429 90.2193
Gam438 2.0099E-03 2.9398E-06 4.0242E-06 5.3215E-03 23310.4666 214.4959
Gam439 5.7917E-02 5.4776E-05 4.4385E-02 7.1556E-02 18974.4135 263.5128
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Gam440 1.2071E-03 8.7368E-07 2.0884E-05 3.0730E-03 21556.4801 231.9488
Gam441 7.7877E-04 1.2320E-06 3.9643E-06 2.7132E-03 34442.7165 145.1686
Gam442 2.8372E-03 6.8045E-06 3.3803E-06 5.9055E-03 14566.5388 343.2524
Gam443 8.3304E-01 1.6314E-04 8.0840E-01 8.5844E-01 32451.6730 154.0753
Gam444 7.0302E-04 5.6680E-07 2.1415E-235 1.9467E-03 22644.6403 220.8028
Gam445 1.2805E-03 1.7479E-06 0.0000E+00 3.6397E-03 22109.1297 226.1509
Gam446 7.8547E-04 8.4742E-07 1.3043E-05 2.7585E-03 31651.8098 157.9689
Gam447 2.0870E-03 4.3782E-06 1.0134E-05 6.9000E-03 20642.3162 242.2209
Gam448 2.9245E-03 1.2113E-05 2.6652E-06 6.9217E-03 13529.3141 369.5679
Gam449 1.1445E-03 1.0144E-06 1.9544E-05 3.1386E-03 20352.2298 245.6733
Gam450 2.0047E-03 3.2108E-06 3.2630E-06 5.7242E-03 17725.7266 282.0759
Gam451 7.1105E-03 4.8820E-05 5.8517E-06 2.3692E-02 26338.7144 189.8346
Gam452 1.2013E-02 1.0252E-04 1.1897E-05 3.1603E-02 23952.7096 208.7447
Gam453 4.1419E-03 3.2262E-05 8.8946E-05 1.6086E-02 48457.2786 103.1837
Gam454 6.0563E-03 1.1015E-04 0.0000E+00 1.7585E-02 22774.3455 219.5453
Gam455 5.1958E-03 1.9394E-05 1.4232E-04 1.3593E-02 29107.8441 171.7750
Gam456 9.3003E-03 3.1841E-05 3.9921E-04 2.1125E-02 24715.7050 202.3005
Gam457 5.6489E-03 2.3863E-05 0.0000E+00 1.6950E-02 25998.2037 192.3210
Gam458 2.2142E-03 5.1309E-06 0.0000E+00 7.4352E-03 33010.7600 151.4658
Gam459 3.2802E-03 1.5509E-05 0.0000E+00 8.8765E-03 11562.4319 432.4350
Gam460 2.5709E-02 1.0707E-04 7.3453E-03 4.4883E-02 19696.9727 253.8461
Gam461 3.2744E-03 8.1703E-06 2.0800E-05 8.9429E-03 50279.2180 99.4447
Gam462 3.7221E-03 1.0454E-05 2.1471E-06 1.1410E-02 21433.3031 233.2818
Gam463 3.6508E-03 1.4389E-05 1.4977E-05 1.0892E-02 28069.2042 178.1312
Gam464 4.3139E-03 1.7651E-05 5.4271E-05 1.2524E-02 21386.6295 233.7909
Gam465 6.8082E-03 2.5981E-05 3.0086E-04 1.5746E-02 15262.2073 327.6066
Gam466 6.6788E-02 2.5808E-04 3.8270E-02 9.6085E-02 33162.6412 150.7721
Gam467 4.7363E-03 2.5146E-05 2.1756E-05 1.3580E-02 24894.7832 200.8453
Gam468 2.5679E-03 1.2170E-05 0.0000E+00 9.7807E-03 45902.5130 108.9265
Gam469 5.5808E-01 1.4357E-03 4.7133E-01 6.2205E-01 28278.1542 176.8149
Gam470 1.6805E-01 8.0602E-04 1.2388E-01 2.3427E-01 35056.1824 142.6282
Gam471 4.1599E-03 2.0401E-05 1.7421E-06 1.2528E-02 17364.7550 287.9396
Gam472 7.6984E-03 5.7707E-05 1.7294E-66 2.1739E-02 33902.9657 147.4797
Gam473 5.9583E-02 5.5918E-04 1.4012E-02 9.9320E-02 102335.1947 48.8590
Gam474 5.1308E-03 3.7137E-05 2.9308E-05 1.9383E-02 18410.6335 271.5822
Gam475 2.0768E-02 6.8060E-05 6.6840E-03 3.7132E-02 18835.5876 265.4550
Gam476 4.5246E-03 2.9527E-05 1.2246E-05 1.5367E-02 28418.4006 175.9423
Gam477 7.9723E-03 3.4245E-05 3.6387E-04 1.6831E-02 28131.9693 177.7337
Gam478 1.8001E-03 3.8621E-06 3.6605E-06 5.4703E-03 34500.3679 144.9260
Gam479 2.1294E-03 2.6664E-06 2.6298E-06 5.2907E-03 10274.7777 486.6285
Gam480 1.8446E-03 3.9387E-06 2.2398E-05 5.2873E-03 45227.5387 110.5521
Gam481 1.7509E-03 3.8855E-06 3.6611E-97 4.4719E-03 21426.9780 233.3507
Gam482 2.7513E-03 1.2285E-05 1.4434E-05 6.9678E-03 25084.5453 199.3259
Gam483 3.2090E-03 9.4208E-06 6.0894E-05 8.6159E-03 35241.6479 141.8776
Gam484 1.2637E-03 1.5646E-06 0.0000E+00 3.2678E-03 26065.9621 191.8210
Gam485 6.6660E-03 1.2467E-05 1.1263E-03 1.3715E-02 21821.2805 229.1341
Gam486 9.9720E-04 1.2262E-06 0.0000E+00 3.8547E-03 40447.7451 123.6163
Gam487 1.6581E-03 5.8962E-06 8.4528E-06 5.3982E-03 11862.0810 421.5112
Gam488 3.1126E-03 6.7946E-06 6.7868E-05 7.3754E-03 23350.4316 214.1288
Gam489 1.2443E-03 2.4282E-06 6.0437E-06 3.9047E-03 26562.3243 188.2365
Gam490 1.1049E-02 2.9569E-05 8.7339E-04 1.9780E-02 23895.0789 209.2481
Gam491 4.8344E-02 1.0015E-04 2.9564E-02 6.9302E-02 25991.7975 192.3684
Gam492 2.3050E-03 3.3382E-06 9.9957E-05 5.4752E-03 17442.8134 286.6510
Gam493 1.8940E-03 1.0811E-05 0.0000E+00 4.7140E-03 30163.3613 165.7640
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Gam494 3.2402E-02 5.7514E-05 2.1006E-02 4.7081E-02 24356.8705 205.2809
Gam495 8.2957E-01 3.3422E-04 7.9682E-01 8.6667E-01 20813.6358 240.2271
Gam496 1.7734E-03 2.7448E-06 1.5778E-06 5.3464E-03 27772.7873 180.0323
Gam497 2.8291E-03 7.4174E-06 2.0672E-238 7.7762E-03 66433.4908 75.2632
Gam498 1.9807E-02 1.1193E-04 4.7007E-03 3.9870E-02 55844.1523 89.5349
Gam499 3.7384E-03 1.0750E-05 6.1443E-06 9.4147E-03 27539.7138 181.5560
Gam500 5.3652E-03 9.2246E-06 8.6062E-04 1.1890E-02 72948.9489 68.5411
Gam501 1.3157E-01 2.7214E-04 1.0350E-01 1.6442E-01 16829.9330 297.0897
Gam502 3.6686E-03 1.1225E-05 1.7460E-06 1.0535E-02 37864.7786 132.0488
Gam503 8.1465E-03 1.5319E-05 2.2713E-03 1.5033E-02 16359.8070 305.6271
Gam504 3.0005E-03 7.1040E-06 2.8331E-07 8.7553E-03 22353.0670 223.6830
Gam505 2.3504E-03 4.2734E-06 6.3767E-06 6.3886E-03 19613.4301 254.9274
Gam506 3.4265E-03 6.4921E-06 1.4338E-04 7.8648E-03 28198.0034 177.3175
Gam507 2.2086E-03 4.2489E-06 6.6654E-06 6.9498E-03 28960.2604 172.6504
Gam508 1.8329E-03 3.4288E-06 2.5296E-05 4.4587E-03 20578.9871 242.9663
Gam509 1.7202E-03 3.1004E-06 0.0000E+00 5.2366E-03 22627.6876 220.9682
Gam510 2.4846E-02 5.0564E-05 8.7965E-03 3.6573E-02 19652.0538 254.4263
Gam511 3.0427E-03 7.0590E-06 4.7212E-07 7.9829E-03 24954.0345 200.3684
Gam512 1.6581E-03 2.4683E-06 5.2152E-07 4.7452E-03 42106.3515 118.7469
Gam513 2.7028E-03 7.0896E-06 3.5590E-205 8.0023E-03 33245.8452 150.3947
Gam514 2.5833E-03 8.3656E-06 1.1496E-06 6.5102E-03 21024.7301 237.8152
Gam515 1.4949E-02 2.1112E-05 7.6734E-03 2.3874E-02 14787.2077 338.1301
Gam516 4.5785E-03 9.8908E-06 1.4013E-04 9.7391E-03 28731.1410 174.0272
Gam517 2.1947E-02 1.2392E-04 7.0573E-03 4.2178E-02 11922.9571 419.3591
Gam518 2.0214E-03 3.1687E-06 1.8265E-05 5.6039E-03 16504.4170 302.9492
Gam519 1.9063E-03 1.5384E-05 0.0000E+00 5.5721E-03 17525.8421 285.2930
Gam520 2.5680E-03 1.0041E-05 1.2352E-253 7.7990E-03 17917.6273 279.0548
Gam521 7.4956E-01 6.0872E-04 7.0241E-01 7.8861E-01 30806.1306 162.3054
Gam522 2.2303E-03 4.3630E-06 1.5289E-05 5.6639E-03 9786.4206 510.9120
Gam523 3.3383E-03 2.8680E-05 1.7586E-06 1.4263E-02 31699.7803 157.7298
Gam524 1.2529E-03 1.4225E-06 0.0000E+00 3.6943E-03 12450.4991 401.5903
Gam525 2.8892E-03 3.2576E-05 2.7673E-06 1.0769E-02 24567.9091 203.5175
Gam526 1.0670E-03 1.3093E-06 3.7588E-305 3.7336E-03 25525.8323 195.8800
Gam527 6.8261E-03 2.3397E-05 2.8033E-04 1.6208E-02 51743.5942 96.6303
Gam528 3.3637E-02 2.6144E-04 2.8814E-03 5.1314E-02 56874.1537 87.9134
Gam529 1.2611E-02 3.3020E-05 1.6657E-03 2.2728E-02 169947.5985 29.4208
Gam530 1.6999E-03 5.2823E-06 1.3537E-05 4.3540E-03 25726.4129 194.3528
Gam531 3.5967E-03 3.5060E-06 8.3529E-06 7.0724E-03 17345.1166 288.2656
Gam532 3.1536E-03 5.6114E-06 7.2577E-113 7.7095E-03 33188.7328 150.6535
Gam533 8.3641E-03 1.9661E-05 1.6485E-03 1.7416E-02 26295.3614 190.1476
Gam534 8.4514E-03 2.7209E-05 2.8089E-04 1.7232E-02 124216.1730 40.2524
Gam535 2.6716E-03 1.3608E-05 4.0078E-06 7.4991E-03 81553.5622 61.3094
Gam536 9.3193E-04 2.9252E-06 7.9932E-06 3.8403E-03 18179.8773 275.0294
Gam537 1.1114E-03 1.3498E-06 6.6574E-06 3.2932E-03 19534.9622 255.9514
Gam538 1.5258E-03 3.8594E-06 2.1416E-06 4.9796E-03 15821.6917 316.0218
Gam539 1.3697E-03 6.3098E-06 2.7123E-06 5.3163E-03 18226.7989 274.3213
Gam540 1.8537E-03 8.1875E-06 9.3136E-07 8.5293E-03 103611.6168 48.2571
Gam541 1.5786E-03 8.1487E-06 8.1707E-06 4.0892E-03 21485.0467 232.7200
Gam542 1.4865E-03 6.0516E-06 0.0000E+00 5.9249E-03 27535.5807 181.5832
Gam543 1.1454E-03 2.7441E-06 9.3162E-06 4.0491E-03 28161.6175 177.5466
Gam544 1.0501E-03 3.8784E-06 9.7212E-238 4.1070E-03 17075.4013 292.8189
Gam545 1.1498E-03 1.1439E-06 2.2421E-06 3.1272E-03 12510.7885 399.6551
Gam546 8.7337E-04 2.8368E-06 1.0350E-05 2.3897E-03 12978.9781 385.2383
Gam547 8.8294E-01 2.7952E-04 8.5074E-01 9.1435E-01 18172.1093 275.1469
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Gam548 5.6532E-03 2.3565E-05 6.5690E-05 1.6203E-02 123254.6503 40.5664
Gam549 1.4508E-03 1.4327E-05 6.4857E-07 4.0106E-03 10878.6212 459.6171
Gam550 1.3803E-02 1.8331E-04 2.2917E-03 4.4794E-02 34666.3023 144.2323
Gam551 6.7310E-03 2.7680E-05 1.1266E-04 1.7192E-02 35142.0623 142.2796
Gam552 2.4209E-01 8.7090E-03 3.8008E-02 3.7133E-01 162869.1094 30.6995
Gam553 3.1470E-03 6.9356E-06 2.8290E-05 8.0054E-03 33272.2618 150.2753
Gam554 3.9453E-03 1.3509E-05 1.0103E-04 1.2127E-02 24520.4763 203.9112
Gam555 3.6845E-03 9.3521E-06 5.2495E-05 9.5950E-03 24818.6934 201.4610
Gam556 7.3746E-03 2.0730E-05 1.2310E-03 1.6435E-02 29287.3525 170.7222
Gam557 4.5495E-03 1.0316E-05 3.0097E-04 1.0594E-02 21781.4116 229.5535
Gam558 9.9648E-03 5.5931E-05 9.4161E-04 2.7924E-02 32907.5859 151.9407
Gam559 1.9224E-03 3.7264E-06 1.4318E-05 5.3916E-03 25555.6939 195.6511
Gam560 8.1419E-03 2.9276E-05 1.1023E-03 1.9852E-02 81626.1404 61.2549
Gam561 1.9963E-03 7.0339E-06 1.4485E-286 5.6362E-03 39974.1572 125.0808
Gam562 1.4446E-03 2.2048E-06 1.4879E-05 4.5418E-03 44515.1380 112.3213
Gam563 6.0201E-03 5.3759E-05 9.1406E-05 1.8311E-02 43368.0244 115.2923
Gam564 2.6932E-03 6.5481E-06 8.6165E-05 7.5424E-03 19725.0931 253.4842
Gam565 4.9005E-03 8.1615E-06 3.5200E-04 1.0600E-02 45810.4813 109.1453
Gam566 6.7075E-03 6.6712E-05 3.4673E-06 1.4944E-02 50579.6758 98.8539
Gam567 3.6168E-03 1.1999E-05 1.0541E-04 1.0273E-02 22432.4382 222.8915
Gam568 5.4354E-03 2.0577E-05 4.0865E-07 1.4374E-02 34782.8385 143.7491
Gam569 1.3744E-02 4.3454E-05 4.8660E-03 2.7866E-02 89800.7279 55.6788
Gam570 2.0294E-02 2.9998E-04 2.1426E-03 6.0205E-02 108491.3389 46.0866
Gam571 1.2219E-03 2.3025E-06 0.0000E+00 3.5279E-03 26854.9602 186.1853
Gam572 1.0003E-02 3.9214E-05 6.9248E-04 2.2608E-02 70626.9782 70.7945
Gam573 6.1290E-01 1.9880E-02 3.9848E-01 9.0596E-01 63459.6414 78.7902
Gam574 7.6587E-03 2.6901E-05 1.7922E-04 1.6135E-02 37523.9088 133.2484
Gam575 9.8089E-03 4.2591E-05 1.0069E-03 2.3786E-02 63298.2454 78.9911
Gam576 8.3441E-03 5.9303E-05 1.0641E-04 2.4359E-02 48248.9802 103.6291
Gam577 1.1359E-01 5.5179E-04 7.9416E-02 1.6391E-01 29470.7144 169.6600
Gam578 2.0572E-03 4.9978E-06 1.9914E-06 5.1430E-03 19695.0448 253.8710
Gam579 5.0992E-03 1.8647E-05 1.0823E-05 1.2779E-02 45835.5124 109.0857
Gam580 3.0145E-03 1.6992E-05 9.0696E-06 9.2287E-03 18390.8363 271.8745
Gam581 6.3175E-03 2.1863E-05 2.0929E-04 1.5309E-02 37372.7549 133.7873
Gam582 5.5664E-03 1.5330E-05 2.5135E-04 1.2761E-02 27636.1311 180.9226
Gam583 7.1495E-03 2.5749E-05 2.6355E-05 1.7411E-02 16700.0796 299.3998
Gam584 2.3959E-03 9.8418E-06 0.0000E+00 8.6192E-03 31609.9241 158.1782
Gam585 1.3901E-02 5.7898E-05 1.1593E-04 2.6953E-02 28774.4422 173.7653
Gam586 4.5053E-03 1.5922E-05 1.3999E-05 1.1896E-02 24670.6474 202.6700
Gam587 2.3749E-03 4.3713E-06 4.6294E-06 6.3873E-03 18980.6039 263.4268
Gam588 6.2443E-03 1.9280E-05 6.4128E-04 1.6022E-02 19087.7909 261.9475
Gam589 2.6017E-03 7.3585E-06 0.0000E+00 7.6996E-03 29942.2713 166.9880
Gam590 3.9186E-03 3.8209E-05 8.5562E-07 8.2811E-03 38640.8552 129.3967
Gam591 3.3120E-02 1.3032E-04 1.4226E-02 5.1841E-02 14839.2761 336.9437
Gam592 1.1356E-02 6.4249E-05 3.9847E-04 2.5152E-02 36637.9856 136.4704
Gam593 2.5612E-03 7.2270E-06 1.8899E-05 8.2262E-03 43793.8830 114.1712
Gam594 4.0829E-03 9.9005E-06 1.9282E-139 9.1253E-03 26159.3926 191.1359
Gam595 1.6455E-02 1.4091E-04 9.8861E-04 4.0410E-02 25487.0538 196.1780
Gam596 4.6105E-03 7.1124E-05 1.6447E-05 2.3031E-02 12820.6463 389.9959
Gam597 1.2425E-02 1.0413E-04 2.9849E-04 3.5192E-02 29425.0675 169.9231
Gam598 5.9868E-03 2.9668E-05 9.7568E-307 1.4641E-02 19891.5709 251.3628
Gam599 7.1850E-01 1.4458E-03 6.4775E-01 7.9540E-01 43147.8720 115.8806
Gam600 3.8137E-03 1.5407E-05 3.7176E-107 1.2743E-02 36807.9025 135.8404
Gam601 4.5700E-03 2.5936E-05 1.2255E-05 1.4629E-02 61878.8181 80.8031
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Gam602 5.9703E-02 5.4771E-04 8.3209E-03 9.8580E-02 97691.4403 51.1816
Gam603 3.7547E-03 1.2219E-05 1.3979E-06 1.0969E-02 18740.0983 266.8076
Gam604 3.3626E-03 3.0958E-05 7.2764E-06 9.5617E-03 23786.6937 210.2016
Gam605 2.8119E-03 1.2861E-05 1.2029E-05 1.0376E-02 39130.1276 127.7788
Gam606 8.8095E-03 3.7352E-05 7.7500E-04 2.0562E-02 16802.9664 297.5665
Gam607 5.9677E-03 2.1292E-05 1.5958E-05 1.4337E-02 26793.4490 186.6128
Gam608 6.4906E-03 3.8496E-05 8.2154E-05 1.8456E-02 25738.6885 194.2601
Gam609 3.4075E-03 1.1365E-05 1.9948E-06 9.8028E-03 19701.1370 253.7925
Gam610 3.7020E-02 1.5706E-04 1.8155E-02 6.0903E-02 30342.1325 164.7874
Gam611 2.7671E-03 7.2091E-06 1.7110E-06 8.7172E-03 13700.4153 364.9524
Gam612 2.5592E-03 7.2477E-06 0.0000E+00 7.1332E-03 42692.5417 117.1165
Gam613 5.1943E-03 1.5530E-05 1.3503E-06 1.2906E-02 51838.7161 96.4530
Gam614 3.7065E-03 1.0699E-05 2.1408E-06 1.0606E-02 24862.7780 201.1038
Gam615 4.0503E-03 9.8144E-06 4.5949E-05 1.0229E-02 42991.9561 116.3008
Gam616 1.5509E-02 6.6455E-05 5.7150E-03 3.5507E-02 34656.8095 144.2718
Gam617 5.9456E-03 2.8665E-05 1.7264E-04 1.7430E-02 31807.6331 157.1950
Gam618 1.0786E-02 5.9151E-05 5.5395E-05 2.5488E-02 16244.7560 307.7916
Gam619 8.3767E-03 2.0980E-05 3.4127E-04 1.7033E-02 16412.7446 304.6413
Gam620 1.8622E-02 2.2345E-04 2.2046E-04 5.1229E-02 134100.5341 37.2855
Gam621 3.7281E-03 1.7661E-05 0.0000E+00 1.0159E-02 30196.9492 165.5796
Gam622 9.0645E-02 2.0393E-03 2.7301E-02 1.7825E-01 13895.2991 359.8339
Gam623 1.4109E-02 1.2263E-04 8.9471E-05 3.6890E-02 39533.6827 126.4744
Gam625 6.7281E-01 1.8216E-03 5.8844E-01 7.4477E-01 102972.9902 48.5564
Gam624 5.2883E-03 2.2810E-05 0.0000E+00 1.3935E-02 33696.7899 148.3821
mean00 3.3153E+01 6.2187E-06 3.3148E+01 3.3157E+01 92575.8051 54.009
mean01 1.3207E+02 2.1123E-05 1.3206E+02 1.3207E+02 40296.2464 124.08
mean02 3.3530E+01 1.1900E-05 3.3524E+01 3.3535E+01 23306.5483 214.53
mean03 1.3223E+02 1.5145E-05 1.3223E+02 1.3224E+02 18904.7864 264.48
mean04 3.3143E+01 3.1642E-05 3.3134E+01 3.3154E+01 312025.9022 16.024
mean05 1.3222E+02 9.8978E-05 1.3221E+02 1.3224E+02 185982.0670 26.884
mean06 3.3227E+01 4.6647E-05 3.3215E+01 3.3240E+01 142592.6571 35.064
mean07 1.3218E+02 3.5168E-05 1.3217E+02 1.3219E+02 45558.0184 109.75
mean08 3.3646E+01 4.3518E-05 3.3640E+01 3.3660E+01 36341.5325 137.58
mean09 1.3244E+02 1.0831E-05 1.3244E+02 1.3245E+02 14098.1236 354.65
mean10 3.3349E+01 2.8868E-05 3.3337E+01 3.3358E+01 42864.7199 116.64
mean11 1.3212E+02 3.0243E-05 1.3211E+02 1.3213E+02 19599.8797 255.10
mean12 3.3524E+01 5.5641E-05 3.3512E+01 3.3540E+01 55988.4161 89.304
mean13 1.3238E+02 4.4698E-05 1.3237E+02 1.3239E+02 40444.0229 123.62
mean14 3.3468E+01 4.4562E-05 3.3455E+01 3.3476E+01 136234.5080 36.701
mean15 1.3274E+02 4.3066E-05 1.3274E+02 1.3276E+02 142630.1781 35.055
mean16 3.3375E+01 9.4142E-05 3.3356E+01 3.3389E+01 113550.4454 44.033
mean17 1.3251E+02 7.9729E-05 1.3249E+02 1.3252E+02 42178.8880 118.54
mean18 3.3736E+01 6.2646E-04 3.3699E+01 3.3785E+01 214245.2839 23.337
mean19 1.3315E+02 1.3344E-03 1.3309E+02 1.3322E+02 104416.6575 47.885
mean20 3.3720E+01 7.8763E-05 3.3704E+01 3.3737E+01 69508.4940 71.933
mean21 1.3294E+02 9.5506E-05 1.3292E+02 1.3296E+02 108031.1650 46.282
mean22 3.3536E+01 5.8907E-06 3.3531E+01 3.3541E+01 18076.7866 276.59
mean23 1.3269E+02 4.6310E-05 1.3268E+02 1.3271E+02 66099.5260 75.643
mean24 3.3957E+01 2.6005E-05 3.3950E+01 3.3965E+01 4633.3471 1079.15
mean25 1.3324E+02 1.9592E-05 1.3323E+02 1.3324E+02 13775.2710 362.96
mean26 3.3621E+01 1.9563E-05 3.3615E+01 3.3627E+01 75168.1397 66.517
mean27 1.3286E+02 2.7768E-05 1.3285E+02 1.3287E+02 72290.7471 69.165
mean28 3.3967E+01 1.9263E-06 3.3964E+01 3.3969E+01 7635.2819 654.85
mean29 1.3344E+02 9.1469E-06 1.3344E+02 1.3345E+02 21692.2676 230.49
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mean30 3.3965E+01 1.7468E-06 3.3962E+01 3.3968E+01 30107.9168 166.06
mean31 1.3372E+02 2.5383E-05 1.3371E+02 1.3373E+02 29180.7359 171.34
mean32 3.3807E+01 9.2728E-06 3.3800E+01 3.3811E+01 51407.7307 97.261
mean33 1.3317E+02 5.2719E-05 1.3316E+02 1.3318E+02 64555.7808 77.452
mean34 3.3589E+01 1.6618E-05 3.3583E+01 3.3596E+01 24340.1354 205.42
mean35 1.3289E+02 1.0972E-05 1.3288E+02 1.3289E+02 25239.1536 198.10
mean36 3.3957E+01 5.4964E-06 3.3953E+01 3.3961E+01 33494.4226 149.27
mean37 1.3388E+02 1.4084E-05 1.3387E+02 1.3389E+02 19086.3787 261.96
mean38 3.3869E+01 1.1937E-04 3.3852E+01 3.3888E+01 146107.2442 34.221
mean39 1.3381E+02 2.1818E-04 1.3379E+02 1.3383E+02 126098.6469 39.651
mean40 3.3899E+01 6.3637E-06 3.3896E+01 3.3903E+01 29684.1219 168.44
mean41 1.3334E+02 1.2572E-05 1.3334E+02 1.3335E+02 28284.2642 176.77
mean42 3.4005E+01 8.7598E-05 3.3990E+01 3.4022E+01 34455.4313 145.11
mean43 1.3439E+02 7.7585E-05 1.3437E+02 1.3441E+02 44015.9496 113.59
mean44 3.4089E+01 1.0985E-05 3.4087E+01 3.4092E+01 10783.1209 463.68
mean45 1.3389E+02 2.1354E-06 1.3389E+02 1.3390E+02 16814.1550 297.36
mean46 3.4030E+01 1.4371E-05 3.4023E+01 3.4037E+01 24344.4476 205.38
mean47 1.3368E+02 6.3650E-06 1.3368E+02 1.3369E+02 26869.3262 186.08
mean48 3.3974E+01 1.8305E-05 3.3969E+01 3.3982E+01 16220.0577 308.26
mean49 1.3418E+02 4.3357E-05 1.3417E+02 1.3419E+02 33984.2140 147.12
sig0 1.0397E-02 5.1172E-06 7.3910E-03 1.4208E-02 101753.1033 49.138
sig1 1.1494E-02 2.2762E-05 6.9227E-03 1.6940E-02 89742.0891 55.715
sig2 2.2147E-02 7.5291E-06 1.7002E-02 2.6493E-02 18702.3423 267.34
sig3 2.5312E-02 1.3278E-05 2.0509E-02 3.3648E-02 16758.0436 298.36
sig4 6.7377E-02 3.4771E-05 5.8035E-02 7.7321E-02 90886.8280 55.013
sig5 1.2037E-01 8.2671E-05 1.0577E-01 1.3751E-01 79241.5240 63.098
sig6 7.6083E-02 1.2216E-05 6.9972E-02 8.3122E-02 55230.0747 90.530
sig7 8.9054E-02 1.8748E-05 8.0247E-02 9.5237E-02 33024.4230 151.40
sig8 2.3056E-02 3.7189E-06 1.8870E-02 2.6342E-02 23756.2145 210.47
sig9 2.7127E-02 3.8963E-06 2.4081E-02 3.1347E-02 28984.7066 172.50
sig10 4.4864E-02 1.5913E-05 3.8071E-02 5.1483E-02 21330.6113 234.40
sig11 2.8569E-02 1.6763E-05 2.2633E-02 3.5289E-02 79364.6376 63.000
sig12 7.3945E-02 1.4626E-05 6.6090E-02 8.0964E-02 16359.3461 305.63
sig13 6.0247E-02 4.9425E-05 5.0572E-02 7.5667E-02 45307.7279 110.35
sig14 4.7560E-02 6.7658E-05 3.7400E-02 5.9961E-02 71546.1485 69.885
sig15 4.5253E-02 5.1485E-05 3.2712E-02 5.8367E-02 122438.7684 40.836
sig16 8.1149E-02 6.4461E-05 7.3386E-02 9.7219E-02 35379.4699 141.32
sig17 9.8157E-02 1.0560E-04 8.1357E-02 1.1856E-01 65447.2037 76.397
sig18 1.7481E-01 4.9086E-04 1.4254E-01 2.1546E-01 118957.1502 42.031
sig19 3.7826E-01 2.1703E-03 2.9221E-01 4.5453E-01 98079.9965 50.978
sig20 6.3216E-02 3.0365E-05 5.2831E-02 7.1833E-02 63138.9261 79.190
sig21 8.3011E-02 3.0218E-05 7.2707E-02 9.3286E-02 67121.1605 74.492
sig22 4.2591E-02 5.3225E-06 3.8782E-02 4.7331E-02 11863.5828 421.45
sig23 7.9679E-02 1.6019E-05 7.4067E-02 8.7572E-02 30533.1187 163.75
sig24 4.0758E-02 1.3113E-05 3.5724E-02 4.5320E-02 18413.7036 271.53
sig25 3.6311E-02 5.4108E-05 2.5687E-02 4.5761E-02 319437.7767 15.652
sig26 3.3717E-02 1.8502E-05 2.7022E-02 4.1190E-02 38797.8225 128.87
sig27 3.2957E-02 1.9160E-05 2.7969E-02 4.3278E-02 85318.1770 58.604
sig28 1.3705E-02 1.3658E-06 1.1576E-02 1.5649E-02 11658.0919 428.88
sig29 1.7861E-02 5.2670E-05 1.3820E-02 2.7240E-02 8839.8629 565.61
sig30 2.3851E-02 4.9658E-06 2.1458E-02 2.6093E-02 20196.0798 247.57
sig31 6.3047E-02 1.3221E-05 5.5082E-02 6.8559E-02 20046.4462 249.42
sig32 3.3400E-02 3.7970E-06 2.9305E-02 3.6581E-02 50200.1253 99.601
sig33 8.9384E-02 1.3365E-05 8.3359E-02 9.6302E-02 40222.3843 124.30
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sig34 1.6552E-02 7.3247E-05 1.2323E-02 2.3667E-02 20320.9017 246.05
sig35 1.9078E-02 9.0345E-06 1.5246E-02 2.6690E-02 18222.0431 274.39
sig36 2.9753E-02 3.2640E-06 2.6535E-02 3.3308E-02 12711.3278 393.34
sig37 3.9156E-02 9.5006E-06 3.3603E-02 4.3555E-02 15530.8432 321.94
sig38 4.3736E-02 8.1981E-05 3.3489E-02 5.9352E-02 87473.4563 57.160
sig39 5.6483E-02 7.0326E-05 4.4777E-02 7.5767E-02 44498.5518 112.36
sig40 3.2181E-02 1.0031E-05 2.9040E-02 3.4087E-02 18767.5229 266.41
sig41 5.8665E-02 7.4578E-06 5.3512E-02 6.2982E-02 8008.1789 624.36
sig42 4.3597E-02 2.8268E-05 3.5905E-02 5.3344E-02 35259.9516 141.80
sig43 4.2660E-02 1.8198E-05 3.4373E-02 5.0306E-02 31057.7121 160.99
sig44 2.0933E-02 2.7451E-05 1.7862E-02 2.2511E-02 15465.7156 323.29
sig45 2.1647E-02 1.2810E-06 1.9749E-02 2.4108E-02 18882.7570 264.79
sig46 3.4843E-02 1.1288E-05 3.0400E-02 4.1280E-02 12880.6637 388.17
sig47 2.9820E-02 4.6206E-06 2.5811E-02 3.3832E-02 14872.4660 336.19
sig48 3.8268E-02 1.7943E-05 3.2641E-02 4.4989E-02 37424.5456 133.60
sig49 7.3317E-02 4.4131E-05 6.2792E-02 8.3872E-02 37615.4550 132.92
rho0 -1.6297E-02 5.2185E-02 -4.6878E-01 3.7495E-01 26512.5997 188.58
rho1 -6.2773E-01 9.5917E-03 -7.8494E-01 -4.5777E-01 26590.6405 188.03
rho2 9.3617E-01 1.7745E-04 9.1451E-01 9.5750E-01 230515.6332 21.690
rho3 3.8187E-01 2.3841E-03 2.6518E-01 4.5914E-01 44177.0986 113.18
rho4 -4.7966E-01 4.1922E-03 -5.9941E-01 -3.5422E-01 19050.5638 262.45
rho5 1.1060E-01 1.5303E-02 -1.2180E-01 2.9967E-01 57679.1470 86.686
rho6 -4.9259E-01 2.0951E-02 -6.5592E-01 -8.0627E-02 116877.5009 42.779
rho7 -9.3090E-01 3.7978E-04 -9.5990E-01 -8.9145E-01 105535.7505 47.377
rho8 7.6369E-01 8.3119E-04 6.9430E-01 8.1311E-01 46400.7472 107.75
rho9 7.9118E-01 1.3539E-02 5.9939E-01 9.1923E-01 145895.9604 34.271
rho10 2.3060E-02 3.1655E-02 -2.6114E-01 3.6095E-01 144155.6079 34.684
rho11 -6.2912E-02 7.3775E-03 -1.9036E-01 1.2205E-01 27496.0159 181.84
rho12 -2.5315E-01 7.2828E-03 -3.9030E-01 -6.6908E-02 38868.7962 128.63
rho13 5.4412E-01 5.7701E-03 4.2760E-01 7.1766E-01 86363.9160 57.894
rho14 3.1846E-02 6.8279E-03 -1.2925E-01 1.6057E-01 39234.2156 127.43
rho15 -4.9963E-03 3.9516E-03 -1.1434E-01 1.0178E-01 42726.6201 117.02
rho16 3.6540E-01 3.1031E-03 2.8682E-01 4.8095E-01 126902.3632 39.400
rho17 -7.3498E-01 5.5361E-03 -8.5863E-01 -6.2345E-01 23100.7809 216.44
rho18 -5.7640E-01 3.0451E-03 -6.7629E-01 -4.8114E-01 29505.4889 169.46
rho19 -9.6126E-01 1.9381E-04 -9.8534E-01 -9.3612E-01 42478.2570 117.70
rho20 -4.5866E-01 1.6254E-03 -5.2164E-01 -3.5626E-01 36729.7248 136.12
rho21 6.6679E-01 6.4360E-03 5.3659E-01 8.0395E-01 25260.9133 197.93
rho22 -5.5560E-01 1.3427E-03 -6.1193E-01 -4.7605E-01 25955.2914 192.63
rho23 2.9981E-01 4.8525E-03 1.7641E-01 4.3718E-01 14442.0845 346.21
rho24 -8.1558E-01 1.4636E-03 -8.8326E-01 -7.4729E-01 51720.3490 96.673
p0 9.4841E-03 8.8157E-06 3.7773E-03 1.4609E-02 19695.7896 253.86
p1 1.3091E-03 5.0283E-07 6.7313E-04 1.9354E-03 19060.7841 262.31
p2 5.2091E-01 3.1162E-02 2.0918E-01 7.0672E-01 39399.0310 126.90
p3 6.8907E-01 1.1123E-03 6.3295E-01 7.5842E-01 122348.5804 40.866
p4 4.8204E-01 1.1005E-03 4.0973E-01 5.4387E-01 25151.2564 198.79
p5 6.1286E-01 3.2653E-03 5.2855E-01 7.4532E-01 45865.3068 109.01
p6 4.5864E-01 1.9018E-03 3.7606E-01 5.4930E-01 33871.6865 147.61
p7 6.4258E-01 3.2882E-02 3.4405E-01 1.0000E+00 257471.7527 19.419
p8 4.9533E-01 2.1998E-03 4.2800E-01 5.9699E-01 82995.0090 60.244
p9 9.6980E-01 1.4932E-03 8.9655E-01 9.9985E-01 38433.8119 130.09
p10 7.1425E-01 3.0174E-03 6.2227E-01 7.9271E-01 15718.6406 318.09
p11 7.7223E-01 9.7882E-04 7.0868E-01 8.3627E-01 45482.2677 109.93
p12 4.1091E-01 2.1401E-03 3.2501E-01 4.9506E-01 29664.4736 168.55
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p13 7.0933E-01 8.8617E-04 6.5631E-01 7.6445E-01 47446.1868 105.38
p14 5.4156E-01 5.2855E-03 4.2643E-01 6.7479E-01 24435.7993 204.61
p15 8.4811E-01 6.0109E-04 8.0251E-01 8.9474E-01 20822.5178 240.12
p16 6.0290E-01 8.1748E-04 5.4996E-01 6.6087E-01 22349.5548 223.71
p17 5.6851E-02 7.7910E-05 3.9254E-02 7.0971E-02 14496.7123 344.90
p18 8.3788E-01 2.4751E-03 7.5064E-01 9.5049E-01 31895.1454 156.76
p19 3.6076E-02 7.1633E-05 1.8826E-02 5.1437E-02 48798.1506 102.46
p20 7.9248E-01 1.0195E-03 7.4217E-01 8.4501E-01 19238.1132 259.90
p21 2.4458E-02 3.2593E-04 1.0902E-02 6.8324E-02 37652.1742 132.79
p22 2.1440E-01 7.4085E-03 7.4024E-02 3.8601E-01 108925.6785 45.902
p23 4.4622E-01 2.4041E-03 3.5150E-01 5.2919E-01 20916.1565 239.04
p24 4.5593E-01 1.6771E-03 3.7982E-01 5.3879E-01 129941.7537 38.478
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